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Abstract 

Polymeric closed-cell foams are increasingly used as the cores of sandwich structures in 

marine, railway and wind power industries due to their lightweight, good mechanical 

properties, high impact-absorption capacity, moist resistant, excellent acoustic isolation, 

and low thermal conductivity. The mechanical behaviour of foam cores is critical for the 

integrity of sandwich structures. Current polymeric closed-cell foams exhibit widespread 

microstructural variability, which has a considerable effect on the mechanical properties 

of the foams. This research aims to characterise the microstructural variability in 

polymeric closed-cell foams and investigate how the microstructural variability affects 

the macroscopic mechanical behaviour of the closed-cell foams. 

The research involves micro-mechanical modelling using the finite element method, 

imaging techniques and statistical analysis for realistic foam microstructure 

characterisation, and numerical and experimental testings for prediction and validation of 

foam mechanical properties.   

Optical microscopy and X-ray computed tomography were utilized to image the 

microstructures of several foams (M80, M130, C70.75 and C70.130). From the captured 

images, a number of major foam parameters were characterised using image processing 

and analysis techniques. Finite element micro-models based on the CT images, Laguerre 

tessellation models integrating various levels of variations in cell size and wall thickness, 

the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan models were developed to study the effects of these foam 

parameters on the global compressive and shear responses of closed-cell foams. Along 

with with these numerical foam models, irregular honeycomb specimens were 

manufactured using 3D printing and experimentally tested under compression in order to 

explore the deformation and failure mechanisms in foams. 

Cells in the polymeric foams studied are fairly isotropic, and cell walls are mostly 

straight. In M130 foam, the relative density of the top section is around 14.14% lower 

than those of the middle and bottom sections, which leads to lower stiffness and strength 

of the top section. In M80 foams, relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness varies 
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along the thickness of foam panel direction. In C70.75 and C70.130 foams relative 

density is reasonably homogenous. However, these two foams have secondary pores 

imbedded in cell walls. Measured cell size approximately follows a normal distribution 

and cell wall thickness nearly follows a lognormal distribution. Cell wall thickness 

shows more scatter than cell size.  

The stiffness and strength predicted by the image-based models are in good agreement 

with experimental values. The shear stiffness, and compressive and shear strengths 

predicted by the Laguerre tessellation models integrating the relative density, cell size 

and cell wall thickness distributions measured from M130 foam are around 20% lower 

than those from datasheet. Based on Laguerre tessellation models, the compressive and 

shear stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell foams are found to decrease with increasing 

cell size and cell wall thickness variations. For a given level of variation, the effect of 

cell size variation on the compressive and shear stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell 

foams is comparable to that of cell wall thickness variation on them. Strength is more 

sensitive to cell size and cell wall thickness variations compared to stiffness, and 

compressive strength is more sensitive to cell size and cell wall thickness variations than 

shear strength. The combined effect of cell size and cell wall thickness variations on 

stiffness is approximately equal to the sum of the individual effect, but the combined 

effect on strength is less than the sum of the individual effect. In M130 foam cell wall 

thickness variation is the main factor that causes the strengths of the foam to deviate 

from its potential ideal values. For an isotropic closed-cell foam, the Weaire-Phelan 

structure is the one that provides the highest compressive stiffness and strength of all the 

structures studied to date. However, the shear strength of closed-cell foams would not 

vary much with cell shape. The highest shear strength is achieved when the foams have 

uniform cell size and cell wall thickness. 

During compressive tests on closed-cell foams, large and thin cell walls that form a small 

angle with the compressive loading direction buckle elastically during the elastic regime 

of compression, leading to a reduction in the global stiffness of the foams. Plasticity sets 

in the buckled cell walls soon, further diminishing their load-carrying capacity and 

causing more cell walls to buckle and yield. When a plastic zone expands nearly across 

foam specimens, the global stress reaches its maximum value, followed by cell collapse 

in the plastic zone. During shear tests, vertical cell walls that are nearly parallel to the 

shear loading direction are mainly subjected to in-plane shear and buckle during the 
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initial elastic regime of shear. Shear buckling is less detrimental to the load-bearing 

capacity of cell walls than compressive buckling. Therefore, the global stiffness degrades 

less rapidly in shear tests compared to compressive tests. Plastic deformation initiates 

from the buckled cell walls and further reduces the global stiffness of the foam. The 

stiffness of closed-cell foams nearly linearly depends on the Young’s modulus of foam 

base materials, and the strength of closed-cell foams nearly linearly depends on the yield 

strength of foam base materials. The Young’s modulus of foam base materials has only a 

minor effect on foam strengths. The yield elongation of foams is closely related to that of 

foam base materials, which implies that foam ductility is mainly inherited from foam 

base materials. Compressive tests with the irregular honeycomb specimens show that 

large and thin cell walls are weak spots where failure initiates. However, the 

susceptibility of a cell wall to failure is also determined by its neighbouring cell walls. It 

is more reasonable to consider weak cells as a region consisting of a number of cells, 

rather than an individual cell or cell wall.  

The relationships of foam mechanical properties with the properties of foam base 

materials and foam microstructures established in this research provides useful 

information for manufacturers to improve the mechanical properties of structural foams. 

The deformation and failure mechanisms obtained in this work could assist in developing 

constitutive relations and failure envelops for closed-cell foams. The Laguerre 

tessellation models proposed are capable of predicting the response of closed-cell foams 

with reasonable accuracy and computational efficiency, which could be used as a 

predictive tool and micro-scale model for multi-scaling modelling of foams in the future. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 
As a widely-used material, man-made solid foams were not invented until 1931 when the 

first solid foam was made from polystyrene. Later in 1951, flexible polyurethane foams 

were produced [1], and then polymeric foams started to be used on a large scale. Metallic 

foams were first patented in France in 1925 and were commercialized in the late 1950’s 

in the USA [2]. Over the last few decades, extensive progress has been made in foam 

manufacturing and processing [3] so that solid foams of various types are available in the 

market now. Along with that, the intrinsic property advantages of solid foams such as 

lightweight, high impact-absorption capacity, low acoustic and thermal conductivity and 

large contact surfaces make foams attractive for a broad range of applications, for 

instance, packaging, impact absorber, sandwich cores, acoustic isolation, thermal 

insulation, filter and flotation and so forth.  

According to materials from which foams are made, termed base materials, foams can be 

divided into three groups: polymeric, metal and ceramic foams. Polymeric foams are the 

most commonly-used foams because of their ease of manufacturing and low cost, with 

applications ranging from packing, cushioning, thermal insulation, acoustic isolation, 

sandwich panels to floatation. Metallic foams inherit high strength, stiffness, impact 

absorption and temperature tolerance from the metallic base materials. Therefore, they 

are primarily used as sandwich cores, impact absorbers and gas-flow controlling devices. 

However, apart from high manufacturing cost, metallic foams are yet to be commercially 

matured, and researchers are still working on improving the manufacturing process [2]. 

Ceramic foams are mostly used as metal melt filtrations, filters and catalytic reactors. 

From the point of view of whether or not cells are separated by solid cell faces, foams 

can be simply classified into two categories: closed-cell foams and open-cell foams (see 

Figure 1.1). Closed-cell foams offer good mechanical properties but no access to the 

internal surfaces. Consequently, they are mostly used in structural and load-bearing 
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applications. On the contrary, open-cell foams provide access to the internal surfaces but 

poor mechanical properties. Hence, they are mainly used in functional applications where 

load-bearing capability is not the primary goal [2]. In the present study, focus will be 

placed on high-performance, load bearing structural applications; hence in particular on 

high-performance polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) closed-cell 

foams, which are commonly used in the marine, transportation and wind power 

industries as sandwich core materials. However, conclusions drawn from this work are 

not only applicable to polymeric closed-cell foams, but also can be used in other kinds of 

closed-cell foams as well. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1.1: (a) Open-cell foams [4] and (b) closed-cell foams  

Sandwich structures are widely used in aerospace, aircraft, marine and transportation 

industries to save weight due to their high flexural rigidity and strength to weight ratios, 

which are achieved by a lightweight core keeping two stiff skins apart. In a sandwich 

construction, the skins carry the majority of in-plane loads and the core bears the 

majority of transverse shear loads induced by bending. A sandwich panel can fail in a 

variety of modes, including face yielding or fracture, core shear failure, face wrinkling, 

general buckling, shear crimping, face dimpling and local indentation [5]. Some of these 

failure modes, shear failure in particular, are closely related to the properties of core 

materials. Hence, understanding the mechanical behaviour of foams is crucial for the 

design of foam-cored sandwich structures.  

Solid foams, in essence, are heterogeneous with two phases: solids and gas. However, 

they are generally regarded as homogenous in a structure because foam cells are far 
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smaller than the dimensions of foam components. Structural polymeric foams are mostly 

manufactured via the expansion of a mixture of base polymers and blowing agents. As a 

result, microstructure and density vary within a raw foam block, especially near mould 

surfaces. Foam sheets for sale are cut from different locations of the raw foam blocks; 

consequently there is a noticeable variation in properties across sheets for a foam. For 

example, the Airex C70 foam series have a variation of density around 25%, which leads 

to considerable uncertainty in their properties. As a result, the minimum values of 

properties are provided alongside the average values in foam datasheet for safe use.  

A range of commercial structural polymeric foams has previously been tested under 

compression, shear and bending quasi-statically and dynamically by Battley et al [6, 7] at 

the University of Auckland at the Centre of Composite Materials. Severe strain 

localization was observed at foam surfaces or the middle of thickness using digital image 

correlation (DIC) technique, which indicated that properties vary in a foam sheet as well, 

at least along the thickness direction of foam sheets. It was speculated that there was a 

variation of relative density or cell size along the thickness direction of foam sheets 

which caused the strain localization. To establish this speculation, the variability in foam 

density and microstructural features such as cell size and cell wall thickness needs to be 

investigated and how these variations affect the global properties of foams need to be 

explored. Apart from this, some other important results have been found. For example, 

the compressive stiffness and strength of these foams were found to be approximately 

proportional to the square of their relative density, whilst the shear stiffness and strength 

were found to be somewhat proportional to their relative density. The PVC and SAN 

foams tested show ultimate shear strength 30-40% and 50%, respectively, higher in 

dynamic tests than in quasi-static tests, while other foams show no difference or even a 

decrease in ultimate strength when tested dynamically. To have an improved 

understanding of the macroscopic behaviour, one needs to analyse at the microstructure 

level to understand the effects of foam microstructures on foam macroscopic behaviour. 

To clarify, in this work macroscopic or global scale indicates bulk-foam level and 

microscopic scale means individual cell level. 

Micromechanical modelling is a technique to predict the macroscopic properties of a 

heterogeneous material based on its microstructures and the properties of its constituent 

materials, which has been widely applied to a variety of heterogeneous materials [8-13]. 

This method allows us to create foams with prescribed microstructures. Hence, the effect 
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of a microstructural parameter on foam macroscopic properties can be investigated in 

isolation using micromechanical modelling. Pioneering work [3, 10, 14-18] in 

micromechanical modelling of foams mostly adopted simplistic models, such as the 

cubic model [3] and Kelvin model [19], which fail to capture the microstructural 

variability in real foams. As a result, many closed-cell foams have been reported [6, 18, 

20-22] to have properties lower than those predicted by these simplistic models. Hence, 

there is a need to develop foam models which have more realistic microstructural 

representation and abilities to predict the macroscopic response of closed-cell foams with 

higher accuracy. 

Therefore, the aim of this research is to characterise the microstructures and 

microstructural variability in polymeric closed-cell foams, develop and validate foam 

micro-models  incorporating quantified microstructural variability, and investigate the 

effects of the foam microstructural parameters and their variability on the macroscopic 

mechanical behaviour of the foams. Microscopy and X-ray computed tomography will 

be utilized to characterize primary foam microstructural parameters and their variability, 

and micromechanical modelling will be employed to analyse the effects of these 

parameters and variations on the macroscopic response. Through this work, more 

accurate foam models will be proposed. A better understanding of microstructural 

variability in polymeric closed-cell foam and its effect on macroscopic properties will be 

achieved. The understanding of the deformation and failure mechanisms in closed-cell 

foams will be improved. The knowledge gain and results obtained in this work have a 

potential to boost designer’s confidence in using foam cores and to help foam 

manufacturers improve the quality of foam products by selecting optimised 

microstructures and material parameters.  

1.2 Organisation of the Thesis 
This research centres on developing foam micro-models, and investigating the 

relationship of foam macroscopic mechanical properties with foam microstructures and 

the properties of foam base materials, as well as deformation and failure mechanisms in 

closed-cell foams. This thesis is structured as follows.  

Chapter 2 reviews the literature relevant to characterisation of foam microstructures, 

foam macroscopic behaviour observed from experimental work, foam micro-models, 
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implementation of the finite element method, the property-microstructure relationships, 

and deformation and failure mechanisms.  

Chapter 3 concerns with the characterisation of foam microstructures and cell wall 

properties. The microstructures of the foams studied were imaged using the X-ray 

computed tomography technique. Relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness were 

quantified from the captured computed tomography (CT) images using image processing 

and analysis. Nanoindentation was conducted to measure the Young’s modulus of cell 

wall materials. 

In Chapter 4, finite element micro-models were developed from the acquired CT images 

and tested under compression and shear. The predicted compressive and shear stiffnesses 

and strengths were then compared against experimental results. Finally, the property 

variations along the thickness of foam panel direction, and deformation and failure 

mechanisms in the foams were analysed based on the micro-models developed. 

Chapter 5 investigates deformation and failure mechanisms in foams by using irregular 

honeycomb specimens. Irregular honeycomb specimens with non-uniform cell size and 

cell wall thicknesses were designed and manufactured using 3D printing. Compressive 

tests were then performed on the specimens with a synchronized camera capturing the 

deformation of cells. Finally, failure initiation and propagation in the irregular 

honeycombs were investigated, including identification of the weak cells from where 

failure initiates. 

Chapter 6 focuses on validation of Laguerre tessellation foam models incorporating 

measured relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness distributions. The processes of 

generating Laguerre tessellation models are described. Compressive and shear tests were 

numerically performed on the Laguerre tessellation models incorporating the relative 

density, cell size and cell wall thickness distributions measured from M130 foam. The 

stiffness and strength of the foam predicted by the Laguerre models were validated 

against experimental results. 

Using Laguerre tessellation models, the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness 

variations on the compressive and shear stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell foams is 

explored in Chapter 7. The compressive and shear responses of the Kelvin and Weaire-

Phelan foam models are studied in Chapter 8, and compared with Laguerre models to 

determine the effect of cell shape on foam properties. 
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Finally, Chapter 9 presents the summary and conclusions from the research and points 

out areas for further investigation. 
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Chapter 2  Literature Review 

Research on foams dates back to the 19th century, preceding the advent of man-made 

solid foams. Early research [19, 23] mostly focused on the geometry of foams cells. 

Since 1950’s, man-made solid foams have become commercially available and been 

widely used in applications of all kinds, which led to a surge of research on foams [9, 24-

30], especially in the aspects of manufacturing, processing and property characterization. 

Recent years have seen more research undertaken on foam modelling [3, 4, 10, 11, 31-

35], and metallic and novel foam manufacturing [2, 36-38]. This chapter aims to provide 

a review of existing knowledge in foam mechanics. Focus is placed on the static response 

of closed-cell foams subjected to uniaxial loads. As open-cell foams and honeycomb 

structures share a great deal of commonality with closed-cell foams, some investigations 

on open-cell foams and honeycomb structures are also included. Sections 2.1-2.2 

summarise characterisation of foam microstructures and cell wall properties; section 2.3 

dicusses the macroscopic behvaiour of closed-cell foams; sections 2.4- 2.6 present the 

study undertaken in the field of foam modelling; sections 2.7 and 2.8 outline the scope 

and aims of this research. 

2.1 Microstructural Characterization 
Characterizing foam microstructural variations is essential for assessing foam quality, 

understanding foam macroscopic behaviour and developing predictive numerical models. 

Foam parameters such cell shape, cell size, cell wall thickness and relative density are 

primarily evaluated from foam micrographs captured using the microscopy and 

computed tomography techniques. This section reviews methods used to characterise 

foam microstructures and the features of foam microstructure observed. 

2.1.1 Foam cell shape 
Foam cell shape alone is a fascinating subject, which has attracted the attention of 

mathematicians and physicists since the 19th century. After years of study, it is 
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recognized that under the facade of randomness there are a few geometrical rules that 

foam cells follow. The first rule was found in 1873 by Joseph Plateau [23], a Belgian 

physicist, who established Plateau’s laws based on experimental observation of soap 

films. The laws state as follows: (1) Soap films are made of entire (unbroken) smooth 

surfaces; (2) The faces of cells are of constant mean curvature; (3) Three faces meet at 

equal angles of 120° (see Figure 2.1a); (4) Four edges meet at the tetrahedral angle 

arccos(-1/3) ≈ 109.47° (see Figure 2.1b). The laws satisfy the requirement for minimal 

surfaces and mechanical balance. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1:  Plateau laws: (a) tetrahedral angle [39]; (b) three faces meeting at equal angles. 

The second researcher who made an enormous contribution in this field is Lord Kelvin 

[19], who posed a question, well-known as the Kelvin problem, regarding how space can 

be partitioned into cells of equal volume with the least surface area. Initially, he 

considered rhombic dodecahedron (see Figure 2.2a) as a solution but later disproved it 

because 12 plane films meet at a point in rhombic dodecahedron, which contradicts with 

Plateau’s laws. Eventually, he found that the truncated octahedron (tetrakaidecahedron 

with six squares and eight hexagonal faces), as shown in Figure 2.2b, was the solution. In 

order to satisfy Plateau’s laws, the final solution he proposed, known as the Kelvin cell, 

is the truncated octahedron with hexagonal faces slightly curved. For more than a century 

the Kelvin cell was believed to be the most efficient foam cell. However, in 1994 Weaire 

and Phelan [40] published a new structure, known as the Weaire-Phelan structure (see 

Figure 2.2c), which partitions space into cells of equal volume with a surface area 

approximately 0.3% less than the Kelvin cell. The Weaire-Phelan structure is an 

aggregate of eight polyhedrons, one irregular dodecahedron with pentagonal faces and 

seven tetrakaidecahedrons with two hexagonal and twelve pentagonal faces. To meet 

Plateau’s laws, pentagonal faces in the Weaire-Phelan structure are slightly curved.  

120°

109.47°

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Plateau
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.2: Idealized foam cells: (a) rhombic docadehedron; (b) the Kelvin cell; (c) the Weaire-
Phelan structure. 

The Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan structures are idealised foam cells. In a real foam, cells 

are of varying shape. However, cell shape in a real foam obeys a few statistical rules. In 

1946, Matzke [41] surveyed the shape of around 600 liquid bubbles and found that the 

number of faces per cell ranged from 11 to 17, with average being 13.7. More than a 

third of the bubbles had 14 faces and more than five-sixths had 13, 14 or 15 faces. More 

than two-thirds of cell faces consisted of pentagons, and 99.6% of the faces were either 

quadrilateral, pentagonal or hexagonal. 36 different combinations of cell shape occurred 

in the 600 bubbles. The most common combination was 13-faced cells with one 

quadrilateral, ten pentagonal and two hexagonal faces, followed by two combinations of 

14-faced cells, one quadrilateral, ten pentagonal and three hexagonal faces and two 

quadrilateral, eight pentagonal and four hexagonal faces, respectively. Montminy et al. 

[42] analysed the shape of cells in polymeric open-cell foams using the computed 

tomography (CT) technique and found that only 55% of the cell faces were pentagonal. 

Most cells had 11–15 faces, but cells with 18, 21 and 24 faces were also detected. The 

average number of faces per cell was 13.0. Kyriakides et al.[43] characterized 30 cells of 

a polyesterurethane open-cell foam using optical and scanning electron microscopies. 

They found that the number of faces per cell ranged from 9 to 17, with the average being 

13.7. The most common cells were 14-faced, followed by 15- and 13-faced cells. Jang et 

al. [44] manually extracted 300 cells from an ALPORAS foam block (closed-cell 

aluminium foams) and precisely quantified the cell shape. They found that foam cells 

were irregular polyhedral with approximately 14 faces, and each face had approximately 

five sides. Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 summarize the statistics of cell shape from the 

literature. 
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Table 2.1: Statistics of cell face shape in foams. 

 Foam type Sample 
size 

Polygon distribution 
3-sided 4-sided 5-sided 6-sided Others 

Kelvin cell Ideal   43%  57%  
Weaire-Phelan 

structure Ideal    89% 11%  

Matzke [41] Liquid bubble 600  11% 67% 22%  
Montminy [42] Polymeric foams 106  24% 55% 19%  

Kyriakides [43] Polyester urethane 
foam 30 2% 25% 50% 21% 2% 

Table 2.2: Statistics of cell shape in foams. 

 Sample 
size 

Cell face number distribution Mean face 
number 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 others 

Kelvin cell     100%     14.0 
Weaire-Phelan 

structure   25%  75%     13.5 

Matzke [41] 600 0.5% 12% 30% 36% 18% 3% 0.5%  13.7 
Montminy [42] 106 18% 11% 12% 13% 9% 4% 8% 25% 13.0 
Kyriakides [43] 30 10% 10% 13% 23% 17% 10% 10% 7% 13.7 

2.1.2 Cell size 
In a foam, cells are of varying sizes. Naturally, characterizing the variation of cell size is 

a topic of interest [18, 42, 45-55]. A straightforward way to quantify cell size is to 

measure the area of cells from a 2D micrograph [18, 46, 50, 52]. Nevertheless, a 2D 

image shows only the cross-sectional dimensions of cells at the cutting plane [18, 56] 

(see Figure 2.3a); therefore, the validity of this method is questionable [42]. 3D images 

can be constructed from a sequence of cross-sectional 2D images, and they provide 

three-dimensional information such as cell volume. Hence, it is more reasonable to 

measure cell size from 3D images. Two methods for quantifying cell volume from 3D 

images have been reported, namely, cubic model [53] and voxel counting [46, 50, 54, 

57]. Cubic model is essentially an indirect approach, which assumes that foam cells are 

cuboids. The volume of matters, foam volume and surface area are measured directly 

from 3D images and then input into the cubic model to calculate cell size. Due to the 

geometry assumption, the accuracy of results is affected. The volume of a cell can be 

measured from 3D images simply by counting voxels enclosed by the cell. However, due 

to limited scanning resolution or over-segmentation, some cell walls appear broken or 

missing in images, giving infused cells, as shown in Figure 2.4. Without separating these 

infused cells, the sizes of these cells are overestimated. Two image processing methods 

are often used to separate connected cells, namely, watershed [46, 50, 57] and 

granulometry opening [54]. Granulometry opening works well only for equiaxed cells. If 
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cells are not equiaxed, only the smallest dimension of cells will be retrieved [54]. Cell 

size was mostly found to follow a right-skewed distribution [42, 45, 47, 58], but bimodal 

distributions of cell size were also documented in [46, 50]. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the effect of cutting location on (a) cell size measurements and (b)cell 

wall thickness measurements. 

 
Figure 2.4: CT image of a closed-cell foam showing broken cell walls. 

2.1.3 Cell wall thickness  
As with cell size, cell walls in a foam are of varying thickness. Owing to the small size of 

cell wall thickness, high-resolution images are required for quantification. Optical and 

scanning electron microscopes (SEM) generally have sufficiently high magnifications to 

image cell walls [18, 52]. Nowadays micro-CT scanners with high magnification are 

available in the market. For example, the SkyScan 1272 scanner claims to be able to 

detect objects as small as 0.4µm [59]. With this level of resolution, cell walls in the 

majority of foams can be well imaged.  

Measuring thickness itself is more challenging than measuring volume because it 

involves measurement orientation. Thickness measurements not perpendicular to the 

walls lead to overestimation. Moreover, the uneven nature of cell walls, being thin in the 

 

Cutting line

L
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middle and thick at the periphery, poses a difficulty in thickness measurement. Likewise, 

cell wall thickness is overestimated when measured from 2D images because cutting 

planes are most likely to be inclined to cell walls or through Plateau borders, as shown in 

Figure 2.3b. To achieve an accurate evaluation, cell wall thickness needs to be measured 

from high-resolution 3D images. Three methods, namely cubic model [53], granulometry 

opening [54] and Hildebrand and Rȕegsegger (HR) method [60, 61], have been proposed 

to quantify cell wall thickness. However, as mentioned earlier, cubic model 

oversimplifies foam microstructures. Granulometry opening and HR methods yield 

volume-weighted distributions of cell wall thickness, from which one can obtain only the 

volume of cell walls with a given thickness, not the number of cell walls with a given 

thickness. In general, cell wall thickness was found to follow a right skewed distribution 

[45, 54, 58]. 

2.1.4 Relative density 
Density varies spatially in foams. Relative density is the ratio of the density of a foam to 

the density of its base material. Relative density can be quantified from high-resolution 

CT images as the volume fraction of solid phase [53, 54, 62]. Theoretically, the intensity 

level of a pixel in a CT image is proportional to the density of materials at this pixel. 

Therefore, relative density variation can be directly quantified from raw CT images [54]. 

With this approach, image segmentation is avoided. However, oftentimes CT images 

need to be turned to binary image (with white pixels representing solid phrase and black 

pixels indicating empty regions) before measurement. During the process of binarization, 

the selection of thresholds (pixels with intensity larger than the thresholds turn white; 

otherwise black) is critical for the accuracy of measurements. As the thresholds increase, 

the relative density measured decreases. Instead of choosing the threshold by visualizing, 

Olurin and Arnold [53] suggested choosing a threshold at which the change rate of 

relative density to thresholds is the smallest. 

2.1.5 Other geometric parameters 
Apart from the parameters mentioned above, some of other microstructural parameters 

have been also characterised. For instance, in some polymeric foams, cells are elongated 

along the rise direction. The anisotropy of cell shape of five polyester urethane foams 

was quantified in [43] through measuring the maximum height of cells and their lateral 

width. The cross-section of Plateau border was studied in [43] using SEM and found to 
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have the characteristic three-cusp hypocycloid shape, as shown in Figure 2.5. The area of 

cross-section of Plateau border increases as strut ends are approached. A function 

relating the area of cross-section to its length was obtained by fitting the measurement 

data. Using the CT technique and 3D image processing, the distributions of strut length, 

area of faces, and angles that struts meet were quantified for polyurethane foams in [42]. 

 
Figure 2.5: (a) A typical foam strut of open-cell foams and (b) cross-section along its length [43]. 

2.2 Characterisation of Cell Wall Properties 
Due to stretching during foaming processes and chemical changes by adding foaming 

agents, cell wall properties may differ from the properties of bulk materials from which 

foams are made [3, 63]. Micro-tensile and bending tests have been undertaken on single 

struts extracted from open-cell foams [43, 64-66] to characterize the properties of struts. 

However, the accuracy of micro-test results is not reliable, because there are many 

factors that could induce errors. For example, the non-uniformity and three-cusp 

hypocycloid shape of strut cross-section make it difficult to calculate engineering stress. 

Small initial curvature and specimen’s alignment introduce bending moment, and slip at 

clamping points leads to overestimated strains.  

Nanoindentation tests, originally developed for the characterization of thin films, have 

been applied to a wide range of materials with small dimensions including foam cell 

walls [63, 67, 68]. The principle of nanoindentation is to impress a flat surface of 

materials using a very small tip (see Figure 2.6a). Over the course, the indentation force 

and depth which are in the range of micro newton and nanometre are recorded (see 

Figure 2.6b). As the indenter is pressed into materials, the impressed materials 

experience elastic and plastic deformation. When the indenter is withdrawn, the elastic 

portion of deformation is recovered. The Young’s modulus of the impressed materials 

can be calculated from the initial gradient of the unloading part of the load-depth curve 
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by using the formula developed by Sneddon et al.[69]. As the calculation of Young’s 

modulus is based on the assumption that the indented surface is a semi-infinite field, the 

indented surface should be sufficiently large compared to indents in order to eliminate 

edge effects [70]. The calculation of Young’s modulus becomes more complicated if the 

tested material exhibits time-dependent behaviour, because not only elastic deformation 

but also creep deformation occurs during the unloading stage [71-75]. From 

nanoindentation tests, the mechanical properties that can be directly obtained are the 

hardness and Young’s modulus. Yield strength can be back-calculated from the 

simulations of the indentation process using the finite element method [76]. However, 

this method has not been rigorously validated. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6: (a) Schematic of nanoindentation; (b) Typical load-depth curve of nanoindentation. 

2.3 Foam Mechanical Behaviour 
Foam mechanical behaviour has been extensively experimentally characterized over the 

past decades [7, 9, 10, 14, 20, 22, 28, 31, 43, 77-91]. This section outlines foam 

mechanical behaviour from the perspective of global stress-strain curves, properties-

relative density relationship, strain localization and deformation and failure mechanisms.  

2.3.1 Characteristics of foam stress-strain curves 
Foams exhibit distinctive behaviour under compression. Figure 2.7a schematically show 

a typical stress-strain curve of foam under compression, which is normally divided into 

three regimes: the initial elastic regime, plateau collapse regime and densification regime 

[3]. Foams initially experience a period of elastic deformation, followed by a long period 

of cell collapse with stress being nearly constant. The long plateau regime is responsible 

for their large capacity of energy absorption. When the majority of foam cells are 

flattened and closed, further deformation compresses cell wall materials itself, leading to 

a sharp rise in stress. The stress-strain curves of foams under tension and shear are 

similar. Initially, foams undergo elastic deformation, followed by stiffness degradation 
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due to material yielding and large deformation. At some point, cracks nucleate at weak 

locations or from pre-existing defects and propagate across foam specimens, eventually 

resulting in a drastic decrease in stress [6, 20, 92], as shown in Figure 2.7b. Depending 

on foam base materials, some foams exhibit brittle fracture behaviour under tension and 

shear, others show ductile fracture. It is noteworthy that the tensile strength of a foam is 

generally higher than its compressive strength [92, 93], which is possibly due to the 

difference in failure mechanisms.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.7: (a) A typical compressive stress-strain curve of foams; (b) A typical tensile or shear 
stress-strain curve of foams. 

2.3.2 Property-relative density relationship 
Foam properties are primarily dependent on relative density and cell wall properties. 

Using dimensional analysis and the cubic models, Gibson and Ashby [3] established 

expressions relating foam stiffness and strength to relative density and cell wall 

properties (see Table 2.3). The constants of proportionality in the expressions were 

determined by fitting a large number of experimental data, as shown in Figure 2.8. For 

closed-cell foams, the expressions are more complicated due to the presence of the 

volume fraction ϕ of solid contained in cell edges, which is a parameter without practical 

meaning. Stiffness and strength predicted by these expressions can be viewed only as a 

reference, as there are many data in Figure 2.8 that deviate from these expressions. 

Different prediction expressions can also be found in [20, 22, 94, 95].  
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Table 2.3: Gibson and Ashby’s prediction of mechanical properties of open- and closed-cell 
foams [3]. 

 Open-cell Closed-cell 

Young’s 
modulus 

2* *

s s
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E

ρ
ρ

 
≈  
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σ ρ ρφ
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where E*, G* and ν* are the Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of foams, respectively. σel

*, σpl
* and 

σcr
* are the yield strength for elastomeric foams, ductile foams and brittle foams, respectively. Es, σys and σfs are the 

Young’s modulus, yield strength and rupture stress of base materials of foams, respectively. ρ*, ρs and ϕ are the density 
of foams, the density of base materials and the fraction of solid contained in Plateau borders, respectively.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.8: Experimental data and Gibson and Ashby’s prediction: (a) relative Young’s modulus 
with relative density; (b) relative yield strength with relative density [3]. 
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Microstructural variability and imperfections are widespread in foams, such as solid 

concentration in Plateau borders, cell size variations, cell wall thickness variations, and 

cell wall curvature and so on. The variability and imperfections have been found to affect 

the macroscopic properties of foams [11, 32, 96-98]. However, all the established 

expressions do not take into account of microstructural variability and imperfections, 

thereby failing to predict foam properties consistently and universally. The effects of 

microstructural variability and imperfections on foam properties will be discussed in 

section 2.6. 

2.3.3 Strain localization 
Under compression, a band of deformation localization perpendicular to the compressive 

load appears in foams at some point. To investigate the evolution of the band of 

deformation localization, Papka and Kyriakides [9, 99] performed compressive tests on 

an aluminium honeycomb with a synchronized camera positioned squarely in front of 

specimens to capture the deformation of cell walls. Figure 2.9 shows the configurations 

of a specimen captured at different stages of compression. The honeycomb deformed 

uniformly in the elastic regime of compression. Shortly after the maximum global stress, 

a few cell walls in the middle were tilted and lost their stability, and then the deformation 

began to localize at the row of the tilted cells, showing a decrease in global stress. Once 

the cell walls in the row came into contact, further compression destabilized the adjacent 

rows of cells and brought them to collapse. This event continued until all the cells were 

collapsed.  

Using the digital image correlation (DIC) technique, strain localizations in foams were 

observed during compressive tests [7, 80, 100, 101]. However, as to the location and the 

deformation regime where the strain localizations occurred, different results have been 

reported. For example, Bart-Smith et al. [100] observed that Duocel (an open-cell 

aluminium foam) deform relatively homogeneously during elastic regime, and strain 

began to localize after the peak macroscopic stress, whilst in ALPORAS (a closed-cell 

aluminium foam), localized deformation bands occurred in the middle of specimens prior 

to the peak macroscopic stress was reached. Stubbing and Battley [7] found that strain 

was localized at one end of M80 and C70.130 foams (closed-cell polymeric foams) from 

the beginning of compressive tests, and a localized deformation band appeared in the 

middle of the M80 foam during the plateau regime without showing any noticeable 
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change in macroscopic stress (see Figure 2.10). Additionally, a strain localized band was 

also observed in the M80 foam samples during block shear tests.  

The presence of strain localization affects the measurements of foam stiffness and 

strength. For example, Stubbing and Battley [7] found that the compressive stiffness 

calculated from the global stress-strain curves recorded was around 50% lower than that 

full field measurement, and the compressive strength is 7% lower than that obtained from 

tests with two composite skins attached at ends. The presence of localized strain bands 

was believed [7, 100] to be related to the microstructural imperfections in foams. 

 
Figure 2.9: Configuration of an aluminium honeycomb at different compressive strains [9]. 

 
Figure 2.10: Strain distribution on the surface of M80 foam at different stages of compression [7]. 
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2.3.4 Characteristics of weak cells 
Deformation localization initiates from weak cells in foams. In-situ tests are often 

employed to identify these weak cells. For example, Song et al. [102] performed in situ 

compressive tests on a metallic foam using a loading device equipped in SEM and found 

that fracture began from cell walls with small pores. However, the specimens they used 

were so small (about three-cell wide) that edge effects were probably not negligible. 

With SEM, only the deformation of cells which are located on the surface of specimens 

could be analysed, which limited the reliability of results. In-situ tests with X-ray 

tomography are a commonly-used method for investigating the deformation and failure 

mechanisms, and damage evolution in materials, which has been utilized for foam 

investigation extensively [103-106]. During the tests, specimens are scanned and loaded 

alternately. Deformation of cell is then analysed by comparing the configuration and 

positions of cells in CT images captured at different strains. 

In order to seek the morphologic explanation for the relatively low yield strength of two 

aluminium foams, Bart-Smith et al. [100] conducted in situ compressive test with X-ray 

computed tomography on ALPORAS (a closed-cell aluminium foam). They found that 

deformation localization tended to initiate from ellipsoidal cells with T-shaped cell wall 

intersection and cells with curved cell walls. There was no evidence showing that large 

cells were more susceptible to collapse, which implied that cell shape was more critical 

than size in determining the susceptibility of the cells to collapse. Elliott et al. [107] 

observed that a collapse band formed around a cell that was rather larger than its 

immediate neighbours in an open-cell polyurethane foam. To understand the effect of 

cell size, cell morphology and relative density on deformation localization in foams, 

McDonald et al. [47] performed in-situ compressive tests on metallic foams and 

suggested that both the position of large cells and the size of their immediate neighbours 

were important in determining the tendency of them to initiate deformation localisation. 

Isolated large cells surrounded by small cells were observed to be more susceptible to 

deformation localisation than an aggregate of large cells. Sun et al. [106] found that some 

cells in an aluminium closed-cell foam collapse prematurely, but these prematurely 

collapsed cells had a wide variety of shapes and sizes. The premature collapse was also 

found to be dependent on the load acted on the cells. Viot et al. [108] analysed that the 

volume strain of each individual cells at varying stages of compression and subsequently 

established the link between volume strain and cell size, density and location. They 
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found that cell size had a minor effect on the volume strain of cells, with large cells being 

generally more deformed. However, density showed a strong correlation with the volume 

strain of cells, with low density region exhibiting larger volume changes.  

Due to the three-dimensional nature, tracking failure evolution or deformation 

localization inside foams and characterizing the geometry of weak cells are challenging 

tasks [109]. In the majority of studies [46, 47, 63, 100, 106, 107, 109-111], deformation 

is analysed through visually comparing the configuration and position of cells in two-

dimensional CT images at different compressive strains. However, two-dimensional 

images show only a cross-section of cells, not the three-dimensional information about 

the cells; consequently the microstructural characteristics of weak cells obtained from 

two-dimensional CT images might not be fully correct. For three-dimensional 

visualization of the deformation of foam cells, separation of individual cells needs be 

performed first. The deformation of each individual cell is then analysed separately [106, 

108]. However, this is computationally expensive and time-consuming, particularly with 

many cells involved.  

2.4 Foam Models 
In order to simulate the response of foams and study the property-microstructure 

relationship of foams, a number of foam micro-models have been developed, which 

generally fall into three categories: space-filling polyhedron [3, 10, 16, 18, 19, 40, 98, 

112-115], tessellation-based [11, 83, 97, 116-118] and image-based models [42, 111, 

119-123], as shown in Figure 2.11a. 

 
  

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.11:  Micro-models of foams: (a) the cubic model [3]; (b) Voronoi tessellation model [11]; 

(c) image-based model [121]. 
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2.4.1 Space-filling polyhedron models 
For space-filling polyhedron models, foam cells are simplified to space-filling 

polyhedrons. The widely-used space-filling polyhedron models include the cubic model 

[3] (see Figure 2.11a), Kelvin model [19] and Weaire-Phelan model [40]. Gibson and 

Ashby [3] established the relationships of foam global properties to relative density and 

the properties of base materials using on the cubic model. The Kelvin model is the most 

widely-used foam model [10, 16, 18, 98, 112-115]. Analytic solutions for the 

compressive response of the Kelvin model have been developed by Zhu and Mills [14, 

31]. Simone and Gibson [10, 32] employed the Kelvin model to study the effects of cell 

face curvature and corrugations, and solid distribution on the stiffness and strength of 

metallic foams. Kyriakides et al. [33, 34] simulated the compressive response of an open-

cell foam using the Kelvin model with measured cell anisotropy and strut geometry 

incorporated. Mills [17] investigated the deformation mechanisms and the yield surface 

of low density closed-cell polymeric foams using the Kelvin model. The Weaire-Phelan 

model is relatively new and thus has been less studied. Daxner and Bitsche [124] 

calculated the compressive stiffness, shear stiffness and Poisson’s ratio of the Weaire-

Phelan model. The Weaire-Phelan model was found to have higher compressive stiffness 

and lower shear stiffness compared to the Kelvin model. Additionally, the Weaire-Phelan 

model showed less property anisotropy than the Kelvin model. However, real foams have 

microstructures that are far more complicated than the space-filling polyhedron models; 

therefore the accuracy of these models in predicting the response of real foams may be 

not satisfactory. 

2.4.2 Tessellation-based models 
Tessellation-based models basically mean Voronoi tessellation models [11, 83, 97, 116-

118]. A cell in a Voronoi tessellation is defined by space that is closer to a specific seed 

point than to others. To some degree, the mathematical concept of Voronoi tessellations 

resembles the actual processes of foam formation. Bubbles expand from hot spots (seed 

points) at a uniform rate. Wherever the bubbles touch each other, expansion stops at the 

touching point but remains elsewhere, as shown in Figure 2.12. The geometry of Voronoi 

tessellations is determined by the arrangement of seed points. If seed points are arranged 

in a regular fashion, an ordered tessellation will be produced. For example, both the 

Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan models are special Voronoi tessellations, which have a body-
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centred cubic unit lattice of seed points and a morphed face-centred cubic unit lattice of 

seed points (see Figure 2.13), respectively. 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2.12: Schematic showing the resemblance between Voronoi tessellations and foam 
formation [11]:(a) bubble nucleation from seed points;(b) bubble growing at a uniform rate; (c) 
resultant foam; (b) Voronoi tessellation generated from the seed points. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.13: Cubic unit lattices of seed points of (a) the Kelvin structure and (b) the Weaire-
Phelan structure [40]. 

Seed points randomly distributed would produce Voronoi tessellations with extreme 

variation in cell size and shape, which disobey Matzke’s observation [41]. To generate 

Voronoi tessellations akin to realistic foams, random arrangement algorithms are needed. 

Two of the most common algorithms are the random sequential adsorption (RSA) 

algorithm and the random close packing (RCP) algorithm [11, 125]. Both the algorithms 
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involve randomly packing equal-sized spheres, and the centres of packed spheres were 

eventually taken as the seed points. Koll and Hallstrom [125] found that Voronoi 

tessellation models based on the RSA algorithm had cells of 14.9 faces on average and 

relatively homogenous size, and Voronoi tessellation models based on the RCP 

algorithm have 14.2 faces per cell on average and a considerably wide range of cell size. 

The geometry of Voronoi tessellation models based on these two algorithms agreed well 

with Matzke’s observation [41].  

However, Voronoi tessellation models cannot be constructed such that cell size follows a 

prescribed distribution. Laguerre tessellations, a type of weighted Voronoi tessellations, 

are capable of accomplishing this. In Laguerre tessellations, each seed point has a 

weight, which determines the size of the cell that encloses the seed point. Provided that 

the centres of a set of random close packed spheres are taken as the seed points of a 

Laguerre tessellation and the radii of these spheres are chosen as the weights, then the 

constructed Laguerre tessellation will have a cell size distribution close to the diameter 

distribution of these spheres. In addition, Laguerre tessellations constructed in this way 

[126, 127] have microstructures that agree well with Matzke’s observation, with the 

average number of cell faces per cell ranging from 14.11 to 13.04 and the average 

number of edges per cell face ranging from 5.14 to 5.09.  

The advantage of tessellation-based foam models is that they incorporate the nature of 

randomness of foam cells and simultaneously have geometry in good agreement with 

Matzke’s observation [41]. Moreover, tessellation-based models idealize foam cell walls 

as beams (open-cell foams) or shells (closed-cell foams), thus being computationally 

efficient. Voronoi tessellation models have been mostly employed to investigate the 

property-microstructure relationship of foams, such as irregularity [11, 83, 118] and cell 

face curvature [11]. Laguerre tessellation models have been applied to study the effect of 

cell size on foam properties [35, 55, 128].  

2.4.3 Image-based models 
Although tessellations can be constructed to have a geometry similar to real foams, there 

are several microstructural characteristics which tessellations cannot replicate, such as 

solid concentration at cell edges (Plateau borders), non-uniform thickness in a cell wall, 

cell wall waviness, raggedness of cell wall surface and so forth. With the advance in the 

X-ray CT technique, computational power and commercial mesh generating software 
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during the last two decades, image-based foam models [42, 111, 119-123], which 

replicate microstructures from scanned foam samples, have gained popularity since 

around 2000. To construct an image-based model, a sequence of cross-sectional images 

(see Figure 2.14) is needed, which are mostly captured using the X-ray CT technique. 

After image processing, a 3D binary image with white voxels representing solid phase 

and black voxels meaning gas phase or empty regions can be obtained, from which a 

finite element mesh can be generated by simply turning each white voxel into a cubic 

hexahedral element. The resultant mesh is termed cubic voxel mesh. One of the main 

drawbacks of cubic voxel mesh is that it brings in millions of elements and step-wise 

surfaces, as shown in Figure 2.15a. Consequently, it is mainly used for the determination 

of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio [109, 129]. An alternative is to mesh the solid 

phase with tetrahedral elements, as shown in Figure 2.15b. To accomplish this, a smooth 

triangular surface mesh which bounds the solid phase is created, followed by 3D mesh 

generation in the manner of filling the interior of the surface mesh previously created 

with tetrahedrons. The whole process is complicated and usually conducted using 

specialized commercial software, such as Mimics® (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium) 

and ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd. Exeter, UK). As opposed to cubic voxel mesh, tetrahedral 

mesh reduces element number significantly. 

 
Figure 2.14: A sequence of cross-sectional images of a closed-cell foam. 

Cross-sectional imagesFoam sample
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.15: (a) Cubic voxel mesh with step-wise surfaces; (b) Tetrahedral mesh with smooth 
surfaces. 

Due to good approximations of foam microstructures, image-based models show high 

accuracy in predicting the global properties of foams. Foam failure mechanisms derived 

from image-based models are more valid than that obtained from space-filling 

polyhedron and tessellation-based models. However, image-based models are more 

computationally expensive than others. Additionally, image-based models are generated 

from scanned foam specimens and could not be produced artificially, therefore not well 

suited for investigating the property-microstructure relationship of foams. 

2.5 Finite Element Method Implementation 
Owing to the complexity of foam microstructure, the finite element method is found to 

be effective in analysing the response of foam models. This section reviews the 

methodology applied to implement the finite element method. 

2.5.1 Analysis methods 
Explicit dynamic analyses are often employed to simulate not only dynamic events, but 

also quasi-static events. In the latter case, explicit dynamic analyses are adopted merely 

because of the advantages of the explicit solver in computational stability and efficiency. 

During the analyses loading rates are kept low so that dynamic effects can be neglected 

(using the criterion that the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy is less than 5%) 

[130].  

Foam elastic response can be readily studied using static analyses (with implicit solver). 

However, foam nonlinear response is complicated due to the involvement of cell wall 

large deformation, material nonlinearity, buckling and contact. One main concern 
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associated with selecting analysis types is buckling. In an explicit dynamic analysis, 

buckling can be triggered by numerical round-off errors [12]. In static analyses, the Riks 

method needs to be applied [10, 130] if cell walls are geometrically perfect, in which 

case either loading imperfections or geometric imperfections (normally consisting of 

multiple superimposed buckling modes) are introduced to trigger buckling. As opposed 

to static analyses, explicit dynamic analyses are easier to implement and more 

computationally efficient, thereby being often used to investigate foam nonlinear 

behaviour [106, 119, 131-133]. However, the stable time increment in an explicit 

dynamic analysis is determined by loading rates, material density and the smallest 

characteristic length of elements [130, 133]. Image-based foam models generally have 

small elements, leading to long computer time. On the other hand, unlike space-filling 

polyhedron and tessellation-based models, cell walls in image-based models are not 

geometrically perfect, and thus buckling could be triggered by the imperfections of cell 

walls in a static analysis.  

2.5.2 Element type and density 
Foams cell walls are generally subjected to a combination of bending, compression and 

stretching. To accurately model the response of cell walls, proper element types need to 

be chosen. Solid (continuous) elements are used in image-based models. Linear 

tetrahedral elements were found to overestimate the stiffness and strength of foams 

considerably [106, 119, 134]. Quadratic tetrahedral elements were found to yield more 

accurate results than cubic voxel elements do [122, 131, 135]. A significant difference 

between the full and reduced integration was observed in [131], and the simplified 

reduced integration technique was found to yield inaccurate results. However, the 

quadratic tetrahedral elements with reduced integration were still adopted in [123], and 

quadratic tetrahedron with modified formulation was utilized in [111]. Regarding mesh 

density, Wismans and Govaert [136] suggested that at least three to four elements over the 

thickness of cell walls should be taken. However, this mesh density is not only difficult to 

achieve, especially for close-cell foams, but also leads to a large number of elements. A wide 

range of mesh densities with quadratic tetrahedral elements was studied in [111], and no 

considerable difference was observed for these mesh densities.  

Space-filling polyhedron and tessellation-based models use shell elements. Beam 

elements were used in [11] along the cell edges to simulate the reinforcement of Plateau 

borders. Simone and Gibson [10] compared the accuracy of shell and solid elements in 
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predicting the properties of the Kelvin closed-cell foams. They found that the Young’s 

modulus predicted by solid elements is slightly higher than that predicted by shell 

elements, and the compressive strength predicted by both the element types was 

approximately the same. It should be noted that in a foam cell walls have varying 

thickness. Some cell walls are actually too stout to be viewed as shells. As a result, the 

application of shell elements to these cell walls might be questionable. One the other 

hand, these stout cell walls may mainly experience compression or stretching and would 

not bend much. This justifies the application of shell elements to these stout cell walls. 

2.5.3 Model size 
For micromechanical modelling, the selection of size of micro-models is critical. Models 

with an insufficient size would underestimate the properties of materials modelled due to 

edge effects. To date, there is no consensus about the size of representative volume 

element for foams. Andrews et al. [82] experimentally studied the effect of specimen size 

on the measurement of foam properties. They found that stable Young’s modulus was 

achieved only when the ratio of specimen size to cell size is larger than 6, and stable 

compressive strength was obtained only when the ratio is larger than 8 and 5 for open- 

and closed-cell foams, respectively. The effect of specimen size on shear strength 

disappeared when the specimens had a thickness of at least twice cell size. Robert and 

Garboczi [137] suggested that models with more than 125 cells (5 × 5 ×5) should be used 

to simulate open-cell foams. Youssef and Maire [111] contended that models with an 

edge length of 9 cells are needed for closed-cell foams. Bureau et al. [123] found that 

models containing one single cell (open cell) yielded results close to that predicted by 

models having 24 cells (open cell).  

2.5.4 Boundary conditions 
The most common boundary conditions applied in compressive tests were fixing the 

bottom face of models and applying a displacement or a downward moving platen on the 

top face of models [106, 109, 111, 118, 119, 131, 133]. In some cases [17, 124, 132], 

periodic boundary conditions (see Figure 2.16) were used, which keep deformation on 

the opposing faces of models compatible, but without being over-constrained. With 

periodic boundary conditions, an infinitely large volume is effectively simulated. In order 

for periodic boundary conditions to apply, models should be geometrically periodic and 

meshes on the opposing faces of models should be matched. There is a lack of research 
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on modelling the shear response of foams. As a result, boundary conditions that can 

impose a uniform shear strain in foam micro models have not been documented. 

 
Figure 2.16: Schematic of periodic boundary conditions [12]. 

2.6 Response Predicted by Numerical Models 
It is well recognised that the macroscopic properties of a foam depend on the properties 

of base material, relative density and microstructures of the foam. Foams with specified 

microstructures are difficult to manufacture, but can be generated artifically as numerical 

models. Through these numerical models, the relationship between foam properties and 

relative density and microstructures has been investigated. However, there is a lack of 

numerical study on the shear response of foams, nonlinear shear response in particular. 

Hence, the properties discussed in this section mainly refer to compressive properties. 

2.6.1 Property-relative density relationship 
The property-relative density relationship for the Kelvin closed-cell foam was 

investigated in [10, 98]. Listed in Table 2.4 are expressions relating the compressive 

stiffness and strength of the Kelvin closed-cell foams to relative density and cell wall 

properties. The stiffness and strength are virtually proportional to relative density, which 

implies cell wall stretching is the main deformation mechanism. The elastic moduli and 

failure surfaces of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan closed-cell foams were calculated in 

[124]. The Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams are idealized foams; hence real foams has 

often been reported [22, 46, 100] to have properties lower than the Kelvin foam. 

However, as mentioned earlier, these two foams are the most efficient foam structures in 

terms of partioning space with the least surface are. Therefore, their mechanical 

properties might represent the potential values that foams can theoretically achieve. 
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Table 2.4: Predicted properties of the Kelvin closed-cell foam [10, 98]. 

Young’s modulus 
2* * *

0.2089 0.3152
s s s

E
E

ρ ρ
ρ ρ

 
≈ + 

   

Shear modulus 
* *

0.131
s s

G
E

ρ
ρ

 
≈  

   

Plastic collapse stress 
2* * *

0.3211 0.4459pl

ys s s

σ ρ ρ
σ ρ ρ

 
≈ + 

   

2.6.2 Property-microstructure relationship 
Microstructural imperfections in foams, such as density, cell size and wall thickness 

variations, cell shape irregularity, material concentration within Plateau borders, cell wall 

waviness and so on, affect the global properties of foams. So far, the effects of some 

microstructural imperfections have been investigated. Majority of researches [3, 43, 110, 

138, 139] maintained that the mechanical properties of foams are independent of cell 

size. For example, the stiffness and strength of foams derived from the cubic models by 

Gibson and Ashby [3] show no dependence on cell size. Kyriakides et al. [43, 110] tested 

polyester urethane and aluminium foams of different cell sizes and found that the 

compressive stiffness and strength were independent of cell size. Maheo et al. [140] 

found that elastic modulus increased with cell size for an open-cell foam, which, 

however, might be because the struts in the foam had a sandwich structure. Yu et al. 

[141] experimentally investigated the compressive properties of an aluminium closed-

cell foam with same density but different cell size and found elastic modulus, 

compressive strength and energy absorption increased with cell size. Kenesei et al. [142] 

stated that cell size distribution in foams does not have a strong effect on the response of 

foams, but the ratio of the maximum to minimum cell size strongly influences the 

behaviour of foams. In terms of fracture toughness, it is recognized that foams of smaller 

cells are more resistant to fracture [3, 143].  

Based on the Kelvin foam model, Simone and Gibson [10] found that the volume 

fraction of solids contained in cell edges had little effect on Young’s modulus, but 

reduced collapse stress considerably. Studies in [11, 32] show that curved cell faces 

significantly reduced the stiffness and strength of foams. The influence of cell wall 

thickness variation on the stiffnesses of two dimensional cellular solids and open- and 

closed-cell foams was investigated in [96, 97]. It was found that both Young’s modulus 

and shear modulus substantially deceased with increasing dispersion of cell wall 
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thickness. Grenestedt and Bassinet [98] studied the effect of cell wall thickness variation 

on the stiffness of the Kelvin closed-cell foam and found the bulk modulus and shear 

modulus were reduced by roughly 19% when the thickest cell wall was 19 times thicker 

than the thinnest cell wall. However, the cell wall thickness in [96-98] followed uniform 

distribution, which is vastly different from real foams, and only 112 different thicknesses 

were assigned in [98], which might be too few to be representative. Redenbach and 

Shklyar [35] investigated the effect of cell size variation on the elastic constants of 

closed-cell foams using Laguerre tessellation models with cell sizes following a gamma 

distribution, and found that foam stiffness reduced slightly with increasing variation of 

cell size. Zhu and Windle [83] suggested that irregularity increased the compressive 

modulus of open-cell foams, but decreased the compressive strength. However, 

Grenestedt and Tanaka [16] found that the Young’s modulus of closed-cell foams 

decreased with irregularity, and shear modulus also reduced, but to a less extent. Using 

experimental tests on ALPORAS foam, Jeon and Asahina [144] found that partially 

coupled cell and missing cell walls reduced the Young’s modulus and compressive 

strength of foams significantly.  

Using scaling law and cubic unit cell models, Gibson and Ashby [3] established the 

relationship between property anisotropy ratio and cell shape anisotropy ratio. The 

compressive stiffness and strength of foams in the rise direction were found to be larger 

than that in transverse direction because more solids are aligned in the rise directions, 

and compressive stiffness was found to be more sensitive to cell shape anisotropy than 

compressive strength [3, 33, 88, 110]. Benjamin and Das [92] experimentally 

investigated the compressive, tensile and shear properties of a polyurethane closed-cell 

foam with cells elongated in the rise direction. They found that foam properties in the 

transverse direction showed more ductility, especially for shear. 

Beals and Thompson [145] reported that compressive failure in foams with density 

gradient is sequential, starting in low-density sections and propagating to high-density 

regions. Meguid et al. [146] found that local density variation affected the patterns of 

deformation localization, but had no effect on the global stress-strain curve or energy 

absorbing capacity. Models with density randomized showed fewer oscillations in global 

stress-strain curves and matched better with experimental values. 
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2.6.3 Deformation and failure mechanisms 
During the linear elastic regime of compression and shear, struts in open-cell foams 

generally undergo a combination of bending, twisting and axial extension [15]. In low 

relative density open-cell foams, strut bending is the dominant deformation mechanism 

[3]. In closed-cell foams, cell walls mainly experience in-plane extension and cell edges 

bending [3, 15].  

Gibson and Ashby [3] suggested that three failure modes may occur to cellular solids 

under compression, namely, elastic buckling, plastic collapse and brittle crushing. When 

the macroscopic failure is caused by the elastic buckling of cell walls, foam compressive 

strength is proportional to the square and cubic of relative density for closed- and open-

cell foams, respectively, and to the Young’s modulus of base materials. Foams may also 

fail due to the plastic collapse of cell walls, which is a phenomenon that beams and shells 

subjected to bending lose load-bearing capacity significantly when all points on a cross-

section are yielded. In this case, foam compressive strength is proportional to the yield 

strength of base materials, and to the power of 1.5 and 2 of relative density for open- and 

closed-cell foams, respectively. If foams are failed by the brittle fracture of cell walls, 

foam compressive strength is proportional to the fracture strength of base materials and 

the power of 1.5 of relative density. In a real foam, cell walls are of varying size and 

thickness and subjected to different loads. As a result, these failure modes might co-exist.  

One advantage of numerical simulations over experiments in investigating foam failure 

mechanisms is that stress and strain can be readily determined from numerical 

simulations. In terms of the onset of foam failure, there are two scales involved: 

macroscopic and microscopic [12]. The onset of macroscopic failure is defined based on 

the global stress-strain curves, i.e. the maximum global stress or the beginning of plateau 

regime in compressive tests indicates the onset of macroscopic failure. The onset of 

microscopic failure is defined based on the response of cell walls, i.e. material yielding, 

elastic buckling and fracture of cell walls represent the onset of microscopic failure. 

Microscopic failure generally precedes macroscopic failure in foams. For example, 

Daphalapurkar et al. [63] observed that cell walls in a closed-cell polymeric foam 

buckled during the initial elastic regime of compression, which, however, is different 

from that reported by Elliott et al. [107] and Kyriakides et al. [110]. They found that 

deformation was homogenous in the open-cell foams during the initial elastic regime, 

and cell walls started to buckle after the maximum macroscopic stress. Daphalapurkar et 
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al. [63] also found that cell walls prone to buckling were those that were parallel to or 

formed small angles with the loading axis. The collapse of a weak zone formed by a 

sufficient number of buckled cell walls resulted in the maximum global stress. Sun et al. 

[106] and Youssef et al. [111] found that extensive plastic deformation occurred at some 

locations in foams at the early stage of compression. Sun et al. [106] found that both 

bending and buckling occurred to cell walls. Maire et al. [109] maintained that the 

collapse mechanism for a closed-cell foam was the buckling of cell walls. 

2.7 Scope of the Research 
This research aims to develop more accurate foam micro-models and study the 

relationships of foam macroscopic properties with foam microstructures and the 

properties of foam base materials by using the developed micro-mechanical. It will also 

investigate deformation and failure mechanisms in closed-cell foams. Relative density, 

cell size and cell wall thickness vary spatially in foams. In order to develop accurate 

foam models, the variations of these parameters need to be characterised and taken into 

account in relevant micro-mechanical models. So far, cell size and cell wall thickness 

have primarily been quantified from 2D images, which might be different from real 

values in 3D foam structures. In addition, there is also a lack of methods for quantifying 

cell wall thickness. Current foam micro-models either consider simplistic geometries 

such the Kelvin model, or are not able to represent prescribed realistic geometries such as 

image-based models. Foam micro-models that incorporate various levels of variations in 

cell size and cell wall thickness need to be developed for an improved understanding and 

accurate prediction of foam mechanical behaviour. Most of previous numerical work has 

focused on calculation of elastic moduli of foams using linear elastic analysis. The 

nonlinear behaviour, the onset of instability in particular, which has received limited 

attention till date. As a result, the deformation and failure mechanisms in closed-cell 

foams are not yet well understood. The shear response of foams is significantly important 

for the application to sandwich cores, but it has not been studied well, especially 

nonlinear shear responses. Microstructural parameters, such as cell size and cell wall 

thickness, vary throughout a foam structure in real foams. The effects of cell size and cell 

wall thickness variations on the compressive and shear stiffnesses and strengths have not 

been investigated in detail. The thesis aims to address these limitations and develop 

accurate micro-mechanical models of closed-cell foams. 
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2.8 Aims of the Research 
The overall aim of this research is to develop and validate foam micro-models 

incorporating microstructural variability and investigate how the microstructural 

variability affects the macroscopic behaviour of closed-cell foams, as well as 

deformation and failure mechanism in closed-cell foams. Specifically, the key research 

questions that this work attempt to address are: 

1. How much cell size, cell wall thickness and relative density vary in the foam 

studied and how to accurately measure these variations? 

2. What are the effect of these variations on the compressive and shear responses of 

closed-cell foams including stiffness, strength and failure mechanisms? 

3. How to develop finite element foam models from CT images that can accurately 

predict the properties of closed-cell foams? 

4. How to simulate the shear response of foams? 

5. How to develop foam models which incorporate cell size and cell wall thickness 

variations? 

6. How a foam deforms at microstructure level at different stages of compression 

and shear (link between macroscopic response and deformation at microstructure 

level)? 

7. What are the deformation and failure mechanisms in closed-cell foams and what 

are the weak cells that failure initiates from? 

8. What are the optimised microstructures for closed-cell foams? 
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Chapter 3  Material 
Characterisation 

The foams studied herein are M80 and M130 (from Gurit) which are made from styrene-

acrylonitrile (SAN), and C70.75 and C70.130 (from Airex) which are made from 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC). These foams are structural closed-cell foams and commonly 

used in the marine, railway and wind power industries. These foam are manufactured by 

mixing liquid polymers and blowing agents, then pouring the mixture into metal molds 

and allowing a partial cure under high heat and pressure. The resulting rubbery mass, 

sometimes called an embryo, is demolded, then placed in a second mold and heated 

again in an expansion chamber, which activates the blowing agent and controls the gas 

expansion pressure. The result is a roughly 4-ft by 8-ft by several-inch-thick block of 

foam. This chapter mainly concerns characterising the microstructural parameters of 

these foams using the microscopy and X-ray CT techniques and cell wall properties 

using nanoindentation tests. It begins with a brief introduction to the global properties of 

these foams, followed by methodologies related to microscopy, computed tomography 

and nanoindentation tests. Image processing and analysis basics and procedures used in 

this research are then demonstrated. Finally, results regarding relative density, cell size 

and cell wall thickness variations, and cell wall properties are presented.  

3.1 Bulk Material Properties 
The densities, and compressive and shear properties of these foams were previously 

characterised by Battley et al. [6, 7] at the University of Auckland. For each type of 

foam, five specimens of dimensions 20 × 80 × 80 mm were weighed, and the densities of 

these specimens were calculated. Compressive tests were performed on the specimens, 

following the standard ISO 844. Single block shear tests following the standard ASTM 

C273-07 were conducted to determine the shear response of these foams. According to 

the requirement of the standard for the minimum dimensions of specimens, the 
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specimens chosen for the shear tests were 20 × 50 × 240 mm. Table 3.1 lists the average 

properties of these foams from the datasheet [147] and experiments [6, 7]. The standards 

that the datasheet followed for compressive and shear tests are ASTMD1621 and 

ASTMC273, respectively. The differences between datasheet and experimental values 

stem from how strain was measured (from crosshead or extensometer). 

Table 3.1: Properties of M80, M130, C70.75 and C70.130 foams from datasheet and 
experiments. 

Properties Datasheet [147] Experimental values [6, 7] 
M80 M130 C70.75 C70.130 M80 M130 C70.75 C70.130 

Density (kg/m3) 85 140 80 130 85.4 148 82.7 142 
Young’s Modulus (MPa) 52 111 104 160 46 119 62.5 130 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 1.02 2.31 1.45 2.6 1.24 3.15 1.51 3.48 
Shear Modulus (MPa) 29 59 30 47 25.2 42.1 32 31.1 
Shear Strength (MPa) 1.09 1.98 1.2 2.3 1.03 2.27 0.93 2.39 

3.2 Microscopy 
The microscope used is Olympus BX60m (see Figure 3.1a). The surfaces of these foam 

were rough and ragged. Without grinding and polishing, captured microscope images had 

poor quality (see Figure 3.2a), even with surfaces painted. To achieve quality images 

(see Figure 3.2b), foam cubes with dimensions around 10 mm were cut out and mounted 

into epoxy resin cylinders (see Figure 3.1b). As these foams are lighter than epoxy resin, 

a nut was placed on the foam cubes to keep them from floating. After the resin cylinders 

were fully hardened, the bottom faces of the mounted specimens were ground and 

polished using 1 µm diamond dust suspension. Finally, the polished foam surfaces were 

imaged with the magnifications of 50 and 100 for cell size and wall thickness 

measurements, respectively. To have a sufficient number of measurements, an overlap 

was kept between adjacent images and all images were subsequently stitched together 

manually. 

Due to background lighting and broken cell walls, automating measurements with the 

captured microscope images was difficult. Hence, cell size and wall thickness were 

measured manually from the microscope images using ImageJ software. Manually 

measuring the area of each cell was time-consuming. Instead, the diameters of the 

incircles of cells (see Figure 3.3a) were measured and taken as cell size. Cell wall 

thickness is intractable to measure accurately partly due to its small size and non-

uniformity (thinner in middle area than around edges), and partly because some cell 

walls are inevitably inclined to the plane that the images were taken (see Figure 2.3b), 
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which leads to overestimate of cell wall thickness. To reduce the errors induced by the 

non-uniformity of cell wall thickness, measurements were all made near the middle area 

of cell walls where thickness was relatively uniform. To reduce the errors induced by cell 

wall inclination, cell walls that seemed vertical to the images were selected while 

measuring (see Figure 3.3b).  

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.1: (a) Microscope Olympus BX60m; (b) Specimen mounted in resin. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: Comparison between images (a) without grinding and (b) with grinding. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.3: (a) Cell size measurements; (b) Cell wall thickness measurements. 

3.3 X-ray Computed Tomography 
X-ray computed tomography is a non-destructive radiographic scanning technique, 

which can be used to generate sequential cross-sectional images of an object. With these 

cross-sectional images, a virtual 3D model of the object can be created. Figure 3.4 

schematically shows the configuration of a micro-CT scanner. A cone-beam of X-rays is 

emitted from an X-ray source, then passed through a sample positioned on a rotatable 

stage. The attenuated X-rays are finally projected on a detector, forming an image 
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(termed projection or radiograph). Projections created from hundreds of angular positions 

are combined to produce a sequence of cross-sectional image slices, termed CT images, 

using a specialised software. The process of generating CT images from projections is 

termed reconstruction. The sequence of CT images can be ‘stacked’ up to construct a 

volume image (as shown in Figure 3.5). As with microscopes, there is a trade-off 

between magnification and scanning volume for X-ray scanners. However, in a micro-

scanner, samples can be raised or lowered precisely to allow a number of overlapping 

sub-scans, which can then be automatically stitched together during the subsequent 

reconstruction process; so there is practically no limitation for scanning height. 

The micro-CT scanner used is SKYSCAN 1272. In the foams studied, there are many 

thin cell walls (below 5 µm), a resolution of 1.5 µm/pixel was therefore chosen. To 

produce a good contrast, the X-ray source voltage and current were chosen to be 50 kV 

and 150 µA, respectively. 180o-rotation scanning was performed at a rate of 0.2o/step. 

Exposure time was set to be 1400 ms. The detector format 4904×3280 was chosen so that 

each scan could cover a cylindrical volume with a diameter of 7.356 mm (4904 × 1.5 

µm) and a height of 4.920 mm (3280 × 1.5 µm). M80 foam was scanned through the full 

height. For the other three foams, only three sections located at top, middle and bottom 

were scanned (indicated in Figure 3.6) because of the long time required. Each scan took 

around 2 hours and it took 30 minutes to reconstruct.  

 
Figure 3.4: Schematic of configuration of a micro-CT scanner. 
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of CT image reconstruction 

 
Figure 3.6: Scanning locations in the cylindrical samples for M130, C70.75 and C70.130 foams. 

3.4 Nanoindentation 
The foam specimens polished for microscopy were employed to conduct 

Nanoindentation tests. The nanoindentation tests were carried out using Hysitron TI-950 

TriboIndenter. A large number of indentations were made on the thick junctions of cell 

walls at constant loading rates of 30, 200 and 400 µN/s, and the loads were increased up 

to 300, 600 and 1200 µN, respectively. The loads were subsequently held at their 

respective maximum values for 10 s and then removed. 

Theoretically, indentations should be conducted on a semi-infinite field. However, the 

largest indent produced in the tests was around 3.5 µm, and the thicknesses of the cell 

wall junctions where these indents were made were larger than 50 µm. According to the 

criteria in [70], edge effects are negligible in this situation. The properties of materials in 

cell walls may differ from those of materials in cell wall junctions, because cell walls are 
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stretched more than junctions during the process of foaming. But the difference might be 

minimal since they are made of the same base materials. There is no published reports 

exploring the heterogeneity in polymeric closed-cell foams, and it was difficult to find 

cell wall thicker than 50 µm to do indentations. Hence, we assumed that cell walls and 

junctions had the same material properties. 

3.5 Image Processing Basics 
A digital image can be considered as a large array of discrete dots (pixels) with different 

brightness (intensity). It can be readily expressed in the form of a matrix, with each 

element in the matrix corresponding to a pixel and the value of the element representing 

the brightness of the pixel [148]. A 3D image or volume image can be constituted by a 

sequence of 2D cross-sectional images and readily expressed as a 3D matrix.  

Digital images can be divided into three categories: binary, greyscale and true colour 

images. Greyscale images are constituted by 256 shades of grey, with 0 being black and 

255 being white [148]. CT images are greyscale images. Intensity images are a special 

type of greyscale image in which the intensities of pixels can be any values. In this work, 

Matlab software was used to perform image processing and analysis, because it offers a 

collection of built-in functions for, which can be easily customised to solve a specific 

image processing and analysis problem. The following sections present the primary 

operations utilized. 

3.5.1 Binarization  
Binarization is a process to turn a greyscale image to a binary image. To do so, an 

intensity threshold needs to be chosen, normally based on the histogram of the grey 

image which plots the frequency of pixel intensities in the image [148]. The value within 

the valley spacing two peaks which are associated with two different phases in the 

histogram is generally selected. Pixels of intensity larger than the threshold turn white, 

and the remaining turn black. For example, Figure 3.7a shows a grey image with coins 

inside and Figure 3.7b shows the histogram of the greyscale image. A binary image 

shown in Figure 3.7b will be obtained if an intensity of 100 is chosen to binarize the 

greyscale image. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3.7: Binarization illustration: (a) grey image; (b) histogram; (3) binary image. 

3.5.2 Connected component 
In a 2D image, there are two types of neighbours according to pixel connectivity, namely 

4-connected and 8-connected neighbours [148]. Two pixels which share a common edge 

are 4-connected neighbours such as pixels A and C in Figure 3.8a. Two pixels which 

share a common vertex or a common edge are 8-connected neighbours, such as pixels A 

and B in Figure 3.8a. By extension, there are three types of neighbours in a 3D image, 

namely 6-connected, 18-connected and 26-connected. A connected component is a group 

of connected pixels. Depending on the type of neighbours applied, the number of 

connected components may differ. For instance, there are three components in Figure 

3.8a if 8-connected neighbour applied, four components if 4-connected neighbours 

applied. A labelled image is an image with all components labelled by integers, as shown 

in Figure 3.8b. The geometric properties of components, such as area, centroid, 

perimeter, orientation, aspect ratio, bounding box, solidarity etc, can be computed from a 

labelled image. 

Coins

Background

Threshold
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of connected component: (a) connected neighbours; (b) component 
labelling. 

3.5.3 Dilation and erosion operations 
Dilation is an operation to thicken components [148]. The thickening is controlled by a 

‘mask’ matrix, termed structuring element, which is composed of 1 or 0, such as follows 

 

The entries of 1 are defined as active entry. During a dilation operation, the mask matrix 

is put on each white pixel. All the pixels which are ‘masked’ by the active entries turn to 

white pixel. For example, the pixels coloured in red in Figure 3.9a will become white 

after a dilation with a 3×3 square structuring element.  

Erosion is an operation to thin components, which can be seen as an inverse of dilation 

[148]. Instead, the mask matrix is put on each black pixel. All the pixels which are 

‘masked’ by the active entries turn to black pixel. For example, the dilated image in 

Figure 3.9a will turn to the image in Figure 3.9b if an erosion operation with a 3×3 

square structuring element is applied. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.9: Illustration of (a) dilation and (b) erosion operations. 

0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0

1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
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3.5.4 Distance transform 
For a given pixel in a binary image, it has a distance between this pixel and the nearest 

white pixel (see Figure 3.10). Distance transform is to compute the distance for each 

pixel and generate an intensity image (termed distance image) in which the intensity of a 

pixel equals to the computed distance of the pixel [149].  

 
Figure 3.10: Illustration of distance transform operation. 

3.5.5 Watershed transform 
An intensity image can be considered as a topography, with intensity representing 

altitudes [150, 151]. For example, Figure 3.11a can be thought as a topography shown in 

Figure 3.11b. Naturally, there are watersheds and catchment basins in the topography. 

Watershed transform is to find the watershed lines and catchment basins in an intensity 

image. A watershed image is a labelled image obtained from a watershed transform 

operation, in which catchment basins are separated by watershed lines. Watershed 

transform is useful in separating overlapped or infused objects in an image, as shown in 

Figure 3.12.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.11: Illustration of watershed transform: (a) intensity image;(b) topography representation 
[150]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.12: Separation of infused disks using watershed transform: (a) infused disks; (b) 
separated disks 

3.5.6 Extended-minima transform 
Watershed transform has a tendency to ‘oversegment’ an image because each local 

minimum, no matter how small, is considered as a catchment basin [151-153]. To 

circumvent this, these tiny local minima need to be filtered out. In this study, a filter 

based on the extended-minima transform is used. Extended-minima are the regional 

minima of an image after an H-minima transform operation. 

H-minima transform suppresses all minima in an intensity image whose depth is less 

than a threshold h. Thinking of the intensity image as a flooded topography, with water 

keeping drying, at some point, the water surfaces break by the emergence of small 

‘peaks’, and new puddles are formed. Whenever a new puddle is formed, the maximum 

depth of this puddle is measured. If the maximum depth is smaller than the threshold, as 

the area coloured in black shown in Figure 3.13a, then this puddle stops drying and are 

deemed as fake minima. Otherwise, it continues drying until its maximum depth is equal 

to the threshold. The ultimate surfaces constituted by land and water are the resultant 

surface filtered by H-minima with depth h (as shown in Figure 3.13b).  

Extended-minima transform is to convert an H-minima filtered image into a binary 

image by turning the extended-minima white pixels and the rest black pixels. As shown 

in Figure 3.13b, all the regional minima in the resultant surface turn to 1 (white) and the 

remaining to 0 (black). Figure 3.14 shows the extended-minima transform for an 

intensity image with a threshold of 2. Extended-minima can be imposed onto distance 

images as markers to overcome the over-segmentation limitation of watershed transform. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.13: Schematics of (a) H-minima and (b) extended-minima transforms for a one-
dimensional case. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.14: Illustration of extended-minima transforms in two-dimensional case. 

3.5.7 Image scaling 
High resolution images are informative, but computationally expensive to process. For 

the cases where high resolution is not necessary, images can be scaled down [149]. For 

example, to scale down twice a 3D image, all the voxels in the image are divided into 

groups, each containing eight (2 × 2 × 2) voxels. If a group contains more than 3 white 

voxels, then it turns to a single white voxel, as shown in Figure 3.15; otherwise, it turns 

to a single black voxel.  

 
Figure 3.15: Illustration of image downscaling.  
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3.6 Image Processing Procedures Applied 
In this section, image processing and analysis procedures for quantifying relative density, 

cell wall thickness and cell size are demonstrated, using M130 foam as an example. 

Since the foams studied have different microstructural features, image processing and 

analysis procedures used for each other were slightly different. 

3.6.1 Relative density quantification 
Theoretically, the intensity of a pixel in a CT image is proportional to the density of 

material at this pixel. In the CT images of M130 foam, cell walls appeared hollow, with 

darker pixels in the middle of cell walls, as shown in Figure 3.16. However, in the 

microscope images of M130 foam cell walls were shown to be solid. Hence, relative 

density could not be quantified based on pixel intensities, and image processing is 

required.  

The first step of image processing was binarization. Figure 3.17 shows the histogram of a 

CT image of M130 foam. It can be seen that there is no clear cut-off point for 

binarization. Otsu [154] proposed a universal method to select the threshold from a grey 

level histogram by discriminant analysis, which is available as a built-in function in 

Matlab and adopted here. After binarization, noises still remained in the images. The 

difficulty in removing these noises was posed by small and isolated clusters of white 

pixels which resembled noises, but actually were parts of thin walls. However, unlike 

randomly-distributed noises, these small and isolated clusters of white pixels appeared 

consecutively in adjacent image slices at the same locations. Hence, they could be 

differentiated from noises in a 3D image constructed by consecutive CT images. To do 

so, every 200 consecutive binarized CT images were stacked up to create a 3D image, 

followed by a dilation operation. Noises were then removed by a threshold of volume of 

connected components. 

At this stage, the cell walls were still riddled with small holes (see Figure 3.18a). To fill 

them, a dilation operation was performed first to bridge small gaps and divide large holes 

into small ones. As holes within cell walls had small volume, jagged boundary, convex 

shape, and small and isolated clusters of white pixels inside, they were identified by the 

thresholds of area, area-to-perimeter ratio, solidity and Euler number, and filled in each 

image slice (see Figure 3.18b). Finally, an erosion operation was carried out to cancel out 
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pixels added by the previous dilation operations, and relative density was computed as 

the percentage of white pixels in each image slice.  

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.16: CT image of M130 foam showing pixel intensity variation in cell walls: (a) CT image; 
(b) close-up. 

 
Figure 3.17: Histogram of a CT image of M130 foam. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.18: (a) Image after binarization and denoising; (b) Image after filling small holes. 

3.6.2 Cell wall thickness quantification 
To illustrate cell wall thickness measurements, a schematic image with three walls inside 

shown in Figure 3.19a is taken as an example. Firstly, a distance transform was 

performed for the complement of the image. In the resultant distance image (see Figure 

3.19b), the intensities of pixels on the medial axis of the walls are actually nearly half of 

the thickness of the walls. Hence, the next step was to locate these pixels and label them 

by cell wall number. Thinking of the distance image as a topography, the medial axis of 

the walls are actually watershed lines. Hence, a watershed transform was carried out for 

the distance image. The boundary (pixels with an intensity of zero) in the watershed 

image (see Figure 3.19c) is then the medial axis of the walls.  

In order to label each individual cell wall, cell walls needed to be disconnected at 

junctions first. The method reported in [155, 156] to classify pixels in a watershed image 

was employed to identify junctions. Firstly, the nearest eight neighbours of each pixel 

located on the boundary, except for those on the edges of the watershed image, were 

checked to determine how many cells (pixels with an intensity of non-zero in a 

watershed image) this pixel bordered with. If a pixel bordered with more than two cells, 

the pixel was identified as a junction. Then, the boundary in the watershed image 

excluding junctions was extracted (see Figure 3.19d). Finally, cell walls were labelled as 

connected components (see Figure 3.19d). With the location information provided by the 

image shown in Figure 3.19d and the thickness information supplied by the image shown 

in Figure 3.19b, the thickness of each wall was calculated. All these operations were 
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extended to cell wall thickness measurements in 3D images as well (see Figure 3.21). 

However, instead of the nearest eight neighbours, the nearest 124 neighbours were 

checked for each voxel on the boundary in the watershed image to ensure that the 

boundary was fully disconnected. 

The thickness of a cell wall varies, thin in the middle and thick at the periphery (see 

Figure 3.21). In this study, two types of thickness are defined, namely, local thickness 

and overall thickness. Overall thickness is the average thickness of a cell wall. Local 

thickness is the average thickness of the thinnest region whose area is half the area of the 

cell wall. The local-to-overall cell wall thickness ratio reflects the degree of material 

concentration in Plateau borders. Cell wall thickness was quantified from both 2D and 

3D images. For 3D evaluation, computational effort could be intensive. Consequently, 

each 3D image was constituted by 100 consecutive 2D images with the dimension of 

3000 × 3000 pixels. With 4 nodes (each with a 2.7 GHz processor) and 96 GB memory 

on a high performance computer, each 3D image took two hours to analyse.  

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.19: Illustration of wall thickness measurement process: (a) binary image with three 
walls; (b) distance image; (c) watershed image; (d) labelled medial axial of the walls. 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.20: Illustration of cell wall thickness measurements in a 3D image: (a) 3D binary image; 
(b) mid-surface of cell walls; (c) cell wall junctions; (d) disconnected mid-surface of cell walls. 

 
Figure 3.21: Definitions of local and overall thicknesses. 

3.6.3 Cell size quantification 
As high resolution is not necessary for cell size measurements, the images previously 

used for relative density evaluation were four times scaled down (see Figure 3.22a). As 
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mentioned earlier, there were many broken and missing cell walls in the images, leading 

to connected cells. To separate these connected cells, a watershed transform with a filter 

based extended-minima was performed, and then the boundary in the watershed images 

was extracted and added into the downscaled images (see Figure 3.22b). Finally, the area 

of each cell, except for those open cells at the edges of the images, was calculated. Cell 

size quantification from 3D images followed the same procedures and the volume of 

each cell was measured. Figure 3.23 shows a 3D watershed image of a small volume of 

M130 foam. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.22: (a) Downscaled image; (b) Image with all cells separated. 

 
Figure 3.23: 3D watershed image of a small volume of M130 foam. 
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3.7 Qualitative Observation 
Figure 3.24 shows one of the CT images of M80, M130, C70.75 and C70.130 foams. It 

can be seen that M130 and M80 foams have comparable cell size, but the former has 

thicker cell walls. C70.75 foam has cells slightly larger than those of C70.130 foam. 

PVC foams (C70.130 and C70.75) have cells smaller than those of SAN foams (M80 and 

M130). It is noteworthy that, unlike SAN foams, PVC foams have cell walls which are 

filled with secondary pores, as shown in Figure 3.25, especially for C70.130 foam. These 

secondary pores appear in the microscope images as well (see Figure 3.26a and Figure 

3.26b). Cell walls in SAN foams are shown to be solid in the microscope images of SAN 

foams (see Figure 3.26c and Figure 3.26d), but appear to be hollow (dark in the middle) 

in the CT images. The hollow appearance in CT images might be attributable to the 

material properties of SAN. Figure 3.27 shows two vertical cross-sections of M80 foam 

extracted from 3D images. It is noticeable that cell size increases with height. Cells are 

fairly isotropic and not elongated in the height direction. Cell walls are rather straight. 

The other three foams are found to have isotropic cells and straight cell walls as well. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 3.24: CT images of (a) M130, (b) M80, (c) C70.130 and (d) C70.75 foams. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.25: Close-up of CT images of (a) C70.130 foam and (b) C70.75 foam showing 
secondary pores. 

200 µm 200 µm
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.26: Microscope images of (a) C70.130, (b) C70.75, (c) M130 and (d) M80 foams. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.27: Vertical cross-sections of M80 foam extracted from 3D CT images. 

3.8 Measurements from Microscope Images 
The sizes of around 500 cells (located around the middle sections of foam sheets) were 

assessed from microscope images for each type of foam. Figure 3.28 shows the measured 

cell size distributions of these four foams, and their normal and lognormal distribution 

fittings. Table 3.2 lists the distribution fitting parameters. µ1 and µ2 are the location 

parameter of a lognormal distribution, and σ1 and σ2 are the scale parameter of a 

lognormal distribution. Because of secondary pores in PVC foams and small thickness of 

cell walls in M80 foam, only the thicknesses of cell walls in M130 foam were quantified. 

The thicknesses of 281 cell walls were measured. Figure 3.29 shows the distribution of 

the measured cell wall thickness and the lognormal distribution fitting. Measured cell 

2mm 2mm
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wall thicknesses have an average of 18.9 µm and standard deviation of 18.1 µm. In 

comparison to cell size, cell wall thickness shows a larger dispersion. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3.28: Cell size distributions of (a) M80 (b) M130 (c) C70.75 (d) C70.130 foams.  

Table 3.2: Fitting parameters of cell size and cell wall thickness distributions. 

 
Cell size Cell wall thickness 

Normal distribution Lognormal distribution Lognormal distribution 
mean Standard deviation µ1 σ1 µ2 σ2 

M80 543 156 6.255 0.299   
M130 418 140 5.975 0.361 2.617 0.805 

C75.70 370 93 5.879 0.273   
C75.130 284 68 5.621 0.248   
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Figure 3.29: Cell wall thickness distribution of M130 foam.  

3.9 Measurements from CT Images 
3.9.1 Relative density measurement 
The densities of foam blocks from which scanning specimens were drilled out were 

measured. The densities of SAN and PVC are around 1070 kg/m3 [157, 158] and 1350 

kg/m3 [3], respectively. Table 3.3 lists the relative densities calculated by dividing the 

densities of the foams over the densities of their base materials (SAN and PVC), and 

average relative densities measured from CT images. One key aspect to note is that as 

PVC foams have secondary pores embedded in cell walls, the last step of image 

processing which was filling small holes in cell walls, was not carried out for them. It is 

found that the average relative densities measured from CT images agree reasonably well 

with the calculated relative densities (see Table 3.3). This implies that the Otsu’s method 

[154] is an effective way to select thresholds for binarization. The underestimate of the 

relative density for M130 foam may be because all the artifact holes in cell walls were 

not filled during image processing. For C70.130 foam, it may be because some of the 

secondary pores in the CT images are not real, but artifact holes which need to be filled. 

The overestimate of the relative density for C70.75 foam may be related to noises or 

over-threshholding. 

Figure 3.30 shows relative density variation along the height direction measured from CT 

images, with red dashed lines indicating the calculated relative densities. It is to be noted 

that only M80 foam was scanned along the full height, and the other foams were scanned 

at three separate sections. Table 3.4 lists the quantitative variations of relative density 
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across the bottom, middle and top sections for these foams. It is notable that the relative 

density of the top section of M130 foam is 14% lower than those of the middle and 

bottom sections. In M80 foam, the relative density declines from the bottom (0.0811) to 

the top (0.0745). PVC foams exhibit relatively homogenous relative density.  

Table 3.3: Comparison of foam relative densities between calculated values and measured 
results. 

Foams Base material 
Density (kg/m3) Relative density 

Foam Base material Calculated Image measurements 
M80 SAN 85 1070 [157, 158] 0.0794 0.0793 
M130 SAN 143 1070 [157, 158] 0.1336 0.1222 

C70.75 PVC 85 1350 [3] 0.0630 0.0687 
C70.130 PVC 141 1350 [3] 0.1044 0.0865 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 3.30: Relative density variations along the height direction in (a) M80, (b) M130, (c) 
C70.75, and (d) C70.130 foams. 

Table 3.4: Variations of relative density across the top, middle and bottom sections. 

 
Bottom relative density 

Middle relative 
density 

Top relative density 
Variation 

 (max-min)/max 
Average SD Average SD Average SD 

M80 0.0811 0.0043 0.0809 0.0048 0.0745 0.0045 8.14% 
M130 0.1273 0.0046 0.1287 0.0050 0.1105 0.0054 14.14% 

C70.75 0.0670 0.0019 0.0696 0.0015 0.0695 0.0019 0.75% 
C70.130 0.0837 0.0022 0.0890 0.0018 0.0867 0.0020 6.33% 

3.9.2 Cell wall thickness measurement 
Due to the existence of secondary pores in the PVC foams, cell wall thickness and cell 

size quantifications were only carried out for M80 and M130 foams. To save 

computational time, cell wall thickness was evaluated at an interval of 16 image slices, 

instead of every image slice. Figure 3.31 shows the local cell wall thicknesses measured 

from 2D images against height for M80 and M130 foams. Each data point (blue) 

corresponds to a measurement, and the solid (red) lines indicate the average. The 

presence of data points close to zero is because there were broken cell walls in images 

(see Figure 3.18b) and the thicknesses at broken areas were deemed as zero during the 

measurements. Figure 3.32 shows the average overall and local thicknesses along the 

height direction for M80 and M130 foams. It is noteworthy that the average cell wall 

thickness increases with the height in M80 foam, roughly from 16 µm at the bottom to 23 
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µm at the top. For M130 foam, the average cell wall thickness in the top section is about 

20% smaller than those in the bottom and middle sections. Additionally, the ratio of 

overall to local cell wall thickness is considerably consistent along the height direction, 

around 1.36 and 1.35 for M80 and M130 foams, respectively.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.31: Local cell wall thicknesses measured from 2D images for (a) M80 and (b) M130. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.32: Comparison between local and overall cell wall thicknesses for (a) M80 and (b) 
M130 foams. 
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Figure 3.33 shows the local cell wall thicknesses measured from 3D images against the 

height for M80 and M130 foams, with each data point (blue) corresponding to a 

measurement, and the solid (red) lines indicating the average. Figure 3.34 compares the 

average local and overall wall thicknesses for M80 and M130 foams. The ratios of 

overall to local cell wall thickness along the height direction are around 1.39 and 1.37 for 

M80 and M130 foams, respectively. Figure 3.35 compares the average local cell wall 

thicknesses measured from 2D images and 3D images. It can be noted that both of them 

display a similar trend. However, the average local wall thickness measured from 2D 

images is around 1.5 and 1.4 times (for M80 and M130 foams, respectively) those 

measured from 3D images. Figure 3.36 compares the distributions of cell wall thickness 

measured from 2D and 3D images for M80 and M130 foams. It is noteworthy that the 

measurements from 2D images overestimate cell wall thickness and yield more scattered 

results. Fitting the measurements from 3D image into a lognormal distributions give 

parameters µ2 = 2.709 and σ2 = 0.898. It is surprisingly found that cell wall thickness 

measured from the microscope images (see Table 3.2) agrees well with that measured 

from 3D CT images. 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.33: Local cell wall thicknesses measured from 3D images for (a) M80 and (b) M130 
foams. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.34: Comparison between local and overall cell wall thicknesses along the height for (a) 
M80 and (b) M130 foams. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.35: Comparison of local cell wall thickness between 2D measurements and 3D 
measurements for (a) M80 and (b) M130 foams. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.36: Comparison of cell wall thickness distribution between 2D and 3D measurements for 
(a) M80 and (b) M130 foams. 

3.9.3 Cell size measurement 
Figure 3.37 shows cell sizes measured from 2D images against the height for M80 and 

M130 foams, with each data point (blue) corresponding to a measurement and the solid 

(red) line indicating the average. It can be observed that the average cell size in M80 

foam increases with height, whilst it is fairly uniform in M130 foam. Hence, it can be 

inferred that the low relative density of the top section of M130 foam (see Figure 3.30b) 

is because of small cell wall thickness. In M80 foam, the variation of relative density 

along the height direction is caused by variations of both cell wall thickness and cell size.  

Figure 3.38 shows cell sizes measured from 3D images against the height for M80 and 

M130 foams. The small average cell size at the top and bottom of each section for M130 

foam is because, open cells at the surfaces of 3D images, which were mostly big cells, 

were excluded from measurements. Comparing Figure 3.37 with Figure 3.38, it is found 

that the average cell size measured from 3D images is around 1.16 times that measured 

from 2D images. Figure 3.39 compares the cell size distributions measured from 2D and 

measured from 3D images for M80 and M130 foams. It is noticeable that 2D and 3D 

quantifications yield similar average cell size, but cell size distributions quantified from 

2D images exhibit larger dispersion. The cell sizes of M80 measured from 3D images 

have an average of 596 µm, and a standard deviation of 184 µm. The cell sizes of M130 

foam measured from 3D images have an average of 463 µm, and a standard deviation of 

182 µm. It can be seen that the cell sizes manually measured from the microscope images 

are in good agreement with those measured from 3D images. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.37: Cell size data measured from 2D images for (a) M80 and (b) M130 foams. 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.38: Cell size data measured from 3D images for (a) M80 and (b) M130 foams. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.39: Comparison of cell size distribution between 2D and 3D measurements for (a) M80 
and (b) M130 foams. 

3.10 Cell Wall Properties 
Figure 3.40 shows the load-depth curves of the nanoindentation tests. Generally, 

Young’s modulus is calculated in nanoindentation tests using the Oliver-Pharr method 

[159], in which Young’s modulus is related to the initial slopes of unloading curves. The 

Young’s modulus of cell wall material computed in this manner is 5.04 ± 0.19 GPa for 

the foam studied. However, the deformation response of cell walls is time-dependent, 

whereby indentation depth increases when the loads are held at maximum values, as 

shown in Figure 3.40. It has been reported that the Oliver-Pharr method overestimates 

Young’s modulus when the tested material is a time-dependent polymeric material [63, 

72, 73, 75]. Lu and Wang [72] derived the creep compliances of time-dependent 

materials by fitting the initial elastic part of loading curves into a compliance function 

based on viscoelastic contact analysis. The Young’s relaxation moduli obtained in this 

approach agree well with the macroscopic tensile test data of the materials. Therefore, 

the Lu and Wang method was employed herein to calculate the Young’s modulus of cell 

wall material. It was found that the indentation marks left after the removal of the loads 

were hardly identifiable in micrographs with the loading rate of 30 µN/s (see Figure 

3.41a); hence the corresponding maximum depth 174 nm was taken as an approximate 

limit of elasticity. For the convenience of fitting, a compliance function of two terms was 

chosen. Fitting the linear part of a load-depth curve into Eq. (17) in [72], we obtained a 

creep compliance function as follows. 

/3.884( ) 0.0206 0.7728(1 )tJ t e ′′ ≈ + −  (3.1) 
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where J(t’) is creep compliance in shear in 1/GPa and t’ is time in second. Figure 3.42 

shows the load-depth curve and its fit. Converting Eq. (3.1) into Young’s modulus, the 

Young’s relaxation modulus obtained is 3.40 GPa. The same analyses were performed 

for the other load-depth curves, and the Young’s modulus calculated is 3.58 ± 0.34 GPa. 

The Young’s modulus of SAN was reported to be in the range from 3.2 to 3.44 GPa 

[157, 158, 160, 161]. In the following simulations, the average value of 3.58 MPa will be 

used. 

 
Figure 3.40: Load-depth curves of nanoindentation tests at loading rates of 30, 200 and 400 

µN/s. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.41: Indentation patterns: (a) loading rate = 30 µN; (b) loading rate = 400 µN. 
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Figure 3.42: A load-depth curve obtained from the nanoindentation test and its fit. 

3.11 Summary 
In this chapter, the microstructures of four polymeric structural foams (M80, M130, 

C70.75 and C70.130) were imaged using the optical microscopy and computed 

tomography techniques. The Young’s modulus of cell wall in M130 foam was evaluated 

using nanoindentation tests. From the captured microscope images, cell size and cell wall 

thickness were manually measured. From the 2D and 3D CT images, relative density, 

cell size and cell wall thickness were measured automatically using image processing 

and analysis. Image processing and analysis methods for cell size, cell wall thickness and 

relative density measurements were proposed. As cell walls in M130 foam show time-

dependent behaviour, Lu and Wang’s method [72] was employed to calculated the 

Young’s modulus of cell wall from the load-depth curves of nanoindentation. 

The average relative densities measured are in good agreement with their actual values, 

which implies that Otsu’s method [154] is an effective way to select binarization 

thresholds during the processes of relative density evaluation. The method combining 

distance transform, watershed transform and cell wall labelling proposed in this work is 

found to be useful in cell wall thickness measurements. Cell size and cell wall thickness 

manually measured from the microscope images agree reasonably well with those 

measured from 3D images. Cell size in these foams is found to approximately follow a 

normal distribution, whilst cell wall thickness nearly follows a lognormal distribution. 

Cells in these foams are found to be fairly isotropic and cell walls are rather straight. In 

M130 foam, the relative density of the top section is around 14.14% lower than those of 

the middle and bottom sections. This is because the cell size in M130 foam is 
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significantly uniform along the height direction, but the cell wall thickness in the top 

section is about 20% smaller than these in the middle and bottom sections. In M80 foam, 

the relative density, cell wall thickness and cell size varies along the height direction, 

from the bottom 0.0811, 16 µm, 0.5 mm to the top 0.0745, 23 µm 0.7 mm, respectively. 

The ratios of overall to local cell wall thickness for M80 and M130 foams are consistent 

along the height direction, around 1.39 and 1.36, respectively. The relative density in 

C70.75 and C70.130 foams is reasonably homogeneous along the height direction. Cell 

walls in C70.75 and C70.130 foams are filled with secondary pores. 

Comparing 2D measurements against 3D measurements, it is found that the average cell 

wall thickness from 2D measurements is around 1.4 times of that from 3D 

measurements. The average cell size from 3D measurements is about 1.16 times that 

from 2D measurements. The distributions of cell wall thickness and cell size from 2D 

measurements exhibit lager dispersion. 
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Chapter 4  Image-based Models 

Foam finite element models can be developed from CT images, termed image-based 

models. This type of models have geometry replicated from real foams, and thus could 

predict the response of foams with high accuracy. Hence, image-based models are 

employed to investigate the property variations along foam panel thickness direction and 

failure mechanisms at cell level. From the previous chapter, it is found that C70.75 and 

C70.130 foams have secondary pores imbedded in cell walls, and M80 foam have many 

thin cell walls, which pose difficulty in modelling them. As a result, only M130 foam 

was modelled in the chapter. Firstly, modelling parameters including element type, mesh 

density and model size are studied so as to choose parameters that yield converged 

results. Secondly, the compressive and shear stiffness and strength predicted by the 

image-based models are compared with those properties from datasheet and experiments. 

Finally, the property variation and failure mechanisms in M130 foam are explored. 

4.1 Element Selection 
When a plate is subjected to in-plane compression or tension, general solid elements are 

capable of modelling it. However, when the plate is under bending, the accuracy of solid 

elements in predicting the response of the plate depends on element type and mesh 

density. Hence, the suitability of solid elements in modelling plate bending is 

investigated here. A cantilever beam (12 × 6 × 1 mm), as shown in Figure 4.1, is taken as 

an example. The properties of the base material of M130 foam (see Table 4.3) were used 

for the plate, and a 4 mm downward displacement was applied to the top edge of the free 

end (see Figure 4.1). Six types of solid elements including linear tetrahedral (C3D4), 

quadratic tetrahedral (C3D10), linear hexahedral (C3D8), quadratic hexahedral (C3D20), 

linear and quadratic hexahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D8R and 

C3D20R) were considered, and three mesh densities, 1, 2 and 4 elements, across the 

plate thickness were investigated (see Table 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1: Configuration of a plate subjected to bending. 

Figure 4.2 shows a force-displacement curve of the plate under bending predicted by 

C3D20. Table 4.1 lists the elastic bending stiffness of the plate and reaction force at the 

fixed end (at the displacement of 4mm) predicted by all the element types and mesh 

densities. The theoretical bending stiffness was calculated using the classic beam theory. 

The results predicted by quadratic hexahedral elements (C3D20) of size 0.25 mm were 

taken as a reference, and the results predicted by other element types and sizes were 

compared against them and expressed in percentage, as shown in Table 4.1.  

It is noted that linear tetrahedral elements (C3D4) are over-stiff. Linear hexahedral 

elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) are too compliant and could not yield stable 

results when there is only one element along the plate thickness direction. Linear 

hexahedral elements with full integration ((C3D8) do not yield converged results. 

Quadratic hexahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D20R) can yield accurate 

results only when there are minimum four elements across the plate thickness. Quadratic 

hexahedral elements with full integration (C3D20) and quadratic tetrahedral elements 

(C3D10) are robust in modelling plate bending. Even with one element along the plate 

thickness direction, these two types of elements can accurately model the plate bending.  

 
Figure 4.2: Load-displacement curve predicted by 20 node hexahedral elements (C3D20) with an 

element size of 0.25 mm. 
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Table 4.1: Stiffness and reaction force for the plate in Figure 4.1 predicted by different element 
types and mesh densities 

Element 
type 

Element size 
(mm) 

Stiffness (MPa) Force (N) 
Numerical 

results 
Difference 

from C3D20 
Numerical 

results 
Difference 

from C3D20 

C3D4 
1  6.62 107% 16.28 48% 

0.5 4.39 37% 14.14 29% 
0.25 3.72 16% 12.66 15% 

C3D10 
1  3.21 0 11.25 2% 

0.5  3.20 0 11 0 
0.25 3.20 0 10.95 0 

C3D8R 
1  Hour glassing 

0.5  2.40 -25% 10.38 -6% 
0.25  3.00 -6% 10.63 -3% 

C3D8 
1  2.64 -17% 10.46 -5% 

0.5  3.18 -1% 11.77 7% 
0.25  3.43 7% 11.91 8% 

C3D20R 
1  3.23 1% 12.98 18% 

0.5  3.20 0 10.77 -2% 
0.25  3.20 0 11 0 

C3D20 
1  3.23 1% 10.64 -3% 

0.5  3.20 0 11.13 1% 
0.25  3.20 0 10.99 0 

Theoretical value   3.11   
To further confirm the robustness of quadratic tetrahedral elements, quadratic hexahedral 

(C3D20), quadratic tetrahedral (C3D10) and shell elements (S4R) were employed to 

predict the compressive response of the Kelvin closed cell (see Figure 4.3). The 

processes of generating solid Kelvin closed cell will be detailed in  Chapter 8. The square 

faces in the Kelvin cell are of half thickness of other faces. The model with hexahedral 

elements (see Figure 4.3a) have more than two elements across the thickness of cell 

walls. The model with tetrahedral elements (see Figure 4.3b) has two mesh densities, one 

element and two elements, across the thickness of cell walls. The material properties 

listed in Table 4.3 and the compressive boundary conditions shown in Figure 4.11 were 

applied. 

Figure 4.4 shows the compressive stress-strain curves of the Kelvin cell predicted by 

tetrahedral and hexahedral elements (stress was calculated by compaction force divided 

by the area of cross-section of the model, and strain was calculated by displacement 

divided by the height of the model). It is noticeable that quadratic tetrahedral elements 

(C3D10) with two elements across cell wall thickness predict the same results as those 
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by the quadratic hexahedral elements (C3D20), whereas quadratic tetrahedral elements 

(C3D10) with one element across cell wall thickness slightly overestimate the stress 

during plateau regime (compared to C3D20). Figure 4.5 shows the equivalent plastic 

strain in the model with elements C3D20 at the points A and B corresponding to those 

marked in Figure 4.4. Before point A, cell walls are mainly subjected to compression; 

therefore there is no difference in results between elements C3D20 and C3D10. After 

point A, lateral square faces begin buckling, and then bending gradually becomes the 

dominant deformation mechanism. As a result, C3D10 elements with one element across 

cell wall thickness start to overestimate stress slightly (see Figure 4.4). However, the 

accuracy of this density (one element across cell wall thickness) in predicting the 

compressive response of the Kelvin cell is still satisfactory. Shell elements slightly 

underestimate global compressive stress after cell wall buckling (see Figure 4.4). 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.3: Kelvin cell meshed by (a) hexahedral, (b) tetrahedral and (c) shell elements. 

 
Figure 4.4: Compressive stress-strain curves of the Kelvin cell predicted by C3D10, C3D20 and 

shell elements. 
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(a) Point A (b) Point B 

Figure 4.5: Equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Kelvin cell with C3D20 elements at points A 
and B corresponding to these in Figure 4.4. 

4.2 Image Processing 
The processed images that were used for relative density measurements in the previous 

chapter were ready for mesh generation. Nevertheless, the small cavities in cell walls 

would severely affect the quality of mesh. To obtain quality meshes, these images were 

processed further. Firstly, three 3D images with a size of 1600 × 1600 × 1600 voxels 

were cropped out from the image slices used for relative density measurements at three 

locations shown by yellow squares in Figure 4.6. Secondly, these 3D images were 

resolved into 2D image slices along the other two axes (x and y), as shown in Figure 4.7, 

because some artefacts were easier to detect from images sliced along other directions. 

Thirdly, the newly created image slices were processed one by one to fill small cavities 

in cell walls (see Figure 4.8a). Next, the 3D images were down-sampled four times to 

reduce image size. After that, the image slices were loaded into ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd. 

Exeter, UK) and a painter tool was used to repair manually the artefacts that could not be 

repaired automatically in Matlab. Lastly, the image slices were imported into Matlab, and 

a 3D watershed transform was performed to bridge the gaps in disconnected cell walls 

(see Figure 4.8b). Figure 4.9a shows one of the final image slices and Figure 4.9b shows 

rendering of the final 3D images. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.6: Locations where models were cropped out from: (a) top view; (b) front view. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.7: (a) 3D images stacked along the z direction; (b) Images sliced along the y direction. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.8: (a) Small cavities in cell walls; (b) Disconnected cell wall. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.9: (a) Final image; (b) Rendering of final 3D image. 

4.3 Mesh Generation 
To generate the tetrahedral element mesh, the Simpleware (Simpleware Ltd. Exeter, UK) 

with FE add-on module was used. Different mesh densities can be achieved by changing 

the relevant controlling parameters in the software. Models with an edge length of 200 

and 300 voxels were generated from the centre of the final 3D images which were of a 

size of 400 × 400 × 400 voxels. Three mesh densities (termed Models #1, #2 and #3 in 

Table 4.2) were generated for mesh sensitivity study. Three model sizes, with edge 

lengths of 200, 300 and 400 voxels, were created to study the effect of model size. 

Models from three locations, top, middle and bottom sections of the M130 foam sample, 

were produced in order to investigate the property variations across these sections. 
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Models #1 - #9 in Table 4.2 were all meshed by quadratic tetrahedral elements (C3D10). 

Models #4 - #9 had a mesh density the same as Model #1. Models #10 and #11 which 

were meshed with linear hexahedral elements (C3D8) and quadratic hexahedral elements 

(C3D20), respectively, were generated through simply turning a voxel in 3D images to a 

cubic element using a Matlab script.  

In Table 4.2, model size was also expressed by the average number of cells along an 

edge of models, which was calculated by dividing model edge length by the average cell 

size of the foam (0.46 mm). During the processes of generating tetrahedral meshing, 

step-wise surfaces in 3D images were smoothed. As a result, the relative density of the 

models might be slightly different from that measured from 3D images from which the 

models were created. Therefore, the relative density of each finite element model was 

measured and is listed Table 4.2. All simulations were run on a high-performance 

computer with four nodes (each with a 2.7 GHz processor) and with 56 GB memory for 

the models with a size of 400 voxels, and two nodes and 36 GB memory for other 

models. The approximate computational time for these models is given in Table 4.2. As 

opposed to compressive tests, shear tests took about one-third or one-quarter time less 

due to less buckling involved.  

Table 4.2: Parameters of the models used in the work 

Name Location 
Model size Relative 

density 
Number of 

nodes 
Running 

time By voxels By dimension By cell 
number 

Model #1 Middle 200 1.2 mm 2.6 12.95% 426,827 12 hours 
Model #2 Middle 200 1.2 mm 2.6 12.93% 584,471 24 hours 
Model #3 Middle 200 1.2 mm 2.6 12.90% 846,843 40 hours 
Model #4 Middle 300 1.8 mm 3.9 13.96% 1,185,502 60 hours 
Model #5 Middle 400 2.4 mm 5.2 13.87% 2,986,643 6 days 
Model #6 Top 300 1.8 mm 3.9 12.90% 1,376,272 40 hours 
Model #7 Top 400 2.4 mm 5.2 12.69% 3,479,456 12 days 
Model #8 Bottom 300 1.8 mm 3.9 13.55% 1,173,806 30 hours 
Model #9 Bottom 400 2.4 mm 5.2 14.21% 2,624,916 5 days 

Model #10 Middle 200 1.8 mm 2.6 12.53% 1,385,683  
Model #11 Middle 200 1.8 mm 2.6 12.53% 5,161,371  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10: (a) Tetrahedral mesh (Model #1); (b) Cubic voxel mesh (Model #10). 

4.4 Finite Element Model Setup 
The finite element program Abaqus/Standard was employed here to perform numerical 

compressive and shear tests with the developed models. As cell wall contact could not be 

efficiently simulated in Abaqus/Standard, all tests were run up to a maximum strain of 

8%. Due to the presence of cell wall buckling, material plasticity and a few skewed 

elements, there is a convergence issue for some of the large models. To overcome this, 

automatic stabilization with the dissipated energy fraction being 0.0002 and a maximum 

ratio of stabilization to strain energy being 0.05 was utilized. 

The Young’s modulus of cell wall materials measured from nanoindentation tests was 

used, which is 3.58 GPa. The tensile strength of styrene acrylonitrile (SAN), which is 76 

MPa [158], was chosen as the yield strength of cell walls. Cell walls were treated as 

elastic-perfectly plastic, but for the sake of convergence, a small strain hardening 

modulus of 10 MPa was taken. The material data used in finite element models are listed 

in Table 4.3. Because the geometry of our models is not periodic, periodic boundary 

condition could not be applied here. The boundary conditions applied are shown in 

Figure 4.11.  A uniform shear strain field was created over models by the shear boundary 

conditions applied. All the tests were conducted with displacement controlled boundary 

conditions. It is inevitable with the boundary conditions applied here that cell walls on 

the surface of the models might be under-contrained in transverse translation and 

rotation. However, this would not be an issue when sufficient mode size is chosen. 
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Reaction forces were read to calculate the global stress. Engineering stresses and strains 

are employed to describe the response of models. As the stiffness predicted degrades 

with increasing strain due to material yielding or cell wall buckling in the elastic regime, 

compressive stiffness was measured by the slope of the secant line between 0 and 1.2% 

strain, and shear stiffness was measured by the slope of the secant line between 0 and 2% 

strain. The maximum stress in a compressive stress-strain curve was taken as the 

compressive strength, and 2% offset yield strength is taken as the shear strength. 

Table 4.3: Properties of cell wall materials used in the simulations. 

Density Young’s modulus Yield stress Poisson’s 
ratio 

Strain hardening modulus 

1070 kg/m3 [158] 3.58 GPa [52] 76 MPa [158] 0.35 10 MPa 

 

 
Compression 

ABCD 0zu = , AD 0yu = , AB 0xu = , 

EFGH 0.08zu l=  
Shear 

ABCD 0xu = , ABCD 0yu = , ABCD 0zu = , 

ADHE 0zu = , BCGF 0zu = , 

EFGH 0zu = , EFGH 0.08yu l=  
 

Figure 4.11: Boundary conditions for compressive and shear tests. 

4.5 Element Type 
The compressive response of Models #3, #10 and #11 which were meshed with C3D10 

(quadratic tetrahedral elements), C3D8 (linear hexahedral elements) and C3D20 

(quadratic hexahedral elements), respectively are compared here. For Model #10 (with 

linear hexahedral elements), the simulation was aborted at a strain of 1% due to shear 

locking induced by cell wall buckling (see Figure 4.12a). As Model #11 (with quadratic 

hexahedral elements) had too many nodes, only an elastic analysis was performed on. 

The compressive stiffness predicted by the C3D8 element model is 100 MPa, which is 

slightly lower than that predicted by the C3D20 element model (112 MPa). However, 

both of them are lower than that predicted by the C3D10 element model (131 MPa). The 

difference in stiffness predicted by the tetrahedral mesh (C3D10) and the cubic voxel 

mesh (C3D8 and C3D20) is partly due to the relative density difference and partly 

because of the step-wise surfaces in cubic voxel element models (see Figure 4.12b), 

which lead to the effective thickness (which carries loads) being smaller than the actual 
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thickness. Hence, it may be inferred that a tetrahedral mesh is better than a cubic voxel 

mesh in modelling closed-cell foams, not only in terms of computational cost and 

stability but also in terms of accuracy. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.12: (a) Shear locking due to buckling in Model #10; (b) Step-wise surface in cubic voxel 
mesh. 

4.6 Mesh Sensitivity 
Figure 4.13 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves predicted by Models 

#1, #2 and #3 which are of different mesh densities. No considerable difference is found 

in the stress-strain curves predicted by the three mesh densities. Figure 4.14 shows front 

views of the three models. Mesh density increases from Model #1 to Model #3. It can be 

seen that mesh density primarily increases in thick cell walls in Models #2 and #3. In 

Model #3 thin cell walls still have only one element across their thickness. However, 

these thin cell walls may not carry much load and thus would not have a considerable 

effect on the global stress-strain response. 

Effective 
thickness
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Figure 4.13: Compressive and shear stress-strain curves of models with different mesh densities. 
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(b) 

  
(c) 

Figure 4.14: Front view of models with different mesh densities: (a) Model #1; (b) Model #2; (c) 
Model #3. 

4.7 Model Size Study 
Figure 4.15 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves predicted by Models 

#3, #4 and #5 which are all from the middle section of the foam, but of different sizes 

(see Table 4.2). It is noteworthy that under compression, stiffness and strength keep 
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increasing with model size, because the percentage of open-cells (defects) reduces and 

edge effect becomes weaker as model size increases. Under shear, stiffness and strength 

increase with model size also, but become converged when the model size exceeds 300 

voxels per edge. Therefore, the size of a representative volume element for closed-cell 

foams under compression is larger than that under shear. For compression, a 

representative volume element should contain more than 5.2 cells along each edge, 

slightly larger than that recommended by Robert and Garboczi (5 cells per edge) [137]. 

For shear, it should contain at least 3.9 cells along each edge. In principle, this finding 

can be applied to other closed-cell foams. However, care needs to be taken when 

choosing the representative volume element size as it may vary slightly depending on 

relative density and foam type. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.15: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of foam models with different 
sizes. 
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4.8 Foam Property Variation Along the Height 
Direction 

Figure 4.16a shows the compressive stress-strain curves predicted by Models #5, #7 and 

#9, which all have an edge length of 400 voxels and are extracted from the middle, top 

and bottom sections of the M130 foam sample, respectively. Figure 4.16b shows the 

shear stress-strain curves predicted by Models #4, #6 and #8, which all have an edge 

length consisting of 300 voxels and are extracted from the middle, top and bottom 

sections of the foam sample, respectively. It can be found that the properties (stiffness 

and strength) of the bottom and middle sections are similar and about 10% larger than 

those of the top section, which is consistent with the density variation across these 

locations. Table 4.4 lists the compressive and shear properties of M130 foam obtained 

from the datasheet [147], physical experiments [6] and prediction by the image-based 

models. It can be noted that the predicted compressive and shear strengths fall between 

those from the datasheet and experiments, whilst the predicted compressive and shear 

stiffnesses are considerably larger than those from the datasheet and experiments. This is 

because the stiffness calculated from experimentally obtained global stress-strain curves 

is normally underestimated. For example, Stubbing and Battley [7] reported that the 

stiffness of M80 foam measured using digital image correlation was 56% larger than that 

measured from experimentally global stress-strain curves. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.16: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of the models extracted from the 
top, middle and bottom sections of the foam sample. 

Table 4.4: Comparison of the properties of M130 foam from datasheet [147], experiment [6] and 
simulations. 

Properties Datasheet Experimental 
results 

Simulation results 
Bottom Middle Top 

Compressive Modulus (MPa) 
(Standard) 

111 
(ASTMD1621) 

119 
(ISO 844) 156 156 145 

Compressive Strength (MPa) 
(Standard) 

2.31 
(ASTMD1621) 

3.15 
(ISO 844) 2.73 2.69 2.57 

Shear Modulus (MPa) 
(Standard) 

59 
(ASTMC273) 

42.1 
(ASTMC273) 65 65 56 

Shear Strength (MPa) 
(Standard) 

1.98 
(ASTMC273) 

2.27 
(ASTMC273) 2.15 2.09 1.93 

4.9 Failure Mechanisms 
Deformation and failure mechanisms in foams are an active topic of interest. In this 

section, the deformation and failure mechanisms in closed-cell foams under compression 

and shear are analysed based on numerical simulations with image-based models.  

4.9.1 Compressive failure mechanisms 
To demonstrate deformation and failure mechanisms in compressed closed-cell foams, 

Model #7 is taken as an example here. Figure 4.17 shows the compressive stress-strain 

curve of Model #7. Figure 4.18 shows the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ), and 

displacement distributions at a cross-section of Model #7 at point A corresponding to that 

in Figure 4.17. From Figure 4.18a, it can be seen that the majority of cell walls undergo 

elastic deformation, and only a few cell walls are yielded locally (indicated by the grey 
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area). At this point, many cell walls are buckled, bulging out locally and generating 

ripple-like horizontal displacement distribution, encircled in Figure 4.18b and Figure 

4.18c. Cell wall buckling at this point is mostly elastic buckling. The buckled cell walls 

have some common characteristics, such as being relatively large and thin, forming a 

small angle with the compressive load (z axis). Buckling causes cell walls to change 

deformation modes from in-plane compression and tension to bending. In response to 

this, the global stiffness is degraded. As compression progresses, plastic deformation sets 

in (mainly in the buckled cell walls), as seen in Figure 4.19a. Continued deflection and 

plasticity spreading in buckled cell walls, on one hand, diminish their load-carrying 

capacity at an accelerating rate; on the other hand, these cause more cell walls to buckle 

and yield. At point C, a connected plastic zone which nearly crosses the models is 

formed (see Figure 4.19b), and consequently, the global stress reaches its maximum. At 

point D, deformation is localized in a collapse band (see Figure 4.19c), which is 

considerably planar in Models #5 and #9, but ragged in Model #7.  

 
Figure 4.17: Compressive stress-strain curve of Model #7. 
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(a) Point A 

 
(b) Point A 
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(c) Point A 

Figure 4.18: Distributions of (a) equivalent plastic strain, (b) displacement along x axis and (c) 
displacement along y axis, in a cross-section of Model #7 at point A corresponding to that in 
Figure 4.17. 
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(b) Point C 

 
(c) Point D 

Figure 4.19: Equivalent plastic strain distributions of Model #7 at points B, C and D 
corresponding to those in Figure 4.17. 

4.9.2 Shear failure mechanisms 
Under shear, the deformation mechanisms of cell wall largely depend on cell wall 

alignment. To illustrate this, a foam block sheared along y axis, as shown in Figure 4.20, 

is taken as an example. Cell walls which are parallel (or nearly parallel) to yz plane are 

mainly subjected to in-plane shear, and they play a major role in carrying the shear load 

y
z
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z
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applied. A shear load is, in effect, a compression-tension biaxial load, as demonstrated by 

the yellow element in Figure 4.20. Therefore, cell walls which are parallel (or nearly 

parallel) to x axis and the compressive component of the shear load (45o from shear load 

clockwise) are mainly subjected to in-plane compression, whilst cell walls which are 

parallel (or nearly parallel) to x axis and the tensile component of the shear load (145o 

from shear load clockwise) are mainly subjected to in-plane tension. Other cell walls are 

subjected to a combination of in-plane shear, compression and tension. Due to the 

difference in load, the failure modes for cell walls are different. 

 
Figure 4.20: Schematic diagram of a sheared block and resolution of shear load. 

To demonstrate deformation and failure mechanisms in sheared closed-cell foams, Model 

#5 is taken as an example here. Figure 4.21 shows the shear stress-strain curve of Model 

#5. Figure 4.22 shows the displacement and equivalent plastic strain distributions in 

Model #5 at point A corresponding to that in Figure 4.21. The two cell walls circled in 

Figure 4.22a are those ones which are mainly subjected to in-plane compression, and 

thus they are buckled compressively. However, compressive buckling occurs in only a 

small number of cell walls. The majority of buckling is shear buckling, which mostly 

occur in cell walls parallel (or nearly parallel) to the yz plane. These cell walls are mainly 

subjected to in-plane shear and consequently buckle out of the yz plane, producing 

wrinkles aligned with the tensile component of the shear load, as shown in Figure 4.22b. 

It is noteworthy, both the first (one wrinkle) and second (two wrinkles) modes of 

buckling are found, as shown in Figure 4.23. At this point, plastic deformation has 

already commenced in the buckled cell walls, as shown in Figure 4.22c. Shear buckling 

causes cell walls to change deformation modes from in-plane biaxial compression and 

tension to bending and tension. As a result, the load-carrying capacity of cell walls is 

reduced, but it is less pronounced compared to compressive buckling. This is because the 

load-carrying capacity of cell walls along the direction of the tensile component of the 

shear load remains intact. After buckling, cell walls start to ‘fold’ along wrinkles driven 
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by the compressive component of the shear load. At point B, many cell walls are 

buckled, as shown in Figure 4.24a, and a large portion of the material is yielded (see 

Figure 4.24b). 

 
Figure 4.21: Shear stress-strain curve of Model #5. 
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(b) Point A 

 
(c) Point A 

Figure 4.22: Distributions of (a) displacement along the z axis, (b) displacement along the x axis 
and (c) equivalent plastic strain, in a cross-section of Model #5 at point A corresponding to that in 
Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.23: Distribution of displacement along x axis at a cross-section of Model #5 at point A 
corresponding to that in Figure 4.21, showing the second mode shear buckling. 
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(b) Point B 

Figure 4.24: (a) Distribution of displacement along x axis at a cross-section of Model #5 at point 
B corresponding to that in Figure 4.21; (b) Distribution of equivalent plastic strain at a cross-
section of Model #5 at point B corresponding to that in Figure 4.21. 

4.10 Parametric Study of Young’s Modulus and 
Yield Strength 

Since cell wall buckling is prevalent in closed-cell foams, the effects of the Young’s 

modulus (Es) and yield strength (σys) of foam base materials on the global properties of 

the foam are investigated here. The combinations of Young’s modulus and yield strength 

studied are listed in Table 4.5. Strain hardening modulus was kept constant. Figure 4.25 

shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of models with different Young’s 

moduli. Figure 4.26 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of models with 

different yield strengths. The compressive and shear stiffnesses (E* and G*) and strengths 

(σ* and τ*) of all the models are listed in Table 4.5. It is to be noted that compressive and 

shear stiffnesses nearly linearly depend on the Young’s modulus of foam base materials, 

and compressive and shear strengths are approximately proportional to the yield strength 

of foam base materials. The Young’s modulus of foam base materials has a minor effect 

on foam strengths. If M130 foam was made from a material a third more compliant 

(Es=2400 MPa), its compressive strength would be reduced by 9%, and its shear strength 

would be reduced by 4.6%. The yield strength of foam base material has virtually no 

effect on the stiffness of the foam, as only a small amount of material is yielded during 

the initial elastic regime of compression and shear. The yield elongation of foams is 
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closely related to the yield elongation of foam base materials, which implies that foam 

ductility is mainly inherited from foam base materials. 

Table 4.5: Effects of the Young’s modulus and yield strength of foam base materials on the 
stiffness and strength of foams. 

Material properties Compression Shear 
Es(MPa) σys (MPa) E*(MPa) E* / Es σ* (MPa) σ*

 / σys G* (MPa) G*/ Es τ* (MPa) τ*
 / σys 

2400 76 95.5 0.0398 2.27 

 

45 0.0188 2.05 

 
3000 76 119 0.0397 2.39 56 0.0187 2.12 
3580 76 140 0.0391 2.49 66 0.0184 2.15 
4200 76 161.5 0.0385 2.57 76 0.0181 2.20 
3580 52 142.5 

 

1.86 0.0358 61 

 

1.55 0.0298 
3580 64 142 2.13 0.0333 66 1.86 0.0291 
3580 76 140 2.49 0.0328 66 2.15 0.0283 
3580 88 141 2.79 0.0317 66 2.46 0.0280 
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(b) 

Figure 4.25: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of models with different Young’s 
moduli of base materials. 
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(b) 

Figure 4.26: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of models with different yield 
strengths of base materials. 

Figure 4.27 schematically shows the load-displacement response of a beam under 

compression. If the beam is thick enough, it will be compressed in an elastic-plastic 

manner. If the beam is not thick enough and contains geometric imperfections, it would 

buckle at a small compressive displacement. The load will gradually approach the 

Euler’s critical buckling load (pcr) if the beam is made of perfectly elastic materials. If 

the beam is made of elastic-plastic materials, plasticity will set in the beam after buckling 

and the beam eventually undergo a plastic collapse, giving a maximum load lower than 

the Euler’s critical load (pcr). In this case, the maximum load is primary determined by 

the yield strength of beam materials, rather than the Young’s modulus of beam materials. 

In closed-cell foams, buckling changes the deformation of cell walls from either in-plane 

compression, tension or shear to bending and transfers loads to their neighbouring cell 

walls. In response to this, the global stiffness degrades. Once buckled, cell walls start 

bending, and the maximum load that the buckled cell walls can bear is mainly 

determined by the yield strength of base materials. Therefore, the strength of closed-cell 

foams is related to the maximum load that cell walls can bear and thus mainly 

determined by the yield strength of foam base materials. Based on this principle, 

secondary pores imbedded in cell walls (in PVC foams) might not increase the stiffness 

of closed-cell foams, because the majority of cell walls experience in-plane compression 

and extension during the initial elastic regime of compression and shear. However, these 

secondary pores might increase the strength of closed-cell foams, because the secondary 

pores increase the maximum load that an individual cell wall can bear. 
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Figure 4.27: Schematic diagram explaining the effects of buckling and plasticity on the stress-

strain responses of closed-cell foams. 

4.11 Summary 
In this chapter, the compressive and shear responses of closed-cell M130 foam were 

investigated using finite element models developed from computed tomography images. 

Tetrahedral meshes are found to be more suitable than cubic voxel meshes in modelling 

closed-cell foams, not only in terms of computational cost and stability but also in terms 

of result accuracy. The mesh density of one quadratic tetrahedral element across the 

thickness of thin cell walls can produce results with sufficient accuracy. The 

representative volume elements for M130 foams under compression and shear need to 

contain more than 5.2 cells and 3.9 cells along each edge of models, respectively. These 

representative volume element sizes could also be applied to other closed-cell foams. 

Compressive and shear stiffness and strength predicted by the models extracted from the 

bottom and middle sections of the M130 foam sample are similar, but these are about 

10% larger than those predicted by the models extracted from the top section of the 

M130 foam sample. This feature is consistent with the relative density variation along 

height. All the predicted stiffness and strength values are in good agreement with those 

obtained from datasheet and experiments. 

Large and thin cell walls that form a small angle with compressive load buckle during the 

elastic regime of foam compression. Buckling causes cell walls to change deformation 

modes from in-plane compression and stretching to bending, thereby reducing the global 

stiffness of the foam. Plasticity sets in the buckled cell walls soon after buckling. 

Continued deformation and plasticity spreading in buckled cell walls diminish their load-
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carrying capacity further and cause more cell walls to buckle and yield. When a 

connected plastic zone nearly crosses the models, the global stress reaches the maximum 

value, followed by deformation localization in a collapse band. When the foam is sheared 

horizontally, vertical cell walls that are parallel (or nearly parallel) to the shear load are 

mainly subjected to in-plane shear and tend to buckle during the initial elastic regime of 

shear. Shear buckling causes cell walls to change deformation modes from either in-

plane compression, tension or shear to bending, leading to the loss of load-carrying 

capacity of cell walls, but only along the direction of the compressive component of the 

shear load. Therefore, the global stiffness degrades less rapidly under shear loads 

compared to compressive loads. Buckled cell walls are weakened further by the 

subsequent folding along the direction of the compressive component of the shear load 

and plasticity spreading.  

The stiffness of closed-cell foams is approximately linearly related to the Young’s 

modulus of foam base materials, and the strength of closed-cell foams is nearly linearly 

related to the yield strength of foam base materials. The effect of the Young’s modulus 

of foam base materials on foam strengths is minimal. This is because after buckling cell 

walls are subjected to bending and the maximum bending load that the buckled cell wall 

can carry is predominantly determined by the yield strength of base materials. The 

strength of closed-cell foams is primarily dictated by the summation of load-bearing 

capacity of all the cell walls. Base on this principle, secondary pores imbedded in cell 

walls (in PVC foams) might increase the maximum bending load that the cell walls can 

carry, thereby increasing the strength of the foams. The yield elongation of foams is 

largely determined by the yield elongation of foam base materials, which implies that 

foam ductility is primarily governed by the ductility of foam base materials. 
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Chapter 5  Failure Mechanism 
Study using Irregular 
Honeycombs 

Due to the three-dimensional nature, visualizing the progression of deformation of all 

cell walls in a closed-cell foam is difficult, so is establishing the correlation between 

failure characteristics and foam microstructural features. Honeycombs, as ‘two-

dimensional’ foams, have often been employed [9, 99] to study foam mechanics. 

However, regular honeycombs do not contain microstructural variability that is 

ubiquitously present in real foams, such as random cell shape, cell size and cell wall 

thickness and so forth, which makes the extrapolation of results obtained from regular 

honeycomb to real foams questionable. Theoretically, irregular honeycombs integrated 

with microstructural variability would behave more similar to real foams than regular 

honeycombs. Therefore, investigation on irregular honeycombs could provide us with 

more reliable information about failure and deformation mechanisms in real foams. In 

this chapter, irregular honeycombs including honeycombs with non-uniform wall 

thickness, and with non-uniform cell size and with irregular cell shape are manufactured 

by 3D printing. Compressive tests are performed on these irregular honeycombs with a 

synchronized camera positioned in front of the specimens and capturing the deformation 

of cell walls. Subsequently, the deformation and failure mechanisms in the irregular 

honeycombs are analysed through visually comparing the captured consecutive images. 

The conclusions drawn from the irregular honeycomb specimens would shed light on the 

deformation and failure of real 3D foams. 

5.1 Specimen Design and Manufacturing 
All the specimens were fabricated using a 3D printer, Projet HD 3500 Plus, which has a 

net build volume of 203 × 178 × 152 mm. The highest printing resolution is 16 µm layers 
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(750 × 750 × 1600 DPI (xyz)) which was adopted here to make the printed materials as 

flawless and isotropic as possible. The build material used was VisiJet M3 X (which is 

an ABS-like material). 3D printers build parts by stacking a layer of materials on the top 

of the previous layer. Consequently, the properties of printed materials tend to be 

anisotropic and different from those of the build materials. To characterize the property 

anisotropy of printed materials, dogbone specimens of type I (ASTM D638) were printed 

along three orthogonal orientations (see Figure 5.1a), with three specimens for each 

orientation.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.1: (a) Printing orientations for dogbone specimens; (b) Printed regular honeycomb. 

5.1.1 Regular honeycomb specimens 
As the honeycomb specimens were printed along the out-of-plane direction, there was a 

possibility that printed cell walls were warped, broken, or flawed. In order to check the 

printing quality, regular honeycombs were printed and tested. If the printed regular 

honeycombs behave the same as conventional ones [3, 9, 99], this implies that printing 

quality is up to standard.  

Two ratios of cell wall thickness-to-length of regular honeycombs, 0.025 (thin cell walls) 

and 0.05 (thick cell walls), were considered. Using Gibson and Ashby’s predictions [3], 

the regular honeycomb of thin cell walls would fail by cell wall buckling, whilst the 

honeycomb of thick cell walls would fail by either cell wall plastic collapse or fracture. 

The compressive response of the regular honeycombs along two directions the X1 and X2 

(see Figure 5.1b) were investigated According to the studies in [9, 99], regular 

honeycombs with nine rows and six columns of cells are large enough to perform 

compressive tests without having significant edge effects. To satisfy this, regular 
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honeycombs with eleven rows and nine columns of cells were chosen here. As large cells 

lead to high material and time cost, and small cells give rise to thin cell walls which may 

not be able to print, cell wall length was chosen to be 8 mm. To avoid premature failure 

at the edges contacted with loading platens, solid blocks were included into the 

specimens (see Figure 5.1b). 

To determine the thickness of specimens, finite element analyses were performed. It is 

found that with the previously specified parameters, regular honeycombs thinner than 12 

mm will undergo out-of-plane buckling at some point during compression (see Figure 

5.2). To prevent bucking during compression, the thickness of 20 mm was chosen for the 

regular honeycomb specimens. The geometry of the regular honeycombs was created in 

Creo CAD software. As compressive tests were carried out along both the X1 and X2 

directions, six specimens (with three for each direction) were printed for these two ratios 

of regular honeycombs. 

    
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2: (a) Out-of-plane buckling of a honeycomb with a thickness of 6 mm; (b) Deformation 

of a honeycomb with a thickness of 12 mm. 

5.1.2 Irregular honeycomb specimens 
Three types of irregular honeycombs were considered, namely, honeycombs of 

hexagonal cells but having cell wall thickness following a prescribed lognormal 

distribution (type 1), honeycombs of uniform cell wall thickness but with cell size 

(diameter of incircle of cells) following a prescribed lognormal distribution (type 2), and 

honeycombs with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness but irregular cell shape (type 
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3), as show in Figure 5.3. In order to eliminate edge effects and for wall thickness or cell 

size to follow a given distribution, a sufficient number of cells need to be contained in 

the irregular honeycombs. However, specimen size is limited by the maximum build 

volume of the 3D printer. The more cells the specimens have, the smaller cells are and 

the thinner cell walls are. As a result, a trade-off between the number of cells and cell 

size was made. Table 5.1 lists the cell size, cell wall thickness, dimensions and relative 

density of irregular honeycomb specimens of these three types. For honeycombs with 

uniform cell size and cell wall thickness but irregular cell shape, two cell wall 

thicknesses were considered. Three specimens were manufactured for each type of 

irregular honeycombs. 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.3: 3D printed honeycombs with (a) non-uniform cell wall thickness, (b) non-uniform cell 
size, and (c) irregular cell shape. 

To create the geometry of the irregular honeycombs, the skeleton of the honeycombs 

(dashed line in Figure 5.4) needs to be be sketched first. This is easy for honeycombs of 

hexagonal cells. For honeycombs of non-hexagonal cells, the skeletons were created as 

2D Laguerre tessellations. The processes of generating Laguerre tessellations will be 
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detailed in the next chapter. After the generation of the skeletons, cell walls were 

thickened cell by cell. To illustrate the thickening process, the cell shown in Figure 5.4 is 

taken as an example here. Lines AB, BC, CD, DE and EF constitute the skeleton of the 

cell. Firstly, the inward normal of each line (nAB, nBC, nCD, nDE and nEA) is calculated. 

Since the thickness of each wall is given, the equations of lines which are offset from the 

skeleton inward a distance of half their corresponding thickness are established. Solving 

the equations of two adjacent lines yields the coordinates of a corner. In this manner, the 

coordinates of all the corners of the cell (A’, B’, C’, D’ and E’) are calculated. Finally, 

the inner edges of the cell are constructed by simply linking the corners together. 

Applying this to all the cells, the cross-section of the specimen is created. All these 

calculations were conducted using Matlab software and then the geometries of specimens 

were created in the FE software Abaqus using a Python script. In this manner, three 

specimens which have different geometries were created for each type of the irregular 

honeycombs. 

Table 5.1: Cell size, cell wall thickness, dimensions and relative density of irregular honeycomb 
specimens. 

 Cell size (mm) Cell wall thickness (mm) Dimension (mm) Relative 
density  Average SD Average SD 

Type 1 4.46 (cell wall length) 0 0.446 0.1414 172 ×170×25 0.1162 
Type 2 4.46 1 0.3 0 169 ×191×25 0.0626 

Type 3 5 0 0.20 0 169 ×191×25 0.0383 
5 0 0.13 0 169 ×191×25 0.025 

 
Figure 5.4: Schematic of cell wall thickening during the design of irregular honeycomb 
specimens, with dash lines representing the skeleton of cells and solid lines indicating the 
boundary of cell walls. 
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5.2 Testing 
Tensile testing was performed on the printed dogbone specimens at a loading rate of 5 

mm/min. For honeycomb specimens, compressive testing was conducted using the 

Instron 4465 at 5 mm/min loading rate, with a camera (SV5C10 from EPIX.Inc) 

positioned squarely towards the specimens. The camera was triggered by a signal from 

the Instron when the specimens were compressed by 0.5 mm, and it acquired images at 

an interval of one second. The faces of the honeycomb specimens were painted in order 

to track cell wall edges in images. An unloading and reloading loop was applied in the 

compressive testing. 

5.3 Tensile Properties of Printed Materials 
During the tensile tests, the dogbone specimens behaved in a brittle fashion and fractured 

at small strains. Figure 5.5a shows the tensile stress-strain curves of all the printed 

dogbone specimens, and Figure 5.5b schematically shows the material laying up 

directions in the specimens. Because all the specimens are made from the same material, 

they exhibit similar responses during the initial elastic stage. As expected, the specimens 

printed along length fracture at strains lower than the other specimens, because of the 

weak bond between interlayers. Table 5.2 lists the averages values of the Young’s 

modulus, ultimate tensile strength and elongation at break of the dogbone specimens and 

the build material. It can be seen that the specimens have tensile modulus close to that of 

the build material. The ultimate tensile strengths of all the dogbone specimens are 

smaller than that of the build material, especially for the specimens printed along length 

which exhibit an ultimate strength 35.5% lower than that of the build material. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.5: (a) Tensile stress-strain curves of the dogbone specimens printed along different 
orientations; (b) Three material laying up directions. 

Table 5.2: Tensile properties of the dogbone specimens printed along different orientations. 

 Modulus (Chord 
0.05%-0.25%) (GPa) 

Ultimate tensile 
strength (MPa) 

Elongation at break 
(standard) (%)  

Laying up along length 2.05 ± 0.06 44.3 ± 0.36 3.98 ± 0.07 
Laying up along width 2.34 ± 0.03 45.9 ± 0.36 5.71 ± 0.42 
Laying up along length 2.27 ± 0.03 31.6 ± 2.57 1.98 ± 0.30 

Build material [162] 2.17 49.0 8.3 

5.4 Response of Printed Regular Honeycombs 
Figure 5.6 shows the stress-strain curves of the regular honeycomb specimens with thin 

cell walls compressed along the X1 direction. Figure 5.7 shows the configurations of one 

of the specimens at points corresponding to those marked in Figure 5.6. Before point C 

(peak stress), vertical cell walls remain upright, except for those near the top and bottom 
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of the specimen which are tilted (half to the left and half to the right, see Figure 5.7(ii) 

and Figure 5.7(iii)). After point C, the second, third and fourth rows of vertical cell walls 

from the bottom ‘snap’ so that the entire row of cell walls tilts towards one side and each 

row tilts to the right or to the left alternately (see Figure 5.7(iv)), followed by the 

collapse of the third row of cells (see Figure 5.7(v)). Cell collapse destabilizes 

neighbouring vertical cell walls and brings them to collapse (see Figure 5.7(vi)), leading 

to the classic row-by-row cell collapse. This behaviour is similar to that of conventional 

honeycombs, for example as shown in [9, 99]. The average plateau stress measured from 

these specimens is 8.0 kPa, slightly higher than Gibson and Ashby’s prediction [163] of 

7.5 kPa. However, in this study, cell collapse is caused by cell wall elastic buckling and 

thus cell walls remain curved after collapse (see Figure 5.7(v) and Figure 5.7(vi)), which 

enables the specimens to recover nearly to their original shape after unloading (see 

Figure 5.6). 

 
Figure 5.6: Stress-strain curves of honeycombs with thin cell walls under compression along the 

X1 direction. 
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(iv) Point D (v) Point E (vi) Point F 

Figure 5.7: Configurations of a honeycomb with thin cell walls compressed along the X1 direction 
(points A-F correspond to those in Figure 5.6). 

Figure 5.8 shows the stress-strain curves of the regular honeycomb specimens with thin 

cell walls compressed along the X2 direction. Figure 5.9 shows the configurations of one 

of the specimens at points corresponding to those marked in Figure 5.8. When 

compressed along the X2 direction, the honeycombs do not exhibit cell wall buckling and 

row-by-row cell collapse. The large deflection of the cell walls leads to the degradation 

of global compressive stiffness. Shortly prior to unloading, a few (1-2) cell walls in the 

middle of the specimens are fractured. Despite the small scale fracture, the specimen 

recovers nearly fully after unloading (see Figure 5.8). After reloading, more cell walls 

are ruptured, forming an inverted V-shaped fracture band (see Figure 5.9(iv)). This is 

slightly different from the diagonal collapse band observed in [164], which might be 

because of the boundary conditions used in this study that included the ends of 

specimens being fixed.  

 
Figure 5.8: Stress-strain curves of the honeycombs with thin cell walls under compression along 

the X2 direction. 
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       (i) Point A (ii) Point B 

  
(iii) Point C (iv) Point D 

 Figure 5.9: Configurations of a honeycomb with thin cell walls compressed along the X2 
direction (points A-D correspond to those in Figure 5.8).  

The regular honeycomb specimens with thick cell walls fractured in a brittle manner 

when compressed along the X1 and X2 directions. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the 

stress-strain curves of the regular honeycomb specimens with thick cell walls 

compressed along the X1 and X2 directions, respectively. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 

show the configuration of one of the specimens before and after fracture. The rupture 

strengths of the honeycomb specimens compressed along the X1 and X2 directions are 

found to be 58 kPa and 52 kPa, respectively, close to the Gibson and Ashby’s prediction 

[163] which is 51 kPa. In summary, the responses of the regular honeycombs 

manufactured by 3D printing agree well with those of honeycombs made in conventional 

ways, which implies that the defects induced by printing are minimal and would not 

affect experimental results much. 
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Figure 5.10: Stress-strain curves of honeycombs with thick cell walls under compression along 

the X1 direction. 

 
Figure 5.11: Stress-strain curves of honeycombs with thick cell walls under compression along 

the X2 direction. 

  
(i) Point B (ii) Point C 

Figure 5.12: Configurations of a honeycomb with thick cell walls under compression along the X1 
direction (points B-C correspond to those in Figure 5.12). 
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(i) Point B (ii) Point C 

Figure 5.13: Configurations of a honeycomb with thick cell walls under compression along the X2 
direction (points B-C correspond to those in Figure 5.11). 

5.5 Response of Printed Irregular Honeycombs 
5.5.1 Stiffness and strength 
For the irregular honeycomb specimens, the slope of the chord between strains 0.3% and 

0.6% in the compressive stress-strain curves was nearly constant and thus was taken as 

the compressive stiffness. The first maximum stress reached (ignoring tiny oscillation) in 

the compressive stress-strain curves was taken as the compressive strength here. Table 

5.3 lists the values of the compressive stiffnesses and strengths of the irregular 

honeycomb specimens experimentally determined. The compressive stiffnesses of the 

irregular honeycomb specimens were also calculated using FE simulations and are listed 

in Table 5.3. The compressive stiffnesses and strengths of regular honeycombs which are 

of the same relative densities as their corresponding irregular honeycomb specimens 

were calculated using Gibson and Ashby’s expressions [3] and are listed in Table 5.3 as 

well. It can be noticed that the compressive stiffness is increased due to the introduction 

of cell size and cell shape variations, but it is reduced due to the introduction of cell wall 

thickness variation, which are consistent with the findings in [96]. The irregular 

honeycomb specimens printed were found to be about 15% heavier than the design 

values. It is difficult to determine whether this mass gain is due to the residual wax stuck 

on the specimens or because cell walls were printed thicker than the design values. This 

mass gain might have caused the difference in compressive stiffness between 

experiments and FE simulations. It is to be noted that the compressive strength is reduced 

when cell size, cell wall thickness and cell shape variations are introduced. 
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Table 5.3: Compressive stiffnesses and strengths of the irregular honeycombs and their 
counterpart of regular honeycombs. 

 Compressive stiffness (kPa) Compressive strength (kPa) 

 
Irregular honeycomb Regular honeycomb Irregular 

honeycomb Regular honeycomb 

Experimental FE simulation Gibson’s prediction Experimental Gibson’s prediction 
Type 1 4862 ± 1453 2880 ± 100 5086 76 ± 4 207 
Type 2 952 ± 179 966 ± 70 795 37 ± 4 60.1 

Type 3 281± 56 224 ± 11 182 14.6 ± 0.6 22.5 
118± 20 64 ± 5 51 6.9 ± 1.1 9.6 

5.5.2 Deformation and failure mechanisms 
To illustrate the deformation and failure progression in the irregular honeycombs with 

non-uniform wall thickness, the configurations of one of the specimens at different times 

are presented in Figure 5.14. Figure 5.15 shows the compressive stress-strain curve of the 

specimen, with the marked points A-F corresponding to the deformation configurations 

in Figure 5.14. At point A, one cell wall fractures (marked by a red line in Figure 5.14(i)) 

and the cell walls enclosed by the red ellipse in Figure 5.14(i) are found to deflect more 

than the others. Shortly after the first fracture initiation, the global compressive stress 

reaches its maximum value (see Figure 5.15). Under further compression, cell wall 

fracture continues at an increasing rate, mainly in the area enclosed by the red ellipse in 

Figure 5.14(i) (see Figure 5.14(ii) and Figure 5.14(iii)). At point E, a large number of 

cells walls rupture simultaneously, producing a long ‘crack’ (see Figure 5.14(v)) and a 

drastic reduction in the global compressive stress (see Figure 5.15). When the cracks 

nearly propagate across the specimen (see Figure 5.14(vi)), the global stress reaches its 

minimum value (Figure 5.15). Thereafter, the ruptured cell walls come into contact with 

each other and thus the global stress begins to rise with further compression. 

It is noteworthy that fracture always occurs to cell walls which are not aligned with the 

compressive loading direction (non-vertical cell walls), leaving cracks about 30o to the 

compressive load. This is simply because these cell walls are subjected to bending, 

whereas the vertical cell walls are under compression. Cracks seemingly propagate along 

weak links such as thin and inclined cell walls. However, the presence of thick cell walls 

may change the direction of crack propagation and even arrest crack propagation.  
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(i) Point A (ii) Point B 

  
(iii) Point C (iv) Point D 

  
(v) Point E (vi) Point F 

Figure 5.14: Configurations of a honeycomb with non-uniform cell wall thickness under 
compression showing different stages of deformation and failure (points A-F correspond to those 
in Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.15: Stress-strain curve of a honeycomb with non-uniform cell wall thickness under 

compression with different stages of deformation and failure marked as points A-F. 

Figure 5.16 shows the deformation configurations and failure patterns of a typical 

irregular honeycomb specimen with non-uniform cell size. Figure 5.17 shows the 

compressive stress-strain curve of this specimen with points (A-F) marked corresponding 

to those deformation states in Figure 5.16. In this case, large deflection and rotation of 

cell walls are noticeable, which are not homogenous across the specimen. The gradual 

degradation of stiffness is related to large deflection and rotation of cell walls. At point 

B, one cell wall fractures (marked by the red line in Figure 5.16(ii)). Shortly after this, 

the global stress reaches its maximum value (see Figure 5.17). As the compression 

progresses, cell wall fracture continues at an increasing rate. A large crack is formed at 

point E (see Figure 5.16(v)). The ruptured cell walls come in contact soon, leading to a 

rise in stress.  

For this type of honeycombs, whether a cell wall is susceptible to fracture is related to 

the length of cell walls and alignment with the loading axis, rather than cell size. Figure 

5.18 shows the length and alignment angle to compressive loading of the cell walls 

which are ruptured before point E. It can be noticed that the cell walls which are aligned 

within a medium angle (around 25o to 70o) to the loading axis and relatively long 

(maximum length is 9.5 mm) are more prone to fracture. However, whether a cell wall is 

susceptible to fracture is also dependent on its neighbouring cell walls. If a cell wall is 

surrounded by stiff and strong cell walls, it is unlikely to fail as the load is shielded away 

by its neighbouring cell walls. Therefore, it is more sensible to think of weak cells as a 

region, rather than an individual cell or a cell wall.  
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(i) Point A (ii) Point B 

  
(iii) Point C (iv) Point D 

  
(v) Point E (vi) Point F 

Figure 5.16: Configurations of a honeycomb with non-uniform cell size under compression 
showing different stages of deformation and failure (points A-F correspond to those in Figure 
5.17). 
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Figure 5.17: Stress-strain curve of a honeycomb with non-uniform cell size under compression 

with different stages of deformation and failure marked as points A-F. 

 
Figure 5.18: Alignment angles and lengths of fractured cell walls in an irregular honeycomb with 

non-uniform cell size. 

Figure 5.19 shows the deformation configurations of a typical specimen of irregular 

honeycombs with cells of irregular shapes. Figure 5.20 shows the compressive stress-

strain curve of the specimen with points (A-F) marked corresponding to the deformation 

states in Figure 5.19. Likewise, non-uniform deflection and rotation of cell walls are 

discernable. At point B, a few cell walls (circled by the red line in Figure 5.19(ii)) 

buckle, showing no noticeable reduction in the global stress (see Figure 5.20). Shortly 

after point B, cell walls begin to fracture slowly at multiple locations (sees Figure 

5.19(iii)). As the compression progresses, fracture accelerates and a large crack appears 

soon at the right bottom of the specimen (see Figure 5.19(iv)). This shifts the 
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compressive load to the left side of the specimen and causes cell walls at the left side to 

rupture (see Figure 5.19(v) and Figure 5.19(vi)). 

It is found that buckling tends to occur to an aggregate of long cell walls. Likewise, long 

cell walls which are aligned within a medium angle to the loading axis are more likely to 

fracture. However, as mentioned earlier, weak cells are better characterised by a region, 

rather than a single cell wall. For example, the area circled in Figure 5.19(i) contains 

pentagonal cells sandwiched by hexagonal cells. These pentagonal cells have cell walls 

which are long and aligned within a medium angle to the loading axis. This area, 

therefore, represents a weak zone and is more likely to fracture. 

  
(i)  Point A (ii) Point B 

  
(iii) Point C (iv) Point D 
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(v) Point E (vi) Point F 

Figure 5.19: Configurations of a honeycomb with irregular cell shape under compression showing 
different stages of deformation and failure (points A-F correspond to those in Figure 5.20). 

 
Figure 5.20: Stress-strain curve of a honeycomb with irregular cell shape under compression with 

different stages of deformation and failure marked as points A-F. 

5.6 Discussion  
In irregular honeycombs, failure tends to initiate from long and thin cell walls. As to cell 

wall alignment, cell walls which are aligned within a small angle to the loading axis act 

as the load paths carrying the majority of the load. These walls are primarily subjected to 

compression and thus more likely to buckle. In this study, there is not much cell wall 

buckling observed in the irregular honeycomb specimens, because most of cell walls 

were either not parallel to the compressive load or cell walls were too thick to satisfy 

buckling criteria. Cell walls aligned within a medium angle (around 30o to 60o) to the 

compressive load direction carry a certain amount of load and are mainly subjected to 

bending. Consequently, they are more likely to fracture by bending. Cell walls aligned 
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within a large angle to the compressive load direction carry little load and are rotated to 

keep deformation compatible with neighbouring cell walls. However, whether a cell wall 

is susceptible to failure is also determined by the geometry and properties of its 

neighbouring cell walls. Strong and stiff neighbouring cell walls could shield load away 

and protect the cell wall from failure. Because of this, it is more reasonable to consider 

weak cells as a region, rather than an individual cell or cell wall. 

Theoretically, observations drawn from the response of honeycombs are more applicable 

to open-cell foams than closed-cell foams, because the dominant deformation mechanism 

in closed-cell foams is cell wall compression and stretching. But in honeycombs and 

open-cell foams, it is predominantly cell wall bending. For example, cell wall buckling is 

rare in the compression of irregular honeycombs, but is pervasive in closed-cell foams. In 

regular honeycombs compressed along the X2 direction, cell walls aligned with the 

compressive load are subjected to approximately the same load; therefore they buckle 

simultaneously, leading to the plateau of global stress. In irregular honeycombs, cell 

walls buckle individually, and cell wall buckling transfers loads to their neighbouring 

cell walls, resulting in the moderate degradation in global stiffness. The same feature is 

observed in closed-cell foams.  

For the irregular honeycombs, the global stress reaches its maximum value when a few 

(usually 2-4) cell walls are fractured. This might be slightly different if the irregular 

honeycombs are made from ductile materials. Because brittle fracture causes cell walls to 

lose load-carrying capacity completely, and a very few (around 2-4) cell wall crushing 

has a significant impact on the global load-carrying capacity of the irregular 

honeycombs. For ductile materials, plastic collapse causes cell walls to lose load-

carrying capacity partially, therefore it has a relatively less effect on the global load-

carrying capacity of the irregular honeycombs. Hence, for ductile irregular honeycombs, 

the global compressive stress might reach its maximum when a large number of cell 

walls (more than 2-4 cell walls) are plastically collapsed.  

5.7 Summary 
In this work, regular and irregular honeycombs were manufactured using 3D printing and 

then tested under compression. The deformation and failure mechanisms at cell wall 

level were analysed by visually comparing the images captured by a camera positioned 

squarely towards the specimens. The Young’s modulus of the printed material is found to 
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be close to that of the build material regardless of the printing orientations, while the 

ultimate strength of the printed material is 35.5% lower than that of the build material 

along the direction in which the objects are built up (normal to the printed layered 

materials).  

The response of printed regular honeycombs was in good agreement with that of 

conventional regular honeycombs, which means that defects induced by printing were 

minimal and did not affect the experimental results. With the same relative density, 

irregular honeycombs with non-uniform cell size or irregular cell shape have higher 

compressive stiffness as opposed to regular honeycombs, whilst irregular honeycombs 

with non-uniform cell wall thickness have lower compressive stiffness compared to 

regular honeycombs, which is consistent with the findings reported in [96]. All types of 

irregular honeycombs have compressive strength lower than that of regular honeycombs. 

Deformation and failure mechanisms in irregular honeycombs are different from those in 

regular honeycombs. Deflection and rotation of cell walls are heterogeneous across the 

irregular honeycomb specimens. The global stress reaches the maximum when there are 

a very few (about 2-4) cells fractured. If irregular honeycombs are made from ductile 

materials, the global stress might reach the maximum when several (more than 2-4) cell 

walls are plastically collapsed, because brittle fracture causes cell walls to lose load-

bearing capacity totally and plastic collapse does so only partially. Cell wall buckling is 

found to be rare in irregular honeycombs. In regular honeycombs compressed along the 

X1 direction, cell walls aligned with the compressive load are under nearly the same load, 

and therefore buckle almost simultaneously, leading to the plateau of global stress. In 

irregular honeycombs, cell walls buckle individually, which shifts loads to their 

neighbouring cell walls and leads to a moderate degradation in global stiffness.  

In irregular honeycombs, fracture is more likely to occur to long and thin cell walls 

which are aligned within a medium angle (around 30o to 60o) to the compressive loading. 

Cell walls aligned within a small angle to the loading axis carry the majority of the load, 

but are primarily subjected to compression. As a result, they are more likely to buckle, 

rather than undergoing fracture. However, the susceptibility of a cell wall to failure is 

also determined by its neighbouring cell walls, which affect the distribution of loads. 

Strong and stiff neighbouring cell walls could shield load away and protect it from 

failure. Therefore, it is more reasonable to consider weak cells as a region, rather than an 
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individual cell or cell wall. Caution needs to be taken when extrapolating knowledge 

from honeycombs to closed-cell foams due to the difference in deformation mechanisms. 
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Chapter 6  Laguerre Tessellation 
Foam Models 

Laguerre tessellations can be constructed with cell size following a prescribed 

distribution, which makes it an attractive candidate for investigating the effect of cell size 

variation on the mechanical properties of foams. Cell wall thickness variation is also an 

important microstructural parameter for foams, which need be included in numerical 

models. In this chapter, the processes of generating Laguerre tessellation with a 

prescribed cell size distribution are demonstrated. Laguerre tessellation models with 

relative density, and cell size and cell wall thickness distributions the same as M130 

foam are constructed. Modelling parameters including mesh density, model size and 

loading rate are determined. Finally, the accuracy of Laguerre models incorporating 

measured relative density, and cell size and cell wall thickness distributions in predicting 

the compressive and shear responses of closed-cell foams is evaluated. 

6.1 Delaunay Triangulation 
In mathematics, the convex hull of a set of points P is the smallest convex set that 

contains all the points [165]. The convex hull can be thought of the shape of a stretched 

rubber band or a wrapped gift box that encloses all the point (see Figure 6.1). 

In computational geometry, a Delaunay triangulation for a set of points P is a 

triangulation DT (P) such that no points in P are inside the circumcircle of any triangles 

in DT (P), as shown in Figure 6.2. Of all possible triangulations, the smallest angle of 

triangles in Delaunay triangulations is the largest [165]. The Delaunay triangulation will 

be not unique if there are more than three points on a circle. Delaunay triangulations can 

be extended to higher dimension, in which no points in P are inside the circum-

hypersphere of any simplex in DT (P). The conventional method of determining the 

Delaunay triangulation of a set of points P in d-dimensional Euclidean space is to 
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convert it to determine the convex hull of the set of points in (d+1)-dimensional space 

with an extra coordinate equal to | P |2 added. As soon as the convex hull is determined, 

the bottom side of the convex hull (facets facing downward) is mapped back to d-

dimensional space by removing the previously added coordinates, as shown in Figure 

6.3. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.1: (a) 2D convex hull; (b) 3D convex hull. 

 
Figure 6.2:  Delaunay triangulation. 
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Figure 6.3: Conversion of Delaunay triangulation to convex hull. 

6.2 Voronoi Tessellation 
Let S = {P1, P2, … , Pn} be a set of points in space R. For any point Q in the space, dV(Q, 

Pi) denotes the Euclidean distance between Q and Pi. Then the region V(Pi) defined by 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }  | , , , ,i V i V jV P Q Q R d Q P d Q P j i= < ≠
 

(6.1) 

is called Voronoi cell for seed point Pi. In other words, the Voronoi cell for point Pi 

consists of points which are closer to Pi than other seed points in S. Each seed point in S 

dominates a Voronoi cell. These cells partition space into an array of convex, space-

filling polyhedrons, forming a Voronoi tessellation [165].  

The Voronoi tessellation of a set of points is dual to its Delaunay triangulation. By 

connecting the seed points of adjacent Voronoi cells, one can get the Delaunay 

triangulation of the seed points. By connecting the centres of circumcircles of two 

adjoining triangles, one can obtain the Voronoi tessellation, as shown in Figure 6.4. 

Therefore, the calculation of Voronoi tessellations is normally converted to the 

determination of the Delaunay triangulation of the seed points. 
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Figure 6.4: Duality of Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi tessellation. 

6.3 Laguerre Tessellation 
Laguerre tessellation is a type of weighted Voronoi tessellation. Suppose we assign a 

weight ri to seed point Pi, then there is a corresponding weight set R = {r1, r2 ,…, rn}. Let 

us redefine the distance between Q and Pi by 

dL(Q, Pi)= [dV(Q, Pi)]2- ri
2 (6.2) 

Similarly, the region defined by 

V(Pi) = {Q|QϵR, dL(P,Pi) < dL(P, Pj), j≠i} (6.3) 

is called Laguerre cell for seed point Pi. Each seed point in S dominates a Laguerre cell. 

These cells partition space into an array of convex, space-filling polyhedrons, forming a 

Laguerre tessellation [126]. 

As with Voronoi tessellations, the geometry of Laguerre tessellation is determined by the 

arrangement of seed points. If the centres of a certain number of random closely packed 

spheres (three-dimensional) or disk (two dimensional) are taken as the seed points and 

their radii as the corresponding weights, then a Laguerre tessellation with each cell 

tightly enclosing a sphere or disk will be generated, as shown in Figure 6.5, and the cells 

in the Laguerre tessellation have a size distribution similar to that of diameter of the 

packed spheres or disks [126]. In this manner, a Laguerre tessellation with a prescribed 

cell size distribution can be created. 
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Figure 6.5: 2D Laguerre tessellation and packed disks.  

6.4 Random Close Packing 
Random close packing of spheres is a useful approach for numerous material modelling 

scenarios, such as powder compaction [166, 167] and polycrystalline structure simulation 

[126]. It is also essential for the construction of Laguerre tessellations. Packing density, 

the ratio of the total volume of the spheres to the volume of the container in which the 

spheres are packed, describes the degree of packing, i.e. how closely these spheres are 

packed. For random close packing of spheres of uniform size, the highest packing density 

that can be achieved is 0.6366 ± 0.005 [167, 168]. Packing density increases when the 

spheres have non-uniform sizes. For the computer simulation of random close packing, a 

variety of algorithms have been proposed. They generally fall into two categories: the 

sequential generation method and the collective rearrangement algorithms [169].  

In the present study the collective rearrangement algorithm was adopted because it is 

relatively easy to implement. A certain number of spheres were initially placed in a cubic 

space. In each loop, spheres were relocated in a random order based on their positions 

relative to their surrounding spheres. If the summation of total overlap of the spheres 

over the last 50 loops was greater than that over the 50 loops before, all the spheres were 

shrunk by a factor of 0.995. When the total overlap was less than one third of the radius 

of the smallest sphere, the simulation was terminated. In order to obtain models with 

different size, random close packing with 1000, 1500 and 2000 spheres was conducted. 

With the cell size distribution that we measured with M130 foam, the packing densities 

that we achieved are 0.5908, 0.5974 and 0.6088, respectively. Figure 6.6a shows the 
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random close packing of 2D disks, and Figure 6.6b shows 1000 randomly closely packed 

spheres.  

 
 

(a) (b) 
   Figure 6.6: Random close packing of (a) disks and (b) spheres.  

6.5 Algorithm for Laguerre Tessellation Creation 
The algorithm of generating 3D Laguerre tessellations in the present study is based on 

that presented in [126]. The main procedures are as follows: 

1) We map a set of random closely packed spheres C = {C1, C2, …, Cn} onto a set of 4D 

points P*={ P1
*, P2 

*,……, Pn
*}. Let (xi, yi, zi) be the coordinates of the centre and ri be 

the radius of sphere Ci. Then the coordinates of point Pi
* is (xi, yi, zi, xi

2+yi
2+zi

2-ri
2). 

2) We calculate the convex hull of set P* using the program Qhull and then collect the 

lower facets of the convex hull to obtain the lower hull. 

3) Each facet fi collected is composed of four 4D points. Let us suppose these points be 

Pr*, Ps*, Pt* and Pu*, then the coordinates (Xi, Yi, Zi) of a vertex of a Laguerre cell 

corresponding to facet fi can be calculated by Eq.(6.4). 

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1

r r r i r r r r

s s s i s s s s

t t t i t t t t

u u u i u u u u

x y z X x y z r
x y z Y x y z r
x y z Z x y z r
x y z W x y z r

−  + + −   
    − + + −     =
    − + + −
    − + + −        

(6.4) 

4) We collect all facets that contain the same point Pi* and calculate the coordinates of 

their corresponding vertices of Laguerre cells based on Eq.(6.4). These vertices indeed 

form a Laguerre cell that encloses the sphere Ci. Calculating the convex of these vertices, 
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we can obtain the topological information of this Laguerre cell, which is stored in a 

hierarchical order, as shown in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7 Management of topological data of a cube with unit length 

5) We repeat procedure (4) for all the points in P* and then remove all the duplications 

of vertices, lines and faces, i.e. one face is shared by two Laguerre cells and one line is 

shared by three faces. Finally, all the vertices, lines, faces and cells are stored in a 

fashion shown in Figure 6.7 

6) With the topologic information obtained from procedure (5), the geometry of Voronoi 

tessellations is generated in the software FreeCAD which is python scriptable, starting 

with creating points, then connecting the points with lines and finally generating cell 

faces with shells by covering lines. 

Using this algorithm, Laguerre tessellations with prescribed cell size distributions were 

generated. Figure 6.8 shows a 3D Laguerre tessellation created in the manner. To avoid 

the presence of very small and distorted elements, short edges and small faces under a 

threshold were removed. Specifically, when an edge was shorter than 1/25th of the 

longest edge in a model, it was shrunk to its midpoint. When the area of a face was 

smaller than 1/500th of that of the largest face, it was shrunk to it central points. During 

this process only around 1.6% of the faces were removed, which accounted for only 

around 0.002% of the total face area. Therefore, the removal of small edges and faces did 

not effectively change the geometry of models and thus did not affect the stiffness of 

models. 
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Figure 6.8: 3D Laguerre tessellation created with cell size following a prescribed distribution.  

6.6 Finite Element Model Setup 
Cubic models were cut out from Laguerre tessellations created and meshed with shell 

elements (S4R) in the pre-processor Hypermesh, as shown in Figure 6.9. The material 

properties listed in Table 4.3 were used. Cell wall thickness variation was implemented 

using python scripts as follows. Firstly, shell elements were grouped by cell faces using 

the function elementFaces.getElementsByFaceAngle() in Abaqus, in order for shell 

elements from the same cell face to have the same thickness. Next, a prescribed 

distribution of cell wall thickness was generated and randomly assigned to cell faces 

(around 5100 faces), followed by calculation of the relative density of the models. Then 

the thicknesses of cell faces in the models were scaled by a factor so that the relative 

density of the models matched a prescribed value. Hence, it was actually the shape of cell 

wall thickness distribution that was incorporated into the models.  

For elastic moduli investigation, linear elastic analyses were conducted using 

Abaqus/Standard. To investigate Young’s Modulus, symmetry boundary conditions were 

applied on three adjacent orthogonal faces of cubic models, and a small displacement 

was imposed on one face. With respect to shear modulus, biaxial load tests were 

performed instead of pure shear tests (refer to [96, 97]). Engineering stress and strain 

were used to characterise the global response of models. Reaction forces were read to 

calculate engineering stress. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.9: (a) Geometric model; (b) Finite element mesh. 

The nonlinear response of models was analysed using Abaqus/Explicit as it is 

advantageous in dealing with cell wall buckling and contact. However, it should be 

stressed that Abaqus/Explicit is used to study the quasi-static response of foams. Two 

analytic rigid shells with a reference point attached with each were created and 

positioned at the top and bottom of the models (see Figure 6.10a). For compressive tests, 

the bottom rigid shell was fixed, and the top rigid shell was given a downward constant 

velocity. An elemental node which touches the bottom rigid shell was constrained from 

translational movement to prevent rigid body motion. In shear tests, the models were 

attached with the rigid shells at the interfaces with tie constraints. The bottom rigid shell 

was kept fixed and the top rigid shell was given a sidewise (along x axis) constant 

velocity. The nodes on the side faces (face1 and face 2 in Figure 6.10b) were constrained 

from moving vertically (along y axis). With these constrains, a uniform shear strain field 

was generated in the models. The density of the base material of M130 foam was 

increased 100 times in order to reduce computational time [130]. General contact in 

Abaqus/Explicit with a friction coefficient of 0.2 was used. The majority of models have 

around 200,000 nodes, and the solution time was roughly 24 hours. The reaction forces at 

the reference pint RP1 (see Figure 6.10b) was obtained. For the compressive tests, the 

first maximum global stress in stress-strain curves was taken as compressive strength. 

For the shear tests, the 2% offset yield stress from the stress-strain curves was taken as 

the shear strength, the same as the experimental measurements in [6].  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.10: (a) Laguerre model with two rigid shells attached; (b) Schematics of Laguerre 
models and analytic rigid shells. 

6.7 Results and Discussion 
In this section, the selection of simulation parameters including mesh density, model size 

and loading rate is discussed. Laguerre tessellation models incorporating cell size and 

cell wall thickness variations are validated using M130 foam. 

6.7.1 Mesh sensitivity 
Linear elastic compressive tests were performed on a Laguerre model (based on random 

close packing of 1000 spheres) with the element sizes of 0.03, 0.0225 and 0.015 mm 

(mesh #1, #2 and #3). The predicted Young’s moduli are 148.50, 149.08 and 149.64 

MPa, respectively for the three meshes.  

When a quasi-static event is analysed using an explicit solver, a proper loading rate needs 

to be selected so that dynamic effect is negligible and computational time is reasonable. 

Different loading velocities applied on the top rigid shell were investigated using the 

Laguerre model (based on random close packing of 1000 spheres) with the element size 

of 0.0225 mm. Figure 6.11 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of the 

model at different loading velocities. It can be seen that the higher loading velocity is, the 

more oscillating stress-strain curves are, indicating the severity of dynamic effects. The 

compressive and shear strengths predicted with these velocities are rather similar. Figure 

6.12 shows the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy of the model at these velocities 

in the compressive tests. The ratios are mostly below 5% for these velocities, which 

implies the overall dynamic effect is negligible [130]. Since computational time for these 

velocities was reasonable, the velocities 300 mm/s and 200 mm/s were selected for 

x
y

RP1

RP2

face1 face2
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compressive and shear tests, respectively so as to obtain results with the least dynamic 

effect.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.11: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of a sample with different initial 
velocities. 
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Figure 6.12: Ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy for different initial velocities. 

With the chosen velocities, dynamic explicit analyses were subsequently performed on 

the Laguerre model with the other two mesh densities (element sizes of 0.03 and 0.015 

mm). Figure 6.13 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of the model with 

these three mesh densities. Figure 6.14 shows the variation of the predicted compressive 

and shear strength with element size. It is noted that the predicted compressive and shear 

strengths decrease slightly as mesh density increases (or element size decreases). 

Considering the accuracy of results and computational cost, an element size of 0.0225 

mm was chosen for further study. 
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(b) 

Figure 6.13: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of a sample with different mesh 
densities. 

 
Figure 6.14: Variation of predicted compressive and shear strength with element size. 

6.7.2 Model size sensitivity 
Model size is critical in micromechanical modelling, as overly-large models could be 

highly computationally expensive, and models with insufficient size may not accurately 

represent the relevant material and structural features and thus may not yield stable and 

accurate results. In the present study, Laguerre models based on random close packing of 

1000, 1500 and 2000 spheres were considered. For each model size, three Laguerre 

models were generated. Because there are no Laguerre cells created for the spheres 

packed at the outermost layer, the number of Laguerres cells constructed was actually 

less than the packed spheres. The Young’s moduli predicted by these models are shown 
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in Figure 6.15. Figure 6.16 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of these 

models through dynamic explicit analyses. Figure 6.17 shows the variation of predicted 

compressive and shear strengths with model size. It is found that the stiffness and 

strength predicted by these three model size are fairly similar, which means that the 

number of cells included in these models is sufficient so that edge effect is negligible 

with the boundary conditions applied. Considering the accuracy of results and 

computational expense, the Laguerre models based on random close packing of 1500 

spheres were employed in the further study. 

 
Figure 6.15: Young’s moduli predicted by Laguerre models with different sizes.  
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(b) 

Figure 6.16: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of samples with different sizes. 

 
Figure 6.17: Variation of predicted compressive strength with model size. 

6.7.3 Validation 
To validate Laguerre tessellation models, Laguerre tessellation models incorporating 

relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness variations the same as M130 foam was 

analysed. Additionally, Laguerre models with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness, 

Laguerre models with measured cell size and uniform cell wall thickness were evaluated 

as well. Table 6.1 compares the predicted Young’s modulus (E*), shear modulus (G*), 

compressive strength (σ*) and shear strength (τ*) with their corresponding values from 

datasheet. It can be seen that the stiffness and strength predicted by Laguerre models 

with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness are much larger than the values from 
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datasheet, which suggests that the integration of real cell size and cell wall thickness 

distribution into numerical models is vital for foam micromechanical modelling. 

Comparing these three types of Laguerre models, it can be found that the reduction in 

stiffness and strength caused by cell wall thickness variation in M130 foam is more 

significant than that caused by cell size variation. 

Table 6.1. Comparison of stiffness and strength between Laguerre models and values from 
datasheet. 

 E* (MPa) G* (MPa) σ* (MPa) τ* (MPa) 
Laguerre model + uniform cell size and cell wall 

thickness 168.43 63.80 4.39 2.57 

Laguerre model + measured cell sizes + uniform 
wall thickness 156.50 60.15 3.29 2.42 

Laguerre model + measured cell sizes and cell wall 
thicknesses 117.81 45.21 1.84 1.55 

Datasheet [147] 111 59 2.31 1.98 

Except Young’s modulus, the shear modulus, compressive and shear strengths predicted 

by Laguerre models incorporating measured cell size and cell wall thickness are about 

20% lower than these of M130 foam from datasheet. One reason for the underestimate is 

because the relative density of Laguerre modes was calculated by  

1
*

n

i i
i

At
R

V
==
∑

 

(6.5) 

where R is the relative density of Laguerre models, Ai and ti are the area and thickness of 

a cell wall, V* are the volume of Laguerre models. This calculation method ignores the 

material overlapping in cell wall junctions due to the application of shell elements (see 

Figure 6.18), thereby overestimating the relative density of Laguerre models. Calculating 

the exact volume of material overlapping in cell wall junctions is difficult. Assuming the 

volume fraction of overlapping materials in Laguerre models is the same as that in the 

Kelvin closed-cell foams, then the volume fraction can be calculated through Eq. (10) in 

[10]. Using this equation, it is found that when a Laguerre model have a nominal relative 

density of 0.1453 (calculated by Eq.(6.5) ), the actual relative density of the Laguerre 

model is 0.1383. With a relative density of 0.1453, the compressive and shear stiffnesses 

and strengths predicted by Laguerre models are 124, 48, 2.10 and 1.65 MPa, 

respectively. Other reasons for the underestimate might be because the actual yield 

strength of base material of M130 foam is be larger than the value we used (76 MPa), a 
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few cell walls are curved in the models due to the removal of small cell faces, or solid 

concentrated in Plateau borders might increase foam strength. 

 
Figure 6.18: Overlapping of materials in cell wall junction. 

6.8 Summary 
In this chapter, the processes of constructing Laguerre tessellations with a prescribed cell 

size distribution were demonstrated. Laguerre tessellation models integrated with relative 

density, and cell size and cell wall thickness distributions measured from M130 foam 

were developed. Compressive and shear tests were performed on the developed Laguerre 

tessellation models to calculate compressive and shear stiffnesses and strength. Except 

Young’s modulus, the shear modulus, compressive and shear strengths predicted by 

Laguerre models incorporating measured cell size and cell wall thickness are about 20% 

lower than these of M130 foam from datasheet. One reason for the underestimate of 

compressive and shear strength is because the material overlapping in cell wall junctions 

resulting from the application of shell elements was not considered. With corrected 

relative density, the shear modulus, compressive and shear strengths predicted are 18.6%, 

9% and 16.6%, respectively smaller than those of M130 foam from datasheet. Other 

reasons might be because the actual yield strength of base material of M130 foam is 

larger than the value we used, a few cell walls are curved in the models due to the 

removal of small cell faces, or solid concentrated in Plateau borders might increase foam 

strength. Comparing Laguerre models with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness, 

Laguerre models with uniform cell wall thickness but measured cell size, and Laguerre 

models with measured cell size and cell wall thickness, it is found that reduction in 

stiffness and strength caused by cell size variation is less pronounced that that caused by 

 

t
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cell wall thickness variation. Hence, one of effective ways to increase the stiffness and 

strength of M130 foam is reducing cell wall thickness variation. 
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Chapter 7  Effects of Cell Size and 
Cell Wall Thickness Variations 

The previous chapter has shown that prescribed cell size and cell wall variations can be 

incorporated into Laguerre tessellation models. Hence, the effects of cell size and cell 

wall thickness variations on closed-cell foams can be investigated by using Laguerre 

models incorporating various levels of variations in cell size and cell wall thickness. The 

processes of developing Laguerre tessellation models have been detailed in the previous 

chapter. This chapter mainly presents results regarding the effects of cell size and cell 

wall thickness variations on the compressive and shear stiffness and strengths, and failure 

mechanisms of closed-cell foams.  

7.1 Elastic Moduli 
This section discusses the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations on the 

compressive and shear stiffness of closed-cell foams, including the effect of cell size 

variation on the Young’s modulus and shear modulus, the effect of cell wall thickness 

variation on the Young’s modulus and shear modulus, the combined effect of cell size 

and cell wall thickness variations on the Young’s modulus an shear modulus. 

7.1.1 Effect of cell size variation on stiffness 
To investigate the effect of cell size variation on the stiffness of closed-cell foams, five 

lognormal cell size distributions that have the same average but different standard 

deviations, as listed in Table 7.1, were studied. The lognormal distribution parameters 

are µ1 and σ1, with σ1 reflecting the dispersion of cell size. For each distribution, four 

Laguerre models were generated. The topological statistics of the generated Laguerre 

models, including the number of faces per cell and edges per face, and equivalent cell 

diameter (the diameter of the sphere of equal volume to a cell), is shown in Figure 7.1, 

with the average of them listed in Table 7.1.  
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Table 7.1. Studied cell size distributions and topological statistics of models  

 Average 
diameter 

(µm) 

Standard 
deviation of 

diameter (µm) 

µ1 σ1 Average 
faces per 

cell 

Average edges 
per face 

Average 
equivalent 

diameter (µm) 
1 256 92 5.4853 0.3475 13.95 5.13 330 
2 256 69 5.5101 0.2648 14.14 5.14 324 
3 256 46 5.5293 0.1783 14.16 5.14 308 
4 256 23 5.5412 0.0897 14.24 5.14 303 
5 256 0 5.5452 0.0000 14.25 5.14 305 

* µ1, σ1 are the lognormal distribution parameters of cell size, with σ1 reflecting the dispersion of cell size 
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(c) 

Figure 7.1: Topological statistics of the Laguerre models: (a) faces per cell; (b) edges per face; 
(c) equivalent cell diameter. 

To isolate the effect of cell size, the relative density of each model was kept the same 

(0.1383), and all the cell walls in each model had the same thickness. Predicted Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus are normalized by those obtained from the Laguerre 

tessellation model of uniform cell wall thickness and cell size (168.43 MPa and 63.80 

MPa, respectively) , and shown in Figure 7.2. It can be seen that the predicted Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus decrease nearly linearly with cell size variation (σ1) and 

exhibit more scatter as cell size variation increases. The decreasing slope of normalized 

Young’s modulus over cell size variation (σ1) is 25.7 %, which is close to that of the 

normalized shear modulus over cell size variation (21.1%). 

 

Figure 7.2: Variation of normalized moduli with cell size variation. 
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for closed-cell foams with different cell size variations. Laguerre models with cell size 

variation σ1=0.3475 and with uniform cell size (σ1=0) were employed, and six relative 

densities were considered. Results show that Young’s modulus and shear modulus 

increase virtually linearly with relative density for the Laguerre models with σ1=0.3475 

and these with σ1=0 (see Figure 7.3). Since the elastic moduli-relative density curves pass 

through the origin, the fractional reduction of moduli resulting from cell size variation is 

independent of relative density, that is, the effect of cell size variation on moduli is 

independent of the relative density of closed-cell foams. Noteworthy, the elastic moduli 

predicted by the Laguerre models with uniform cell size are rather close to those 

predicted by the Kelvin closed-cell foam, despite the fact that Laguerre models have cells 

(see Figure 7.4) different from the Kelvin cell. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.3: (a) Variation of predicted Young’s modulus with relative density; (b) Variation of 
predicted shear modulus with relative density.  
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Figure 7.4: Cells in the Laguerre tessellation models of uniform cell size. 

7.1.2 Effect of cell wall thickness variation on stiffness 
To study the effect cell wall thickness variation on the stiffness of closed-cell foams, four 

lognormal cell wall thickness distributions that have the same mean but different 

standard deviation (listed in Table 7.2) were investigated. The lognormal distribution 

parameters are µ2 and σ2, where σ2 reflects the dispersion of cell wall thickness. To 

consider the effect of cell wall thickness variation only and eliminate the effect of cell 

size variation, only Laguerre models with uniform cell size were employed here. As 

mentioned earlier, cell wall thicknesses were all scaled by a factor so that the relative 

densities of all the models were constant at 0.1383. The Young’s modulus and shear 

modulus predicted are all normalized by those of Laguerre model of uniform cell wall 

thickness and cell size and shown in Figure 7.5. It can be seen that the calculated 

Young’s modulus and shear modulus decrease with increasing cell wall thickness 

variation. The normalized Young’s modulus is almost the same the normalized shear 

modulus, which means the Poisson’s ratio remains the same. The normalized Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus are fitted well by the following expression  

2
2

2
2( ) e

σ

ϕ σ
−

≈  
(7.1) 

Comparing Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.2, it is seen that elastic moduli reductions resulting 

from cell size variation are comparable with those caused by cell wall thickness variation 

when cell size and cell wall thickness have the same degree of variability. In M130 foam, 

cell wall thickness has larger dispersion than cell size (this might be the case for the 

majority of closed-cell foams), and thus cell wall thickness variation is the main cause 

for the reduction of foam moduli from ideal foams (foam with uniform cell size and cell 

wall thickness). 
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Table 7.2: Studied cell wall thickness distributions. 

 Average cell wall 
thickness (µm) 

Standard deviation of cell 
wall thickness (µm) 

µ2 σ2 

1 9.2655 0 2.226 0.0000 
2 9.2655 3 2.176 0.3157 
3 9.2655 6 2.051 0.5918 
4 9.2655 9 1.8945 0.8147 

*µ2, σ2 are the lognormal distribution parameters of cell wall thickness, with σ2 reflecting the dispersion of cell wall 
thickness. 

 
Figure 7.5: Variation of normalized moduli with cell wall thickness variation. 

As with cell size variation, the relationship between elastic moduli and relative density 

was studied for foams of different cell wall thickness variations. Laguerre models with 

uniform cell wall thickness (σ2=0) and with cell wall thickness variation σ2=0.8147 were 

employed and six relative densities were calculated. It was found that both the Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus increase virtually linearly with relative density for these two 

kinds of models, as shown in Figure 7.6. Similarly, this indicates that the effect of cell 

wall thickness variation on the fractional reduction in moduli is independent of relative 

density. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.6: Variation of (a) predicted Young’s modulus and (b) predicted shear modulus with 
relative density. 

7.1.3 Combined effect of cell size and cell wall 
thickness variations on stiffness 

In real foams, both cell size and cell wall thickness are non-uniform. To investigate their 

combined effect, Laguerre models with simultaneous non-uniform cell size and non-

uniform wall thickness were employed. Figure 7.7 shows the variations of Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus with variability in cell wall thickness for Laguerre 

tessellation models with different cell size dispersion (σ1). It is noteworthy that the elastic 

moduli-cell wall thickness variation curves are essentially parallel, which implies there is 

little interaction between the cell size variation and the cell wall thickness variation as far 

as their effects on foam moduli are concerned, and thus the combined effect of them can 

be calculated by simply multiplying the individual effects. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.7: Variation of (a) predicted Young’s modulus and (b) predicted shear modulus with cell 
wall thickness variation for models with different cell size variation. 

Since the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations on elastic moduli are 

independent of relative density, and there is little interaction between these two effects, 

foam stiffness can be approximated by Eq.(7.2) and (7.3), which incorporate the effects 

of cell size and cell wall thickness variations. 

1 1 2
*

C ( ) ( )E R
E

λ σ ϕ σ≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
 

(7.2) 

2 1 2
*

C ( ) ( )G R
E

λ σ ϕ σ≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
 

(7.3) 

where R is the relative density of a foam, E and G are the macroscopic Young’s modulus 

and shear modulus of the foam, respectively. E* is the Young’s modulus of cell wall 
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material, respectively. C1 and C2 are constants of proportionality. By fitting the Young’s 

modulus and shear modulus predicted by Laguerre models with uniform cell size and cell 

wall thickness in Figure 7.3, we obtain C1 = 0.3361and C2 = 0.1311. λ(σ1) and φ(σ2) are 

correction factors which are functions of cell size variation and cell wall thickness 

variation parameters, respectively. Fitting curves in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.5, we 

obtained the following expressions for the correction factors, λ and φ. 

 
(7.4) 

 
(7.5) 

Figure 7.8 shows the Young’s modulus and shear modulus predicted by Eq. (7.2) and 

(7.3), and the simulations results in Figure 7.7. It can be seen that the curves defined by 

Eq. (7.2) and (7.3) match well with the simulation results. 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 7.8: (a) Young’s modulus obtained by Eq.(7.2) and simulation results in Figure 7.7a and 
(b) Shear modulus obtained by Eq.(7.3) and simulation results in Figure 7.7b. 

7.2 Compressive and Shear Strengths 
This section presents the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations on the 

compressive and shear strengths of closed-cell foams, including the effect of cell size 

variation on the compressive and shear strengths, the effect of cell wall thickness 

variation on the compressive and shear strengths, the combined effect of cell size and cell 

wall thickness variations on the compressive and shear strengths. 

7.2.1 Effect of cell size variation on strength 
Compressive and shear tests were performed on the Laguerre models with different cell 

size distributions in Section 7.1.1. Since nonlinear analyses with the Laguerre models are 

fairly time-consuming, three samples were tested for each cell size distribution. Figure 

7.9 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of some of these samples (one 

representative sample for each distribution). A considerable difference is noticed in 

compressive stress-strain curves across different cell size variations, whist little 

difference in shear stress-strain curves. Table 7.3 lists the compressive and shear 

strengths predicted by all these samples. Figure 7.10 shows the variation of normalized 

compressive and shear strengths (by the respective strengths of Laguerre models with 

uniform cell size and cell wall thickness) with the cell size variation parameter (σ1). It is 
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found that the compressive strength decreases at an increasing rate as the cell size 

variation increases (by 25% when σ1=0.3475). The shear strength remains constant 

initially but begins to decrease (by 6%) when the cell size dispersion parameter (σ1) 

reaches a certain value (σ1=0.3475). The effect of cell size variation on compressive 

strength is more pronounced compared to shear strength. Cell size variation reduces 

compressive strength more than compressive stiffness, i.e. by 25% for compressive 

strength and 9% for compressive stiffness when σ1=0.3475. The reductions in shear 

stiffness and strength caused by cell size variations are rather close. 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

Figure 7.9: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of Laguerre samples with different 
cell size variations (σ1). 
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Table 7.3: Compressive and shear strengths of Laguerre samples with different cell size 
variations (σ1).  

 µ1 σ1 Sample 
Compressive strength (MPa) Shear strength (MPa) 

All Average All Average 

1 5.5452 0.0000 
Sample #1 4.34 

4.39 
2.58 

2.57 Sample #2 4.55 2.57 
Sample #3 4.27 2.56 

2 5.5412 0.0897 
Sample #4 4.25 

4.26 
2.58 

2.58 Sample #5 4.31 2.60 
Sample #6 4.23 2.57 

3 5.5293 0.1783 
Sample #7 3.81 

3.92 
2.56 

2.57 Sample #8 3.93 2.56 
Sample #9 4.03 2.59 

4 5.5101 0.2648 
Sample #10 3.81 

3.81 
2.55 

2.55 Sample #11 3.71 2.59 
Sample #12 3.92 2.50 

5 5.4853 0.3475 
Sample #13 3.23 

3.29 
2.33 

2.42 Sample #14 3.17 2.51 
Sample #15 3.48 2.43 

* µ1 and σ1 are the lognormal distribution parameters of cell size, with σ1 reflecting the dispersion of cell size 

 
Figure 7.10: Variation of normalised compressive and shear strengths with cell size variation 

parameter (σ1). 

7.2.2 Effect of cell wall thickness variation on strength 
Likewise, compressive and shear tests were performed on the Laguerre models with 

different cell wall distributions in Section 7.1.2. Three samples were tested for each cell 

wall thickness distribution. Figure 7.11 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain 

curves predicted by these samples. Table 7.4 lists the compressive and shear strengths in 
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these stress-strain curves. Figure 7.12 shows the variations of normalized compressive 

and shear strengths with cell wall thickness variation parameter σ2. It is noticeable that 

both the compressive and shear strengths decrease with cell wall thickness variation. The 

reduction in the compressive strength caused by cell wall thickness variation is greater 

that in the shear strength. The effect of cell size variation on the compressive and shear 

strengths is comparable to that of cell wall thickness variation on the compressive and 

shear strengths, i.e. the compressive strength will reduces roughly by 20% if σ1= 0.32 or 

σ2 =0.32 However, in M130 foam, cell wall thickness is more dispersed than cell size (σ2 

> σ1), and thus cell wall thickness variation is the main factor that causes the strengths of 

M130 foam to deviate from its ideal counterpart that has uniform cell size and cell wall 

thickness. Comparing with the effect on compressive and shear stiffnesses, the effect of 

cell wall thickness variation on compressive and shear strength is more pronounced 
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(b) 

Figure 7.11: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of Laguerre samples with 
uniform cell size but having different wall thickness variations (σ2). 

Table 7.4: Compressive and shear strength of Laguerre samples of samples with uniform cell 
size but having different wall thickness variations (σ2).  

 µ2 σ2 Sample 
Compressive strength (MPa) Shear strength (MPa) 

All Average All Average 

1 2.226 0.0000   Sample #3 4.27 4.27 2.56 2.56 

2 2.176 0.3157 
Sample #16 3.69 

3.63 
2.37 

2.35 Sample #17 3.65 2.37 
Sample #18 3.54 2.32 

3 2.051 0.5918 
Sample #19 2.82 

2.75 
1.87 

1.90 Sample #20 2.65 1.94 
Sample #21 2.77 1.89 

4 1.8945 0.8147 
Sample #22 2.08 

2.03 
1.60 

1.55 Sample #23 2.11 1.58 
Sample #24 1.91 1.48 

*µ2 and σ2 are the lognormal distribution parameters of cell wall thickness, with σ2 reflecting the dispersion of cell wall 
thickness. 
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Figure 7.12: Variation of normalised compressive and shear strengths with cell wall thickness 

variation parameter (σ2). 

7.2.3 Combined effect of cell size and cell wall 
thickness variations on strength 

Figure 7.13 shows the compressive and shear stress-strain curves predicted by Laguerre 

samples with a cell size variation σ1= 0.3475 and various cell wall thickness variations 

(σ2). Table 7.5 lists the compressive and shear strengths in these stress-strain curves, and 

Figure 7.14 shows the variations of normalized compressive and shear strengths (by the 

respective strengths of Laguerre models with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness) 

with cell wall thickness variation for two different cell size variations (σ1= 0 and σ1= 

0.3475). It is noteworthy that the strength reduction resulting from cell wall thickness 

variation is less pronounced in foams with non-uniform cell size (σ1= 0.3475) than foams 

with uniform cell size (σ1= 0). This means that the combined effect of cell wall thickness 

variation on the strengths of closed-cell foams is less than the sum of individual effect. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.13: (a) Compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves predicted by Laguerre samples 
with a cell size variation σ1=0.3475 and various cell size variations (σ2). 
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Table 7.5: Compressive and shear strength of Laguerre samples with a cell size variation 
σ1=0.3475 and various cell size variations (σ2).  

 µ2 σ2 Sample 
Compressive strength (MPa) 

Sample 
Shear strength (MPa) 

All Average All Average 

1 2.226 0.0000 Sample 
#15 4.27 3.48 Sample 

#14 2.51 2.51 

2 2.176 0.3157 

Sample 
#25 2.95 

2.98 

Sample 
#34 2.23 

2.23 Sample 
#26 3.05 Sample 

#35 2.28 

Sample 
#27 2.95 Sample 

#36 2.18 

3 2.051 0.5918 

Sample 
#28 2.36 

2.36 

Sample 
#37 1.85 

1.81 Sample 
#29 2.39 Sample 

#38 1.83 

Sample 
#30 2.34 Sample 

#39 1.76 

4 1.8945 0.8147 

Sample 
#31 1.83 

1.84 

Sample 
#40 1.57 

1.55 Sample 
#32 1.90 Sample 

#41 1.56 

Sample 
#33 1.78 Sample 

#42 1.51 

*µ2 and σ2 are the lognormal distribution parameters of cell wall thickness, with σ2 reflecting the dispersion of cell wall 
thickness. 

 
Figure 7.14: Variation of normalised compressive and shear strengths with cell wall thickness 

variation parameter for two different cell size variations. 

7.2.4 Effect of relative density on strength 
Figure 7.15 shows the variation of normalized compressive and shear strengths (by the 

yield strength of base materials of M130 foam) with relative density predicted by a 
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with measured cell size and uniform cell wall thickness (Sample #14) and Laguerre 

model with measured cell wall thickness and uniform cell size (Sample #22). For the 

Laguerre model with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #1), the predicted 

compressive strength increases with relative density approximately linearly when relative 

densities are higher than 8%, whereas nonlinearly when relative densities are lower than 

8%. This is because cell wall buckling is pervasive in low relative density closed-cell 

foams. The shear strength predicted by the Laguerre model with uniform cell size and 

cell wall thickness increases nearly linearly with relative density. For the Laguerre 

models with non-uniform cell size and cell wall thickness (Samples #14 and #22), the 

predicted compressive and shear strengths increase with relative density less linearly than 

those predicted by the Laguerre model with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness 

((Sample #1) do.  
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(b) 

Figure 7.15: Variation of normalized (a) compressive and (b) shear strengths with relative density 
predicted by a Laguerre model with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness, Laguerre model with 
measured cell size and Laguerre model with measure cell wall thickness. 

7.3 Failure Mechanisms 
This section is to analyse the changes in failure mechanisms caused by cell size and cell 

wall thickness variations, which provide potential reasons of reduction in foams strength. 

When the Laguerre models with uniform cell wall thickness are compressed, material 

yielding initiates from the corners of cell walls prior to the maximum global compressive 

stresses. As the compression progresses, plastic zones grow, fairly homogenously in 

models with uniform cell size, but concentrating at the end of models that contact with 

rigid shells in models with non-uniform cell size, as shown in Figure 7.16, which is 

probably because large open-cells on the top and bottom surfaces weaken the models. 

This may contribute to the reduction of compressive strength with increasing cell size 

dispersion.  

With the relative density (0.1383) used, few cell walls buckle in the Laguerre models 

with uniform cell wall thickness (see Figure 7.17a). However, in the Laguerre models 

with cell wall thicknesses measured from M130 foam, such as Samples #31 to #33, a 

large number of cell walls buckle during the elastic regime of compression, as shown in 

Figure 7.17b. This may contribute to the decrease in compressive strength with 

increasing cell wall thickness dispersion. Collapse bands mostly initiate from or adjacent 

to the ends of the Laguerre models (see Figure 7.18a), except for the Laguerre models of 
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uniform cell size and cell wall thickness in which collapse bands initiate in the middle of 

the models (see Figure 7.18b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.16: Equivalent plastic strain distribution at the maximum global compressive stress in (a) 
Laguerre model of uniform cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #1) and (b) Laguerre model 
incorporating with measured cell size (Sample #14). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.17: Horizontal displacement distribution (along x direction) during the elastic regime of 
compression in (a) Laguerre model incorporating with measured cell size (Sample #14) and (b) 
Laguerre model incorporating with measured cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #31), with 
ripple-shaped contour representing cell walls buckling. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7.18: Collapse bands initiates from the end of (a) Laguerre model incorporating with 
measured cell size (Sample #14) and from the middle of (b) Laguerre model incorporating with 
uniform cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #1). 
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The failure mechanisms above-mentioned were also found in the case of shear tests. In 

contrast to compression tests, plastic zones grows considerably homogenously both in 

the Laguerre models with uniform cell size and in those with non-uniform cell size, as 

shown in Figure 7.19. This may be the reason for the close shear strengths of these two 

types of models. Cell wall shear buckling occurs in the Laguerre models with non-

uniform thickness (see Figure 7.20). However, shear buckling is less detrimental than 

compressive buckling in reducing the load-bearing capacity of cell walls. Therefore, 

shear strength is less sensitive to cell wall thickness variation compared to compressive 

strength. 
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(b) 

Figure 7.19: Equivalent plastic strain distribution at the maximum global shear stress in (a) 
Laguerre model of uniform cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #1) and (b) Laguerre model 
incorporating with measured cell size (Sample #14). 
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(b) 

Figure 7.20: Horizontal displacement distribution (along z direction) during the elastic regime of 
shear in (a) Laguerre model incorporating with measured cell size (Sample #14) and (b) Laguerre 
model incorporating with measured cell size and cell wall thickness (Sample #31), with ripple-
shaped contour representing cell walls buckling. 

7.4 Theoretical Analysis 
In this section, we attempt to understand why cell wall thickness variation reduces the 

stiffness of closed-cell foams. To this end, 2D simplified models and a spring system are 

employed. Mathematical proof for the effect of cell wall thickness variation on the 

reduction of stiffness of cellular solids is presented, and two specific distributions, 

lognormal and uniform distribution, of cell wall thickness are investigated.  

7.4.1 Analysis of unit cell of cellular solids 
Let us first consider a unit cell of 2D hexagonal honeycombs. There are four 

representative cell wall thickness distributions, as shown in Figure 7.21a-d. In case (a) all 

the cell walls have the same thickness. In cases (b)-(d) cell walls have non-uniform 

thicknesses. In all of the four cases, the structures have the same total mass and thus have 

the same relative densities. To calculate the stiffnesses of these structures, we simplified 

the structure as a spring system, as shown in Figure 7.21e, with each spring representing 

one load-carrying beam. The two beams at the same side (right or left side) are in series, 

and these are in parallel with beams at the other side. Hence, the total stiffness of the 

spring system can be computed by Eq. (7.6). When honeycombs are subjected to in-plane 

y
x
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compression, cell wall bending is the dominant deformation mechanism. Therefore, the 

stiffness of the springs in Figure 7.21e is nearly equal to the bending stiffness of their 

corresponding cell walls, which is proportional to the cube of wall thickness. For each 

case, the bending stiffness of each cell wall and the compressive stiffness of the structure 

were calculated, as shown in Figure 7.21a-d. C is a combination of constants (the 

Young’s modulus of cell wall material, cell wall lengths and the angle between cell 

walls). The structure in case (c) has the highest compressive stiffness, 1.75 times the 

stiffness of the structure in case (a). The compressive stiffnesses of the structures in cases 

(b) and (d) are lower than that of structure in case (a).  

 

  
Figure 7.21: (a)-(d) 2D unit hexagonal cellular structures with different wall thickness distribution, 

and (e) spring system. 
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Similarly, the structures in Figure 7.21 can be used to represent cells of open-cell foams. 

However, the relative density of open-cell foams depends on the square of cell wall 
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thickness, and the bending stiffness of beam-like cell walls scales with the power of 4 of 

cell wall thickness. In order to keep relative density the same in each case, the sum of the 

square of cell wall thicknesses needs to be the same. Hence, four cell wall thickness 

distributions, as shown in Figure 7.22, were considered. Likewise, the bending stiffness 

of cell walls and the compressive stiffness of the structures were calculated, as shown in 

Figure 7.22. D is a combination of constants (the Young’s modulus of cell wall material, 

cell wall lengths and the angle between cell walls). It is noticeable that the structure in 

case (c) has higher compressive stiffness than that of the structure in case (a), and the 

compressive stiffnesses of the structures in cases (b) and (d) are lower than that of the 

structure in case (a). 

 
Figure 7.22: 2D unit hexagonal cellular structures with different wall thickness distributions.  

However, for closed-cell foams the main deformation mechanism is not cell wall 

bending, but cell wall stretching or compression. Therefore, we used a 2D rectangular 

cellular structure to represent a cell of closed-cell foams, as shown in Figure 7.23a-d. The 

relative density of closed-cell foams scales linearly with cell wall thickness; hence the 

sum of thickness of cell walls was kept the same for all the cases. The compressive 

stiffness of each cell wall and the compressive stiffness of the structures are calculated, 

as shown in Figure 7.23a-d. K is a combination of constants (the Young’s modulus of 

cell wall material, cell wall lengths and cell wall width). It is to be noted that the 
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structures in cases (a) and (c) have the same stiffness, greater than that of the structures 

in cases (b) and (d).  

 
Figure 7.23: 2D unit rectangular cellular structures with different cell wall thickness distributions. 

7.4.2 Analysis of an assembly of cells 
We have previously discussed the stiffness of cellular solids by one single cell. It can be 

seen that increasing cell wall thickness variation may increase or decrease the 

compressive stiffness of the structures, depending on the distribution of cell wall 

thickness. Real honeycombs and foams are an assembly of cells. To represent this, we 

used a spring system of n rows and m columns to analyse the compressive stiffness of an 

assembly of cells, as shown in Figure 7.24, with each spring representing a cell wall. The 

compressive stiffness of the spring system can be described by  
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Figure 7.24: 2D spring system representing an assembly of cells 
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where Eij is the stiffness of the spring at i column and j row, Ei is the total stiffness of the 

springs at i column, and E is the total compressive stiffness of the spring system. To 

further simplify the analysis, all the cell walls are assumed to be of equal size and thus 

the stiffness of cell walls depended only on cell wall thickness. As discussed before, the 

stiffness of representative springs is proportional to the power of 3, 4 and 1 of cell wall 

thickness for honeycombs, open-cell foams and closed-cell foams, respectively. Without 

any loss of generality, we define a unified cell wall thickness T, instead of the actual cell 

wall thickness t. The relation between them is given by 
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Then the stiffnesses of springs can be calculated in terms of T as follows 
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(7.10) 

Taking the cellular solids of uniform cell wall thickness as a reference case, the Young’s 

modulus of the reference case (E0) is 
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where T0 is the average of cell wall thicknesses, described by 
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Next we apply the concepts of power mean and power mean inequality. If p is a non-zero 

real number, the power mean with p of a set of positive real numbers x1, x2…, xn is 

defined as: 
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Power mean inequality: 

Suppose r > s, then Mr ≥ Ms, with equality holds if and only if x1 = x2 = … = xn. 

Substituting Eq. (7.10) into Eq. (7.7) and rearranging E in the form of power mean 
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Rearranging E0 in the form of power mean, 
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According to power mean inequality, we obtain E ≤ E0 for closed-cell foams, and the 

equality holds if and only if Ti1 = Ti2 =…= Tin, i ϵ [1, m], such as for the structure in case 

(d) in Figure 7.23. But for honeycombs and open-cell foams, it cannot be ascertained 

whether E is less than E0 by comparing Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15). 

Let us suppose n is large enough and cell wall thickness of the cellular solid is 

macroscopically homogenous, then Eq. (7.16) is satisfied for any i ϵ [1, m].  

0
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Rearranging E0 in the form of power mean again, 
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Comparing Eq. (7.14) and Eq. (7.17), we obtain E ≤ E0 for honeycombs and open-cell 

foams according to the power mean inequality. 

However, there may be cases in which Eq. (7.16) does not hold, such as for the structures 

in cases (b) and (c) in Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22. Firstly, let us consider a specific case 

in which the cell wall thickness is uniform within each column, such as case (c), that is 

                                            ∀ i ϵ [1, m]       Ti1 = Ti2 =…= Tin (7.18) 
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Then       
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where Ti= Tij  

Rewriting E and E0 in terms of Ti, 
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Applying power mean inequality, we find E ≥ E0 for honeycombs and open-cell foams. 

However, in this case cell wall thickness distribution is regular, rather than random and 

macroscopically homogenous. The cellular structures are thus not isotropic. For example, 

Figure 7.25 shows a honeycomb with wall thickness satisfying the requirement for this 

case. The compressive stiffness of this structure in y direction is larger than that of a 

honeycomb of the same relative density but with uniform cell wall thickness, while the 

compressive stiffness in x direction is smaller than that. 

 
Figure 7.25. Honeycomb structure with uniform cell wall thickness in each column 

x
y
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Therefore, it is mathematically possible for E to be greater than E0, depending on how the 

cell wall thickness is distributed. However, if the cell wall thicknesses are completely 

random statistically, the probability of E being greater than E0 is found to be nearly zero 

when n and m are sufficiently large. To demonstrate this, numerical simulations were 

conducted using Matlab with n = m. For each n, 100000 sets of Tij was randomly 

assigned with a value in the range from 0 to 100. The Young’s moduli, E in Eq.(7.14) 

and E0 in Eq. (7.15).  were calculated and compared. The number of cases for which E > 

E0 was recorded to calculate the probability of E > E0. Figure 7.26 shows the variation of 

the probability of E > E0 with n. For n > 7 the probability of E > E0 is zero for 

honeycombs and open-cell foams. In real cellular structures n is much greater than 8. 

Therefore, we can conclude that in real cellular structures the variation of cell wall 

thickness reduces the stiffness.  

For the spring system in Figure 7.24, the greater the degree of homogeneity in the 

stiffness of the springs is, the greater the total stiffness of the system will be. By analogy, 

when cell wall size in cellular structures becomes more non-uniform, the bending or 

stretching stiffness of cell walls becomes more non-uniform, and the macroscopic 

stiffness of the cellular structures is thus reduced. 

 
Figure 7.26. Variation of the probability of E > E0 with n 

7.4.3 Case study 
Next, let us consider two specific distributions: lognormal distribution and uniform 

distribution. It is known that if Xi follows a lognormal distribution with parameters µ and 

σ, then the q-th moment of Xi exists and it holds that 
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If Xi follows a uniform distribution in the range [a, b], then its q-th moment holds that 
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Let us suppose that cell wall thickness in the cellular structures is macroscopically 

homogenous, substituting Eq. (7.22) into Eq. (7.14) and Eq.  (7.15), we can obtain  
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Then the stiffness ratio is given by 
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Likewise, substituting Eq. (7.23) into Eq. (7.14) and Eq.  (7.15), we can obtain the 

stiffness ratio  
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(7.27) 

where α is the ratio of (a+b)/2 to (b-a)/2. 

In real cellular structures, each column of cells is connected with each other, rather than 

isolated from each other. For cellular structures of uniform cell wall thicknesss, the cell 

walls normal to loading direction carry little load, while in cellular structures having non-

uniform cell wall thickness, they prevent cells from rotation, thereby increasing the 

stiffness of the structures. Hence, the actual stiffness ratio for real cellular structures is 

greater than the predictions by Eqs. (7.26) and (7.27). Let us suppose the actual stiffness 

ratio has the modified forms given in Eqs. (7.28) and (7.29). Taking β3=1/ 2 , Eq. (7.28) 

fits well with the variation of moduli ratio with cell wall thickness dispersion, as shown 

in Figure 7.5. The Young’s modulus ratios obtained in [96-98] with cell wall thickness 

following uniform distributions are shown in Figure 7.27. Taking γ1=1/ 4 , γ2=1/ 3  

and γ3=1/ 2 , Eq. (7.29) fits well with the data in the literatures. 
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Figure 7.27: Stiffness ratio data in the literatures [96-98] and their fits by Eq.(7.29). 

7.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations, and their 

combined effect on the compressive and shear stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell 

foams were investigated using Laguerre tessellation models. A spring system model was 

proposed to demonstrate why the cell size and cell wall thickness variations affect the 

macroscopic stiffness of foams.  

Both Young’s modulus and shear modulus decrease nearly linearly with cell size 

variation. The decreasing slopes of normalized Young’s modulus and shear modulus 

over cell size variation are 0.25 and 0.21, respectively. The effects of cell size variation 

on Young’s modulus and shear modulus are independent of relative density. Both 

Young’s modulus and shear modulus decrease with cell wall thickness variation. The 

effects of cell wall thickness variation on Young’s modulus and shear modulus are 

independent of relative density. For a given level of variation, the stiffness reduction 

caused by cell size variation is comparable to that caused by cell wall thickness variation. 

Little interaction between the effect of cell size variation and the effect of cell wall 

thickness variation on elastic moduli reduction of close-cell foams is observed. Hence, 

expressions for predicting the compressive and shear stiffnesses of closed-cell foams 

which incorporate cell size and cell wall thickness variations were formulated based on 

the simulation results. 

Compressive and shear strengths decrease as cell size and cell wall thickness variations 

increase. Compressive strength is more sensitive to these variations than shear strength. 
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Comparing to the effects on stiffness reduction, the effects of cell size and cell wall 

thickness variations on compressive and shear strengths reduction are more pronounced. 

The effect of cell size variation on compressive and shear strengths is comparable to that 

of cell wall thickness variation on them. The combined effect of cell size and cell wall 

thickness variations on strength is less than the sum of individual effect. However, in 

M130 foam cell wall thickness is more dispersed than cell size, and thus cell wall 

thickness variation is the main factor that causes the stiffness and strength of M130 foam 

to deviate from its potential values (predicted by Laguerre models with uniform cell size 

and cell wall thickness). 

As cell size becomes dispersed, plastic deformation tends to localize and concentrate at 

the end of the Laguerre models, which might be the reason that compressive strength of 

closed-cell foams decreases with cell size variation. As cell wall thickness becomes 

dispersed, more cell walls buckle during the elastic regime of compression and shear, 

which might cause the reduction in compressive and shear strengths.  

For Laguerre closed-cell foams with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness, 

compressive strength increases approximately linearly with relative density for high 

relative densities (above around 8%) and nonlinearly for low relative density (below 

around 8%). Shear strength increase nearly linearly with relative density. The 

relationships between compressive and shear strengths and relative density become less 

linear as cell size and cell wall thickness variations increase.  

Cellular structures behaviour can be modelled as a spring system, with each cell wall 

represented by a spring. It can be proven that increasing the variation of stiffnesses of the 

springs decreases the total stiffness of the spring system. In cellular structures increasing 

cell size and cell wall thickness variations leads to increase in the dispersion of bending 

or stretching stiffness of cell walls, and as a result the macroscopic stiffness of the 

cellular structures is reduced.  
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Chapter 8  Kelvin and Weaire-
Phelan Foam Models 

From previous chapter, it is known that closed-cell foams with uniform cell size and cell 

wall thickness have superior mechanical properties. Naturally, another question is raised 

here - what foam microstructures or cell shapes provide improved mechanical properties. 

The Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan cells are considered as the most efficient foam cells as 

they partition space with the lowest surface energy. Therefore, they might be the 

structures that yield the best mechanical properties. In this chapter, the compressive and 

shear responses of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams are investigated, and then 

compared with Laguerre tessellation foams with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness 

in order to seek for favourable cell shapes. 

8.1 Construction of the Kelvin and Weaire-
Phelan Structures 

The Kelvin structure is the truncated octahedron with the hexagonal faces slightly 

curved. The Weaire-Phelan structure is an aggregate of eight polyhedrons, one irregular 

dodecahedron with pentagonal faces and seven tetrakaidecahedrons with two hexagonal 

and twelve pentagonal faces, with the pentagonal faces slightly curved. Here all the faces 

in the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan structures are assumed to be flat. The coordinates of 

vertices of the Kelvin cell can be readily calculated. The Weaire-Phelan structure has a 

complicated geometry and the coordinates of vertices are difficult to determine. The 

Weaire-Phelan structure is a special Voronoi tessellation, which has seed points regularly 

distributed (see Figure 2.13b). Hence, the Weaire-Phelan structure was built following 

the method of generating Voronoi tessellations in Chapter 6. The geometry of the Kelvin 

and Weaire-Phelan structures was constructed hierarchically in Abaqus software using 

python scripts, starting from vertices, then lines and finally faces. A representative cubic 
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unit cell was finally cut out for the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan structures, as shown in 

Figure 8.1. 

  
(a)  (b)  

Figure 8.1: Representative unit cells of (a) the Kelvin structure and (b) the Weaire-Phelan 
structure. 

8.2 Relative Density Calculation 
Due to the application of shell elements, there is an overlapping of materials in cell wall 

junctions, as shown in Figure 6.18, which should be taken into account to avoid double-

counting. The relationship of relative density to cell wall thickness and edge length for 

the closed-cell Kelvin foam was approximated by Eq.(10) in [10]. For the closed-cell 

Weaire-Phelan foam, the relative density can be calculated by Eq. (8.1). 

*
25.29 9.256( )

s

t t
L L

ρ
ρ

= −
 

(8.1) 

where ρ* and ρs are the density of the foams and the base materials of foams, 

respectively. t is the thickness of cell walls. L is the edge length of the cubic 

representative unit cell of the Weaire-Phelan foam. 

8.3 Finite Element Model Setup 
ABAQUS\Explicit was employed to analyse the response of numerical models. The 

material properties listed in Table 4.3 were utilized. The representative unit cells of the 

Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan structures were discretised with shell elements (S4R). To 

eliminate edge effects, two representative unit cells, instead of one, were used (see 

Figure 8.2). Two rigid analytic shells were placed at the top and bottom of the models, as 

shown in Figure 8.2, and the models were attached to the two rigid shells using tie 
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constraint to prevent premature failure at the top or bottom of the models. The bottom 

platen was fixed. The top platen was given a constant downward and lateral velocity in 

compressive or shear tests, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were applied on 

the lateral sides of models using the constraint Equation in Abaqus. With the velocity 

applied, the ratio of kinetic energy to internal energy for all the models was far smaller 

than 5%, which implies that dynamic effect is negligible. Reaction force was obtained 

from the bottom rigid shell to calculate the global compressive or shear stress. 

Engineering stress and strain are employed to characterize the response of the models. 

The maximum compressive stress attained in the stress-strain curves was taken as the 

compressive strength of the foams, and the 2% offset yield strength was taken as the 

shear strength of the foams.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8.2: Assemblies of rigid analytic shells with (a) the Kelvin model and (b) the Weaire-
Phelan model. 

8.4 Results and Discussion 
8.4.1 Stiffness-relative density relationship 
The compressive and shear stiffnesses of a range of relative density of the Kelvin and 

Weaire-Phelan foams were calculated using linear elastic analyses. By fitting the 

numerical results, the relationship of Young’s moduli and shear moduli to relative 

density for the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams can be described as  

Kelvin foam: * 2/ 0.3243( * / ) 0.1791( * / )s s sE E ρ ρ ρ ρ= +  (8.2) 
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Weaire-Phelan foam: * 2/ 0.337( * / ) 0.2734( * / )s s sE E ρ ρ ρ ρ= +  (8.3) 

Kelvin foam: * 2/ 0.1312( * / ) 0.1272( * / )s s sG G ρ ρ ρ ρ= +  (8.4) 

Weaire-Phelan foam: * 2/ 0.1266( * / ) 0.0887( * / )s s sG G ρ ρ ρ ρ= +  (8.5) 

where E* ,G*
 and ρ* are the Young’s modulus, shear modulus and density of foams. Es, 

Gs and ρs
 are the Young’s modulus, shear modulus and density of the base materials of 

the foams. It is found that the Kelvin foam is stiffer than the Weaire-Phelan foam under 

shear, but more compliant than the Weaire-Phelan foam under compression. 

8.4.2 Strength-relative density relationship 
Compressive and shear tests were performed on a range of relative densities of models. 

Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4 show the compressive and shear stress-strain curves of these 

relative densities of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foam, respectively. The stresses 

presented were normalized by the maximum stress in the corresponding stress-strain 

curves. It is noted that the normalized stress-strain curves differ across these relative 

densities. The difference in deformation and failure mechanisms in low and high relative 

density foams is manifested for the compressive and shear stress-strain curves. In foams 

with low relative density, cell walls buckle at small strains, leading to cells collapse and 

decrease in stress. For the Kelvin foams, this occurs for relative densities 0.0235, 0.0524 

and 0.0815 under compression and 0.0235 and 0.0524 under shear, as shown in Figure 

8.3. In foams with high relative density, cell collapses due to the large deflection and 

material yielding of cell walls which occur at high strains. This is exhibited for the cases 

of relative density beyond 0.1 ((i.e., for relative denisties of 0.1084, 0.1355 and 0.1621) 

for the Kelvin foam under compression and beyond 0.0524 for the Kelvin foam under 

shear. As relative density increases, cell collapse (either by cell wall elastic buckling or 

plastic collapse) which is marked by drastic reduction in the global stress is delayed in 

compressive tests. 
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(a)  

 
(b)  

Figure 8.3: (a) Normalized compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of the Kelvin foam with 
varying relative densities. 
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(a)  

 
(b) 

Figure 8.4: (a) Normalized compressive and (b) shear stress-strain curves of the Weaire-Phelan 
foam with varying relative densities. 

The compressive and shear strengths of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams were 

normalized by the yield strength of the base material used (76 MPa) and shown against 

relative density in Figure 8.5. Due to the different failure mechanisms between foams of 

high relative density and foams of low relative density, the compressive and shear 

strengths increase approximately quadratically with relative density at low relative 

densities and nearly linearly at high relative densities. By fitting the numerical results in 

Figure 8.5, Eq. (8.6)-(8.9) were obtained which describe the relationship between the 

compressive and shear strengths and relative density for the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan 

foams. 
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 (a)  

 
(b) 

Figure 8.5: Variation of (a) compressive and (b) shear strength with relative density for the Kelvin 
and Weaire-Phelan foams. 
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Kelvin foam: 

2

*

* * *0.05574( ) 4.205( ) 8.52%
/

* *0.5244( ) 0.0094 8.52%

s s s
s

s s

ρ ρ ρ
ρ ρ ρ

σ σ
ρ ρ
ρ ρ

 + <= 
 − >


 (8.7) 

Weaire-Phelan foam: * / 0.2555( * / ) 0.0022s sτ σ ρ ρ= −  (8.8) 

Kelvin foam: * / 0.3637( * / ) 0.0064s sτ σ ρ ρ= −  (8.9) 

where σ* and τ* are the compressive and shear strengths of the foams, respectively. σs
 is 

the yield strength of the base materials of the foams. The transition points demarcating 

the change in failure mode for the compressive strengths of the Kelvin and Weaire-

Phelan foams are around a relative density of 0.08, respectively. The transition points for 

shear strength are around the relative density of 0.04 for both the types of foams. As in 

reality, closed-cell foams generally have a relative density higher than this transition 

value, it is of little practical importance to consider the shear strength of closed-cell 

foams with a relative density below 0.04. 

The predicted compressive strength of the Kelvin foam is found to be lower than that 

calculated by Gibson and Ashby [10]. This could be because the symmetry boundary 

conditions they applied prevented cell wall from buckling in their simulations. The 

compressive strength of the Weaire-Phelan foams are slightly higher than that of the 

Kelvin foam at relative densities below approximately 0.08, while the compressive 

strength of the Weaire-Phelan foam is higher than that of the Kelvin foam at relative 

densities above 0.08. The shear strength of the Kelvin foam is higher than that of the 

Weaire-Phelan foam. The strength difference between the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan 

foams increases with relative density. 

However, the properties of the Kelvin foam are not as isotropic as the Weaire-Phelan 

foam. Dependence of the elastic modulus of the Kelvin foam on the loading direction has 

been reported in [124]. The strength of the Kelvin foam mentioned above was derived 

from the lattice direction [100] (see Figure 8.6a). To assess the anisotropy of strength of 

the Kelvin foam, the compressive and shear strengths of the Kelvin foam along the lattice 

direction [211] (see Figure 8.6b) were also calculated and presented in Figure 8.7. It is 

found that the compressive strength of the Kelvin foam along the both lattice directions 

are rather close at low relative densities, however, the strength along the [211] direction 
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is higher than that along the [100] direction at high relative densities. The shear strength 

of the Kelvin foam along the lattice direction [211] is much lower than that along the 

lattice direction [100]. 

In addition, the compressive and shear strengths of the Laguerre tessellation foam with 

uniform cell size and wall thickness are plotted in Figure 8.7. The compressive strength 

of the Laguerre foam is slightly lower than that of the Kelvin foam along the lattice 

direction [100]. The shear strength of the Laguerre foam is close to that of the Weaire-

Phelan foam. For an isotropic closed-cell foam, the Weaire-Phelan structure is the 

structure that so far provides the highest compressive stiffness and strength of all the 

structures studied. However, the shear strength of closed-cell foams does not seem to 

vary much regardless of the cell shapes, as long as the foams have uniform cell size and 

cell wall thickness. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8.6: Loading direction for the Kelvin foam: (a) Lattice direction [100]; (b) Lattice direction 
[211]. 
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(a)  

  
(b) 

Figure 8.7: Variation of (a) compressive and (b) shear strengths with relative density for the 
Kelvin foam along the lattice directions [100] and [211], the Weaire-Phelan foam and the 
Laguerre foam with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness. 
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This section investigates on the deformation of cell wall at different stages of 
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Figure 8.8 shows the normalized stress-strain curves of the Kelvin foam with relative 

densities of 0.0524 and 0.1028. A number of points are marked in the plots (points A-D 

and A’-D’) to locate the salient features of the deformation and failure mechanisms. 
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plastic zone. For the Kelvin foam with the relative density of 0.0524, the square faces 

aligned with the compressive load buckle elastically at point A (see Figure 8.9a), 

followed by material yielding in these cell faces at point B (see Figure 8.9b). When 

plastic bands appear across the hexagonal faces (see Figure 8.9c), the global compressive 

stress reaches its maximum value, and then deformation starts to localize in a horizontal 

band across the buckled square faces (see Figure 8.9d).  

For the Kelvin foam of the relative density of 0.1084, plasticity initiates from the corners 

of the square walls aligned with the compressive load at around point A’ (see Figure 

8.10a), from which the global stiffness begins to degrade noticeably. The square faces 

are yielded completely soon at this point B’, and the hexagonal faces still undergo elastic 

deformation at the moment (see Figure 8.10b). When horizontal plastic bands appear 

across the hexagonal faces (see Figure 8.10c), the global compressive stress reaches its 

maximum value, and the cells begin to collapse by folding of the hexagonal faces (see 

Figure 8.10d).  

 
Figure 8.8: Normalized stress-strain curves of the Kelvin foam with the relative densities of 

0.0524 and 0.1084. 
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(a) Point A (b) Point B 

  
(c) Point C (d) Point D 

Figure 8.9: Equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Kelvin foam with the relative density of 
0.0524 at points A-D (corresponding to these in Figure 8.8). 
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(a) Point A’ (b) Point B’ 

  
(c) Point C’ (d) Point D’ 

Figure 8.10: Equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Kelvin foam with the relative density of 
0.1084 at points A’-D’ (corresponding to these in Figure 8.8). 

Likewise, Figure 8.11 shows the normalized compressive stress-strain curves of the 

Weaire-Phelan foam with relative densities of 0.0471 and 0.1257. Figure 8.12 and Figure 

8.13 show the equivalent plastic strain and displacement distributions in the Weaire-

Phelan foam at points corresponding to those marked in Figure 8.11. For the Weaire-

Phelan foam of the relative density of 0.0471, buckling is clearly shown in Figure 8.12a 

by the z-axis displacement distribution. At the moment, cell walls still undergo elastic 

deformation (see Figure 8.12b). It is interestingly found that buckling even occurs to cell 

walls perpendicular to the compressive loading direction (see Figure 8.12a). Plastic 

deformation sets in the buckled cell walls soon and grows. Figure 8.12c shows the 
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equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Weaire-Phelan foam at the maximum global 

stress. Deformation begins to localize in a horizontal band across the irregular 

dodecahedron after the maximum global stress (see Figure 8.12d). For the Weaire-Phelan 

foam of the relative density of 0.1257, plasticity initiates slowly from cell face corners at 

around point A’ (see Figure 8.13a). The hexagonal faces aligned with the compressive 

load buckle plastically at point B’ (see Figure 8.13b). Figure 8.13c shows the equivalent 

plastic strain distribution in the Weaire-Phelan foam at the maximum global stress (Point 

C’ in Figure 8.11). Collapse initiates at the ends of the irregular dodecahedron after the 

maximum global stress (see Figure 8.13d). 

 
Figure 8.11: Normalized stress-strain curves of the Weaire-Phelan foam with the relative density 

of 0.0471 and 0.1257. 
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(c) Point B (d) Point C 

Figure 8.12: Equivalent plastic strain and displacement distribution in the Weaire-Phelan foam 
with the relative density of 0.0471 at points A-C (corresponding to these in Figure 8.11. 

  
(a) Point A’ (b) Point B’ 

  
(c) Point C’ (d) Point D’ 

Figure 8.13: Equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Weaire-Phelan foam with the relative 
density of 0.1257 at points A’-D’ (corresponding to these in Figure 8.11). 
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Under shear, cell walls in the Kelvin of very low relative density (i.e. 0.0235) 

experiences shear elastic buckling, followed by material yielding. For relative densities 

beyond 0.04, material yielding and large deformation are the dominant failure modes. 

Figure 8.14 shows the shear stress-strain curve of the Kelvin foam with the relative 

density of 0.0524. Figure 8.15 shows the equivalent plastic strain distribution in the 

Kelvin foam with the relative density of 0.0524 at the points corresponding to those 

marked in Figure 8.14. During the initial elastic regime of shear, cell walls experience 

elastic deformation (see Figure 8.15a). As shear progresses, the shear stiffness degrades 

due to the onset and propagation of plasticity and the associated large deformation. A 

plastic zone across hexagonal walls at an angle of 45o to the shear load appears at point B 

(see Figure 8.15b). At some point, shear plastic buckling occurs to the hexagonal faces 

(see Figure 8.15c and Figure 8.15d). The failure mechanisms in the Weaire-Phelan foam 

are somewhat similar to that exhibited in the Kelvin foam, being dominated by material 

yielding and large deformation. Shear buckling occurs only when the relative density of 

the foam is low, as shown in Figure 8.16.  

 
Figure 8.14: Shear stress-strain curve of the Kelvin foam with the relative density 0.0524. 
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(a) Point A (b) Point B 

  
(c) Point C (d) Point D 

Figure 8.15: Equivalent plastic strain distribution in the Kelvin foam with the relative density of 
0.0524 at points A-D (corresponding to these in Figure 8.14). 
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 8.16: (a) Equivalent plastic strain and (b) horizontal displacement distribution in the 
Weaire-Phelan foam with the relative density of 0.0463 under shear. 

8.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the compressive and shear responses of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan 

foams were investigated. Expressions relating compressive and shear stiffnesses and 

strengths to relative density were formulated for the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams by 

fitting numerical results. The compressive strengths of the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan 

foams increase approximately quadratically with relative density at low relative densities 

and linearly at high relative densities. The compressive strength of the Weaire-Phelan 

foam is higher than that of the Kelvin foam. The shear strengths of the Kelvin and 

Weaire-Phelan foams increase nearly linear with relative density at relative densities of 

interest (0.04-0.2). The shear strength of the Kelvin foam is higher than that of the 

Weaire-Phelan foam. The strength difference between the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan 

foams increases with relative density. 

The properties of the Kelvin foam are not isotropic. The shear strength along the lattice 

direction [211] is much smaller than that along the lattice direction [100]. For an 

isotropic closed-cell foam, the Weaire-Phelan structure is the structure that provides the 

highest compressive stiffness and strength of all the structures studied to date. However, 

the shear strength of closed-cell foams would not vary much regardless of the cell shape, 

as long as the foams have uniform cell size and cell wall thickness. 

For the Kelvin foam of low relative density subjected to compression, the square faces 

aligned with the compressive load buckle elastically at small strains, followed by 
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material yielding. The global compressive stress reaches the maximum value when 

plastic bands across the hexagonal faces appear. After the maximum stress is attained, 

deformation starts to localize in a horizontal band across the buckled square faces, 

leading to cell collapse. For the Kelvin foam of high relative density under compression, 

compressive stiffness begins to decrease when plastic deformation starts. The hexagonal 

faces start plastically deformating after the square faces aligned with the compressive 

load are yielded fully. The global compressive stress reaches the maximum value when 

horizontal plastic bands appear across the hexagonal faces, which is followed by the 

folding of the hexagonal faces. Under shear, the Weaire-Phelan and Kelvin foams fail 

primarily by material yielding. Shear buckling occurs only in the Weaire-Phelan and 

Kelvin foams with very low relative densities. 
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Chapter 9  Conclusions 

The aim of this work was to develop and validate foam micro-models incorporating 

microstructural variability and evaluate how the foam microstructural variability affects 

the macroscopic response of closed-cell foams. To accomplish this, micromechanical 

modelling and X-ray computed tomography techniques were employed. This section 

summarises the research undertaken, key findings, significance on foam manufacturing 

and future research. 

9.1 Summary 
A micro-mechanical modelling framework is developed for closed-cell foams using the 

finite element method. The framework incorporates characterisation of foam 

microstructures and cell wall properties, development of foam micro-models with 

realistic microstructural characteristics and cell wall properties integrated, 

implementation of numerical compressive and shear tests and validation of the numerical 

models against experimental results.  

Optical microscopy and X-ray computed tomography were employed to acquire the 

images of microstructures of the foams studied. Image processing and analysis methods 

were developed to evaluate the variations of relative density, cell size and cell wall 

thickness along the thickness of foam panel direction. Cell size and cell wall thickness 

measured from 2D images were compared against those measured from 3D images. The 

Young’s modulus of cell walls in M130 foam, was evaluated using nanoindentation tests. 

Image-based models were developed from the acquired CT images. The selection of 

element type, mesh density, and model size for image-based closed-cell foam models 

was investigated. Numerical compressive and shear tests were performed on the 

developed cubic foam models. Using the developed image-based models, property 

variation along the thickness of M130 foam panel direction, and failure mechanisms in 

closed-cell foams were explored. Irregular honeycomb specimens were designed and 

manufactured using 3D printing. Compressive tests were performed on the printed 
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irregular honeycomb specimens to gain knowledge on the deformation and failure 

mechanisms at microstructure level, and the characteristics of weak cells in foams. 

Laguerre tessellation models incorporating measured relative density, and cell size and 

cell wall thickness variations were built, analysed and validated against experimental 

results. The effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations, and their combined 

effect on the compressive and shear stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell foams were 

studied using Laguerre tessellation models. Failure mode changes resulting from cell size 

and cell wall thickness variations were analysed. The compressive and shear response of 

the Kelvin and Weaire-Phelan foams were also analysed and compared with Laguerre 

foams with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness, in order to investigate the effect of 

cell shape on the mechanical properties of closed-cell foams.  

Overall, foam micro-mechanical models incorporating realistic microstructural 

parameters and cell wall properties were developed and validated. Using these foam 

micro-models, the relationships of foam global properties with microstructural variability 

and base material properties were evaluated. The deformation and failure mechanisms in 

closed-cell foams were also analysed.  

9.2 Major Findings 
The conclusions drawn from this work are summarised from the perspective of: 

characteristics of foam microstructures, measurement methodology, the effect of base 

materials, the effects of cell size and cell wall thickness variations, deformation and 

failure mechanisms, characteristics of weak cells and numerical model comparison. 

9.2.1 Characteristics of foam microstructures 
Cells in the polymeric foams studied are fairly isotropic, and cell walls are mostly 

straight. In M130 foam, the relative density of the top section is around 14.14% lower 

than those of the middle and bottom sections. This is because cell size is rather uniform 

along the height direction, whilst cell wall thickness in the top section is about 20% 

smaller than those in the middle and bottom sections. Due to the relative density 

variation, image-based models extracted from the top section predict stiffness and 

strength around 10% lower than those extracted from the middle and bottom section. In 

M80 foams, relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness are 9%, 40% and 44% 

larger in the top section compared to those in the bottom section. The relative density in 
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C70.75 and C70.130 foams is reasonably homogenous. It is noteworthy that cell walls in 

these two foams are riddled with secondary pores. Cell size and cell wall thickness 

measured from these foams approximately follows normal and lognormal distributions, 

respectively. Cell wall thickness shows more scatter than that shown by cell size. 

9.2.2 Measurement methodology 
Otsu’s method [154] is effective for selecting thresholds for the segementation of CT 

images. The method combining distance transform, watershed transform and cell wall 

labelling proposed in this work is useful and practical for measuring cell wall thickness. 

Comparing measurements from 2D images with measurements from 3D images, it is 

found that the average cell wall thickness measured from 2D images is 1.4 times that 

measured from 3D images. The average cell size measured from 3D images is about 1.16 

times that from 2D images. The distributions of cell size and cell wall thickness 

measured from 2D images show larger dispersion. 

9.2.3 Effect of base materials 
The stiffness of closed-cell foams nearly linearly depends on the Young’s modulus of 

foam base materials. The strength of closed-cell foams is nearly linearly related to the 

yield strength of foam base materials. The effect of the Young’s modulus of foam base 

materials on foam strength is minimal. This is because upon buckling, cell walls start 

bending, hence the maximum load that the buckled cell walls can bear is primarily 

determined by the yield strength of base materials. The strength of closed-cell foams is 

related to the maximum load that cell walls can bear and thus mainly determined by the 

yield strength of foam base materials. The yield elongation of foams is dictated by the 

yield elongation of foam base materials, which implies that foam ductility is mainly 

inherited from foam base materials. 

9.2.4 Effects of cell size and cell wall thickness 
variations 

As the variations of cell size and cell wall thickness increase, the compressive and shear 

stiffnesses and strengths of closed-cell foams decrease. At a given level of variation, the 

stiffness and strength reductions caused by cell size variation are similar to those caused 

by cell wall thickness variations. Compressive and shear strengths are reduced more 

compared to compressive and shear stiffnesses at a given level of cell size variation or 
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cell wall thickness variation, and compressive strength is reduced more than shear 

strength. The combined effect of cell size and cell wall thickness variations on stiffness is 

approximately equal to the sum of the individual effect, but the combined effect on 

strength is less than the sum of individual effect. In M130 foam, cell wall thickness is 

more dispersed than cell size and thus cell wall thickness variation is the main factor that 

leads to the reduced strengths of M130 foam, which might be applicable to the majority 

of closed-cell foams. As cell size becomes dispersed, plastic deformation tends to 

localize and concentrate at the end of samples, which causes compressive strength of 

closed-cell foams to decrease. As cell wall thickness becomes dispersed, more cell walls 

buckle during the elastic regime of compression and shear, leading to a reduction of 

compressive and shear strengths. Due to the variations of cell size and cell wall thickness, 

the relationship between strength and relative density become less linear. This is more 

obvious for compressive strength than shear strength as shear buckling is less occurred 

and detrimental than compressive buckling. 

9.2.5 Deformation and failure mechanisms 
During compressive tests, long and thin cell walls that form a small angle with the 

compressive load in closed-cell foams buckle elastically during the elastic regime of 

compression. Buckling changes the deformation modes of cell walls from in-plane 

compression and tension to bending, thereby reducing the global stiffness of the foams. 

Plasticity sets in the buckled cell walls when the base material yield strength is exceeded. 

Continuing deflection and plastic deformation in buckled cell walls diminish their load-

carrying capacity further and cause more cell walls to buckle and yield. When plastic 

zones propagate nearly across the samples, the global compressive stress reaches its 

maximum value, followed by deformation localization in a collapse band. When a 

closed-cell foam is sheared horizontally, vertical cell walls that are parallel (or nearly 

parallel) to the shear load are mainly subjected to in-plane shear and buckle during the 

initial elastic regime of shear. Shear buckling causes cell walls to lose load-carrying 

capacity, but only along the direction of the compressive component of the shear load. 

Therefore, the global stiffness degrades less rapidly in shear tests compared to 

compressive tests. This explains less sensitivity of shear strength to microstructural 

variations than that of compressive strength. Buckled cell walls are weakened further by 

subsequent folding along the direction of the compressive component of the shear load 

and spreading of plastic deformation.  
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9.2.6 Characteristics of weak cells 
In closed-cell foams, large and thin cell walls in general are susceptible to failure. As to 

cell wall alignment, cell walls that form a small angle with compressive load are more 

likely to be the locations from where failure initiates during compressive tests. Vertical 

cell walls that are parallel (or nearly parallel) to the shear load tend to fail prematurely 

during shear tests. However, the susceptibility of a cell wall to failure is also determined 

by its neighbouring cell walls. Strong and stiff neighbouring cell walls could re-distribute 

loads and prevent it from failure. Therefore, it is more reasonable to consider weak cells 

as a region, rather than an individual cell or cell wall. 

9.2.7 Model comparison 
Image-based models show high accuracy in predicting the response of closed-cell foams 

when quadratic tetrahedral elements and sufficient model size (more than 5.2 and 3.9 

cells along each edge for compressive and shear tests, respectively) are chosen. However, 

image-based models are very computationally expensive. Laguerre tessellation models 

incorporating the relative density, and cell size and cell wall thickness measured from 

M130 foam predict the shear stiffness, compressive and shear strengths roughly 20% 

lower than those from the datasheet. Laguerre tessellation models are well-suited for 

investigating the property-microstructure relationship of closed-cell foams. At a given 

relative density, Laguerre models with uniform cell size and cell wall thickness exhibit 

compressive strength close to that of the Kelvin foam and shear strength close to that of 

the Weaire-Phelan foam. For an isotropic closed-cell foam, the Weaire-Phelan structure 

is the structure that provides the highest compressive stiffness and strength of all the 

structures studied to date. The shear strength of an isotropic closed-cell foam is 

independent of cell shape. The maximum shear strength is reached as long as cell size 

and cell wall thickness become uniform in a closed-cell foam. 

9.3 Significance  
Density variation across the thickness of foam sheets results in property variations. In 

order to produce foam sheets with uniform properties, density varation along the height 

direction in raw foam blocks should be measured, and slicing locations should be chosen 

according to the profile of measured density variation, such that each foam sheet has 
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uniform density across its thickness. At the end, each foam sheet should be graded based 

on its actual density.  

Cell size and cell wall thickness variations have a detrimental effect on the stiffness and 

strength of closed-cell foams. Therefore, foams with uniform cell size and cell wall 

thickness are preferred for improved and consistent properties. In M130 foam, cell wall 

thickness is more scattered than cell size, and cell wall thickness variation is the main 

cause for the properties of M130 foam to deviate from its expected values. This might 

reflect the behaviour of the majority of closed-cell foams. Hence, in terms of modifying a 

foam microstructure, the first priority is to reduce cell wall thickness variations in closed-

cell foams. Foam cells need nucleat uniformly in molds simutaneously during foaming in 

order to produce foams with unfirm cell size and cell wall thickness. To this end, foam 

agents need to be evenly mixed with base materials and temperature evenly distributed in 

molds before foaming. Nano particle can also be added in to act as nucleation points of 

foaming.  

Compressive properties will be improved if foam cells have geometry similar to that of 

the Weaire-Phelan structure. However, the shear strength of closed-cell foams would not 

vary considerably with cell shape, as long as the foams have uniform cell size and cell 

wall thickness. Foam ductility is primarily inherited from foam base materials. Hence, 

selecting a ductile base material or adding plasticiser could be an effective way to 

increase foam ductility. Based on the deformation and failure mechanisms observed in 

this work, secondary pores in cell walls would increase the strength of closed-cell foams 

as these pores hinder cell walls from buckling. Therefore, manufacturing methods that 

introduce secondary pores in cell walls are encouraged. 

Microstructural characteration methods proposed in this research can be used as a quick 

tool to assess foam qualtiy. By comparing with the properties of the Weaire-Phelan foam, 

we can assess how further the properties of a closed-cell foam can be improved. The 

image-based models and Laguerre tessellation models developed in this research can be 

used in the future to develop damge models and failure critera for closed-cell foams. For 

foam end-users, they need be aware of property variation across the thickenss of foam 

sheets. When M130 is used, numerical results predicted by image-based models in this 

research can be used as reference data. 
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9.4 Future Work 
The variations of relative density, cell size and cell wall thickness along the thickness of 

foam panel direction were investigated, and the variation of global mechanical properties 

was explored using image-based foam models. However, due to the limited model size, 

image-based models failed to reproduce the strain localisations which occurred in the 

experiments [7]. Image-based FE models with a size that fully covers the thickness of 

foam panels are, if not impossible, extremely computationally expensive. In-situ 

compressive tests with X-ray computed tomography is a technique which is often used to 

characterise failure progression in materials. Hence, it could be applied here to identify 

the cause of strain localization exhibited in the experiments [7]. 

Although the Young’s modulus of cell wall materials can be evaluated using 

nanoindentation tests, the yield strength of cell wall materials was assumed to be the 

same as that of foam base materials, which introduces uncertainty into numerical models. 

Directly measuring the yield strength of foam cell walls is a challenge task. However, 

unfoamed specimens (without blowing agent) which experience different degree of 

stretching could be prepared and tested to investigate the range of yield strength of cell 

walls. 

In Laguerre models, cell wall thickness was randomly assigned. However, it is not 

known that whether there is a correlation between cell size or cell wall size and cell wall 

thickness, for example, large cell walls have small thickness. Establishing the correlation 

would improve the accuracy of Laguerre tessellation models in predicting the response of 

closed-cell foams. 

PVC foams have secondary pores imbedded in cell walls. Theoretically, these secondary 

pores have little effect on the stiffness of closed-cell foams because in-plan compression, 

extension and shear are the dominant deformation mechanism during the elastic regime 

of compression and shear, but would increase the strength of closed-cell foams as they 

hinder cell wall buckling. Further numerical work could be undertaken to investigate the 

effect of secondary pores on the strength of closed-cell foams.  
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Appendix 

(i) Relative density measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Binarization 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir('V:\Archive\...\SAN_80_Rec\*.bmp');   
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
level=zeros(Image_Numb,1); 
parfor j=1:Image_Numb 
    filename=strcat('V:\Archive\...\SAN_80_Rec\',srcFiles(j).name); 
    cdata= imread(filename); 
    I=imadjust(cdata); 
    level=graythresh(I); 
    BW=im2bw(I,level); 
    imwrite(BW,strcat('G:\CT 
Scan\SAN80_Processed\Graythresh\',srcFiles(j).name)); % save images. 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Stacking up 2D images to form 3D images and removing noise 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir('/gpfs1m/projects/…/Graythresh_M80/*.bmp');  
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
Density=zeros(Image_Numb,1); 
for j=1:200:Image_Numb 
    % stacking up 20 slices 
    M=false(4904,4904,200); 
    for i=1:200 
       filename=strcat('/gpfs1m/projects/…/Graythresh_M80/',srcFiles(j+i-
1).name); 
        cdata= imread(filename); 
        M(:,:,i)=cdata; 
    end 
    % Erase noise by area 
    M=imdilate(M,ones(3,3,3)); 
    CC = bwconncomp(M); 
    S = regionprops(CC, 'Area','PixelIdxList' ); 
    for i=1:length(S) 
        if S(i).Area<300000 
           M(S(i).PixelIdxList)=false; 
        end 
    end 
    % Filling walls slice by slice 
    parfor i=1:200 
        I=M(:,:,i); 
        I=imdilate(I,ones(3,3)); % smooth edges 
        CC=bwconncomp(~I,4); 
        S=regionprops(CC,'Area','PixelIdxList','Perimeter'); 
        for k=1:length(S) 
            if S(k).Area<2000 || (S(k).Area<40000 && 
S(k).Area/S(k).Perimeter<7) 
               I(S(k).PixelIdxList)=true; 
            end 
        end 
        I=imerode(I,ones(3,3)); % smooth edges 
        M(:,:,i)=I; 
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    end 
    M=imclose(M,ones(4,4,4)); % smooth edges 
    M=imerode(M,ones(3,3,3)); 
    for i=1:200 
         I=M(:,:,i); 
         Density(j+i-1)=sum(I(:))/4904/4904/pi*4; 
         
imwrite(M(:,:,i),strcat('/gpfs1m/projects/…/Graythresh_M80/',srcFiles(j+i-
1).name)); % save images. 
    end 
end 
save('/gpfs1m/projects/…/Graythresh_M80/M80_Density.mat', 'Density'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Filling small holes in cell walls 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir('G:\CT Scan\SAN80_Processed\M80_200Stacks\*.bmp');   
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
Density=zeros(Image_Numb,1); 
for j=1:Image_Numb 
    filename=strcat('G:\CT 
Scan\SAN80_Processed\M80_200Stacks\',srcFiles(j).name); 
    cdata= imread(filename); 
    I=imdilate(cdata,ones(6,6));CC=bwconncomp(~I,4); 
    S=regionprops(CC,'Area','PixelIdxList','Perimeter','EulerNumber'); 
    for k=1:length(S) 
        if S(k).Area<1500 || (S(k).Area<20000 && S(k).Area/S(k).Perimeter<7)|| 
(S(k).Area<8000 && S(k).EulerNumber<-3) 
           I(S(k).PixelIdxList)=true; 
        end 
    end 
    I=imerode(I,ones(6,6)); 
    Density(j)=sum(I(:))/4904/4904/pi*4; 
    imwrite(I,strcat('G:\CT 
Scan\SAN80_Processed\M80_200Stacks\',srcFiles(j).name)); 
end 
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(ii) Cell wall thickness 2D measurements 
srcFiles=dir('G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\temp\M130_M\*.bmp');  
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
T_Min=zeros(1200,Image_Numb); % each image contains roughly 650 cell walls. 
T_Mean=zeros(1200,Image_Numb); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% create cornermask 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=4904;n=4904; 
Cornermask=false(m,n); 
for i=1:m 
    for k=1:n 
        Dist=sqrt((m/2-i)^2+(n/2-k)^2); 
        if Dist>m/2 
           Cornermask(i,k)=true; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% thickness measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:Image_Numb 
    filename=strcat('G:\CT 
Scan\SAN130_Processed\temp\M130_M\',srcFiles(j).name); 
    Binaryimage= imread(filename); 
    [ThicknessMean,ThicknessMin]= 
Thicknessmeasurement2D(Binaryimage,Cornermask); 
    T_Min(1:length(ThicknessMin),j)=ThicknessMin; 
    T_Mean(1:length(ThicknessMean),j)=ThicknessMean; 
end 
save('G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\temp\M130_M\M130M_2DThickness.mat', 
'T_Min','T_Mean'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot 3D bar graph 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[~,coln]=size(T_Min); % to get the column number 
edges =0:5:150; % thickness scale in pixel 
space=3;        % resampling scale 
Barheight=zeros(length(edges)-1,floor(coln/space)); % bar height 
for i=space:space:coln 
    temp=T_Min(:,i); 
    temp(temp==0)=[]; 
    Barheight(:,i/space)=histcounts(temp,edges); 
end 
Bargrid=2.5:5:147.5; %once a count matrix is obtain, only one addition axis is 
needed. 
bar3(Bargrid,Barheight) 
% 
% 
% 
function [ThicknessMean,ThicknessMin]= 
Thicknessmeasurement2D(Binaryimage,Cornermask) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% THICKNESSMEASUREMENT2D is to quantify wall thickness distribuiton of foams 
%based on 2D segmented CT iamges 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Distance between a pixel and the nearest black pixel. 
Dist=bwdist(~Binaryimage);  
[m,n]=size(Binaryimage); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Watershed to extract boundaries 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
I=logical(Binaryimage+Cornermask); 
D=-bwdist(I);   % distance transform 
mask = imextendedmin(D,12); 
% to delete masks which are located at the edges of this image. 
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CC=bwconncomp(mask); 
S=regionprops(CC,'PixelIdxList','PixelList'); 
for i=1:length(S) 
    xy=S(i).PixelList; 
    if ismember(1,xy) || ismember(n,xy) 
       mask(S(i).PixelIdxList)=false; 
    end 
end 
D1 = imimposemin(D,mask); % impose marker 
WatershedImage=watershed(D1);      % watershed 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% label boundaries 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ImageLabel=Watershedboundary_Label2D(WatershedImage); 
% ImageLabel is similar to watershed image but with edge labelled. 
% figure,imagesc(ImageLabel) 
ImageLabel_log=logical(ImageLabel); % similar to skelton image 
Skeleton=ImageLabel_log.*Dist; % the same as Dist only with ridge line left. 
CC=bwconncomp(ImageLabel_log,4); 
S=regionprops(CC,'PixelIdxList','PixelList','Centroid'); 
% Edgenum=max(ImageLabel(:));   % edge number 
% length(S)is normally not equal to max(ImageLabel(:)), 
% for example, a cell have 2 edges shared with corners, but this occurs 
% rarely. 
Edgenum=length(S);               
ThicknessMean=zeros(Edgenum,1);   % average thickness of a wall 
ThicknessMin=zeros(Edgenum,1);  % thickness at the middle of a cell wall 
for i=1:length(S) 
    offset=sqrt((S(i).Centroid(1)-n/2)^2+(S(i).Centroid(2)-m/2)^2); 
    if offset<=m/2 
       temp=Skeleton(S(i).PixelIdxList); 
       ThicknessMean(i)=mean(temp)*2-1; 
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       % measure thickness at the middle of cell walls 
       % option 1: find pixels close to centroid,like 
       % Distance=(S(i).PixelList(:,1)-
S(i).Centroid(1)).^2+(S(i).PixelList(:,2)-S(i).Centroid(2)).^2; 
       % option 2: find minimum thickness. 
       % But ThicknessMin may to close to zero for these broken cell walls. 
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       if length(temp)>20 
          temp=sort(temp); 
          ThicknessMin(i)= mean(temp(1:floor(length(temp)/2)))*2-1;  % there is 
probably negative thickness. 
       end 
    end 
end 
ThicknessMean(ThicknessMean==0)=[]; 
ThicknessMin(ThicknessMin==0)=[];   % delete 0 and -1 elements in Thickness 
end 
% 
% 
% 
function ImageLabel=Watershedboundary_Label2D(WatershedImage) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Watershedboundary_Label2D is to lable each boundary (line) in watersheded 
%image 
% input: a watersheded image 
% output: Coord_Label(:,1:2)indicate the row and colum of 
% pixels.Coord_Label(:,3) means the label of pixels 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[m,n]=size(WatershedImage); 
ImageLabel=zeros(m,n); 
[row,col] = find(~WatershedImage);  % find boundaries in watersheded image 
% delete pixels which are located on the edges of this image. 
Coordinate=[row,col]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==1,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==n,2),:)=[]; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
num=length(Coordinate); 
Zones=zeros(num,2); % each row contains two integers which are labels 
indicating zones 
for i=1:num 
    Criterion=WatershedImage(Coordinate(i,1)-
1:Coordinate(i,1)+1,Coordinate(i,2)-1:Coordinate(i,2)+1); 
    C=unique(Criterion); 
    if length(C)==3 
       Zones(i,:)=[C(2),C(3)]; %C(2),C(3) are the labels of zones which share 
this boundaries 
    end 
end 
Coordinate(all(Zones==0,2),:)=[]; 
Zones(all(Zones==0,2),:)=[]; % delete pixels which joined by more than 3 
boundaries. 
[~, ~, BoundaryLabel] = unique(Zones,'rows'); 
% Flag could be inserted here to tell which zones join together to form 
% this boundary 
for i=1:length(Coordinate) 
    ImageLabel(Coordinate(i,1),Coordinate(i,2))=BoundaryLabel(i); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% another type of output 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Coord_Label=[Coordinate,BoundaryLabel]; %BoundaryLabel is the label of pixels 
which indicates which boundary this pixel is affiliated to. 
end  
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(iii) Cell wall thickness 3D measurements 
srcFiles=dir('G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\M130_200Stacks\M130_M\*.bmp');  
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
depth=40; 
batch=floor(Image_Numb/depth); 
T_Min=zeros(600,batch); % each image contains roughly 650 cell walls. 
T_Mean=zeros(600,batch); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% thickness measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=4904;n=4904;width=3000; 
for j=1:batch 
    Binaryimage=false(width,width,depth); 
    for i=1:depth 
        filename=strcat('G:\CT 
Scan\SAN130_Processed\M130_200Stacks\M130_M\',srcFiles((j-1)*depth+i).name); 
        I=imread(filename); 
        Binaryimage(:,:,i)=I((m-width)/2+1:(m+width)/2,(n-
width)/2+1:(n+width)/2); 
    end 
    [ThicknessMean,ThicknessMin]=ThicknessMcutout3D(Binaryimage); 
    T_Min(1:length(ThicknessMin),j)=ThicknessMin; 
    T_Mean(1:length(ThicknessMean),j)=ThicknessMean; 
end 
save('G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\M130_200Stacks\M130_M\M130M_3DThickness.mat', 
'T_Min','T_Mean'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot 3D bar graph 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[~,coln]=size(T_Min); 
edges =0:5:150; 
space=3; 
Barheight=zeros(length(edges)-1,floor(coln/space)); 
for i=space:space:coln 
    temp=T_Min(:,i); 
    temp(temp==-1)=0.5; 
    temp(temp==0)=[]; 
    Barheight(:,i/space)=histcounts(temp,edges); 
end 
Bargrid=2.5:5:147.5; %once a count matrix is obtain, only one addition axis is 
needed. 
bar3(Bargrid,Barheight) 
% 
% 
% 
function [ThicknessMean,ThicknessMin]= ThicknessMcutout3D(Binaryimage) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% THICKNESSMEASUREMENT2D is to quantify wall thickness distribuiton of foams 
%based on 2D segmented CT iamges 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Watershed to extract boundaries 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
D=-bwdist(Binaryimage);   % distance transform 
mask = imextendedmin(D,12); 
D1 = imimposemin(D,mask); % impose marker 
clear mask D I 
WatershedImage=watershed(D1);      % watershed 
clear D1 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% label boundaries 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
ImageLabel_log=Watershedboundary_Label3D(WatershedImage); 
clear WatershedImage 
% ImageLabel is similar to watershed image but with edge labelled. 
% figure,imagesc(ImageLabel) 
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% Distance between a pixel and the nearest black pixel. 
Dist=bwdist(~Binaryimage); 
Skeleton=ImageLabel_log.*Dist; % the same as Dist only with ridge line left. 
clear Dist  
CC=bwconncomp(ImageLabel_log,6); 
S=regionprops(CC,'PixelIdxList','PixelList','Centroid'); 
% Edgenum=max(ImageLabel(:));   % edge number 
% length(S)is normally not equal to max(ImageLabel(:)), 
% maybe smaller than max(ImageLabel(:)), because somehow some walls are 
% still attached to each other 
Edgenum=length(S);               
ThicknessMean=zeros(Edgenum,1);   % average thickness of a wall 
ThicknessMin=zeros(Edgenum,1);  % thickness at the middle of a cell wall 
for i=1:length(S) 
       temp=Skeleton(S(i).PixelIdxList); 
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       % measure thickness at the middle of cell walls 
       % option 1: find pixels close to centroid,like 
       % Distance=(S(i).PixelList(:,1)-
S(i).Centroid(1)).^2+(S(i).PixelList(:,2)-S(i).Centroid(2)).^2; 
       % option 2: find minimum thickness. 
       % But ThicknessMin may to close to zero for these broken cell walls. 
       %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       if length(temp)>600 
          ThicknessMean(i)=mean(temp)*2-1; 
          temp=sort(temp); 
          ThicknessMin(i)= mean(temp(1:floor(length(temp)/2)))*2-1;  % there is 
probably negative thickness. 
       end 
end 
ThicknessMean(ThicknessMean==0)=[]; 
ThicknessMin(ThicknessMin==0)=[];   % delete 0 and -1 elements in Thickness 
end 
% 
% 
% 
function ImageLabel_log=Watershedboundary_Label3D(WatershedImage) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Watershedboundary_Label2D is to lable each boundary (line) in watersheded 
%image 
% input: a watersheded image 
% output: Coord_Label(:,1:2)indicate the row and colum of 
% pixels.Coord_Label(:,3) means the label of pixels 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[m,n,l]=size(WatershedImage); 
[row,col,depth] = ind2sub([m,n,l],find(~WatershedImage));  % find boundaries in 
watersheded image 
% delete pixels which are located on the edges of this image. 
Coordinate=[row,col,depth]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==1,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==2,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==3,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==n,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==n-1,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(any(Coordinate==n-2,2),:)=[]; 
Coordinate(Coordinate(:,3)==l,:)=[]; % here l is far smaller than n 
Coordinate(Coordinate(:,3)==l-1,:)=[]; 
Coordinate(Coordinate(:,3)==l-2,:)=[]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
num=length(Coordinate); 
Zones=zeros(num,2); % each row contains two integers which are labels 
indicating zones 
for i=1:num 
    Criterion=WatershedImage(Coordinate(i,1)-
3:Coordinate(i,1)+3,Coordinate(i,2)-3:Coordinate(i,2)+3,Coordinate(i,3)-
3:Coordinate(i,3)+3); 
    C=unique(Criterion); 
    if length(C)==3 
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       Zones(i,:)=[C(2),C(3)]; %C(2),C(3) are the labels of zones which share 
this boundaries 
    end 
end 
Coordinate(all(Zones==0,2),:)=[]; 
Zones(all(Zones==0,2),:)=[]; % delete pixels which joined by more than 3 
boundaries. 
[~, ~, BoundaryLabel] = unique(Zones,'rows'); 
% Flag could be inserted here to tell which zones join together to form 
% this boundary 
ImageLabel=zeros(m,n,l); 
for i=1:length(Coordinate) 
    
ImageLabel(Coordinate(i,1),Coordinate(i,2),Coordinate(i,3))=BoundaryLabel(i); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% another type of output 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Coord_Label=[Coordinate,BoundaryLabel]; %BoundaryLabel is the label of pixels 
which indicates which boundary this pixel is affiliated to. 
ImageLabel_log=logical(ImageLabel); % here we ouput a binary image instead of 
intensity image to save memory. 
end  
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(iv) Cell size 2D measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This code is used to scale down a image 4 times 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
scale=4; 
str='G:\CT Scan\SAN80_Processed\Density\M80_200Stacks\'; 
str1='G:\CT Scan\SAN80_Processed\Cellsize\Resampled4\M80_Resample4_'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir(strcat(str,'*.bmp'));   
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
loopnum=floor(Image_Numb/scale); 
Dim=4904/scale; 
for i = 1 :loopnum 
    temp=false(4904,4904); 
    M=false(Dim,Dim); 
    for j=1:scale 
        filename= strcat(str,srcFiles((i-1)*scale+j).name); 
        I=imread(filename); 
        temp =temp+I; 
    end 
    for row=1:Dim 
        for col=1:Dim 
            Maxtrix=temp((row-1)*scale+1:row*scale,(col-1)*scale+1:col*scale); 
            Pixelnum=sum(Maxtrix(:)); 
            if Pixelnum>27 
               M(row,col)=true; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    imwrite(M,strcat(str1,num2str(i,'%05i'),'.bmp')); % save images. 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% this code is to do watershed for 2D image and measure cell size 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
str='G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\Cellsize\Resampled4\M130_M\'; 
str1='G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\Cellsize\Watershed2D\M130_M\'; 
str2='M130_2DCellsize_M.mat'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir(strcat(str,'*.bmp'));   
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
Cellsize=zeros(600,Image_Numb); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% maske to turn corners to white pixels 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=1226;n=1226; 
Corner=false(m,n); 
for i=1:m 
    for j=1:n 
        Dist=sqrt((m/2-i)^2+(n/2-j)^2); 
        if Dist>m/2-1 
           Corner(i,j)=true; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 2D watershed 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j = 1:4:Image_Numb 
    filename=strcat(str,srcFiles(j).name); 
    I= imread(filename); 
    I1=I+Corner; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    D=-bwdist(I1); 
    mask = imextendedmin(D,2); 
    %figure,imshow(I1+mask) 
    D1 = imimposemin(D,mask); 
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    Ld2 = watershed(D1); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % to obtain watershed lines 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    Boundary=false(size(I1)); 
    Boundary(Ld2==0)=true; 
    Diff=(Boundary-I1);  
    Diff1=false(size(I1)); 
    Diff1(Diff==1)=true; 
    M=I+Diff1; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % to fill holes and measure cell sizes 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    CC = bwconncomp(~M,4); % detect objects (holes) 
    S = regionprops(CC, 'Area','PixelIdxList','EulerNumber','Solidity');  
    limit=(1-3.14/4)*m*n/4; 
    for i=1:length(S) 
        if S(i).Area<180||(S(i).Area<800 && S(i).EulerNumber<-
1)||(S(i).Area<800 && S(i).Solidity<0.9) 
           M(S(i).PixelIdxList)=true; 
        else 
           if S(i).Area<limit*1.1 
              Cellsize(i,j)=S(i).Area; 
           end  
        end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % Save images 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    imwrite(M,strcat(str1,srcFiles(j).name));  
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Save results of cell size measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
save(strcat(str1,str2), 'Cellsize'); 
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(v) Cell size 3D measurements 
str='G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\Cellsize\Resampled4\M130_M\'; 
str1='G:\CT Scan\SAN130_Processed\Cellsize\Watershed3D\M130_M\'; 
str2='M130_3DCellsize_M.mat'; 
Cellsize=zeros(1000,4); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
srcFiles=dir(strcat(str,'*.bmp'));   
Image_Numb=length(srcFiles); 
M=false(1226,1226,Image_Numb); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Stack images 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j = 1:Image_Numb 
    filename=strcat(str,srcFiles(j).name); 
    I= imread(filename); 
    M(:,:,j)=I; 
end 
M=imdilate(M,ones(3,3,3)); 
M=imerode(M,ones(3,3,3)); 
M1=M; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% turn the outside into white 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
[m,n]=size(I); 
for i=1:m 
    for k=1:n 
        Dist=sqrt((m/2-i)^2+(n/2-k)^2); 
        if Dist>m/2-1 
           M1(i,k,:)=true; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% watershed operation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
D=-bwdist(M1); 
mask = imextendedmin(D,3); 
%figure,imshow(M+mask) 
D1 = imimposemin(D,mask); 
clear D mask 
Ld2 = watershed(D1); 
clear D1 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% to obtain watershed lines 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Boundary=false(size(M1)); 
Boundary(Ld2==0)=true; 
Diff=(Boundary-M1);  
Diff1=false(size(M1)); 
Diff1(Diff==1)=true; 
clear Ld2 Diff 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% measure cell sizes 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Final=logical(M+Diff1); 
CC = bwconncomp(~Final,6); % detect objects (holes) 
S = regionprops(CC,'Area','Centroid','PixelIdxList','PixelList'); % getting the 
properties of each objects 
for i=1:length(S) 
     Cellsize(i,1:3)=S(i).Centroid; 
     if S(i).Area<2500 
        Final(S(i).PixelIdxList)=true; 
     else 
        if ~(ismember(1,S(i).PixelList(:,3))|| 
ismember(Image_Numb,S(i).PixelList(:,3))) 
           Cellsize(i,4)=S(i).Area; 
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        end  
     end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Save results of cell size measurements 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j = 1:Image_Numb 
    imwrite(Final(:,:,j),strcat(str1,srcFiles(j).name)); 
end 
save(strcat(str1,str2), 'Cellsize'); 
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(vi) Voxel meshes generation 
The indices of voxels which corresponds to solid phase can be easily determined and expressed 

in the form of row, column and page in the 3D voxel matrix. By the index of an element, the 

indices of nodes which construct the element can be inferred. The node number can be inferred 

from node index as follows. 

( 1)*( 1)*( 1) ( 1)*( 1)x row layer y layer z− + + + − + +  

However, in this way larger and discontinues number will be used in node labelling. Thus, we 

did not adopt this method. Instead, we delete all the duplicate of nodes first, and then sorted and 

labelled all the ‘useful’ nodes. After this, element can be expressed by node number rather than 

node index. The coordinates of nodes can be readily calculated from the indices of nodes.  

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This script is convert a 3D voxel matrix (M) into FEM mesh. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Input 
X_dim=0.006; % real voxel length along x direction 
Y_dim=0.006; % real voxel length along y direction 
Z_dim=0.006; % real voxel length along z direction 
Model_name='M130_M_Centre200.inp';  % abaqus input file name 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[Row,Col,Page]=ind2sub(size(M),find(M==1));   
% [Row,Col,Page] are the indices of elements 
Element_NodeId=zeros(length(Row)*8,3);  
% each row in Element_NodeId will be a node index. Every 8-row will corresponds 
to an element.  
for i=1:length(Row) 
    Element_NodeId(i*8-7:i*8,:)=[Row(i) Col(i) Page(i);Row(i)+1 Col(i) 
Page(i);Row(i)+1 Col(i)+1 Page(i);Row(i) Col(i)+1 Page(i);Row(i) Col(i) 
Page(i)+1;Row(i)+1 Col(i) Page(i)+1;Row(i)+1 Col(i)+1 Page(i)+1;Row(i) Col(i)+1 
Page(i)+1]; 
end 
% to extract the unique nodes 
[Nodes_Unique,UniinEl,ElInUni]=unique(Element_NodeId,'rows');  
% Nodes_Unique contains the indices of unique nodes 

n(x,y,z)

(x,y,z) (x+1,y,z)

(x+1,y+1,z)

(x,y+1,z+1)

(x,y,z+1) (x+1,y,z+1)

(x,y+1,z)

(x+1,y+1,z+1)

x

yz

1 (1,1,1) 2 (2,1,1) 3 (3,1,1)

4 (1,2,1) (2,2,1) 5 (3,2,1)

1

8

7

2

13

14

19

20

4

6 12 18

21

23

24

Element No.Element Id
1 (1,1,1)
2 (2,1,1)
3 (3,1,1)
4 (1,2,1)
5 (3,2,1)

Node Id Node No
(1,1,1), (2,1,1), (2,2,1), (1,2,1), (1,1,2), (2,1,2), (2,2,2), (1,2,2) 1,7,9,3,2,8,10,4
(2,1,1), (3,1,1), (3,2,1), (2,2,1), (2,1,2), (3,1,2), (3,2,2), (2,2,2) 7,13,15,9,8,14,16,10
(3,1,1), (4,1,1), (4,2,1), (3,2,1), (3,1,2), (4,1,2), (4,2,2), (3,2,2) 13,19,21,15,14,20,22,16
(1,2,1), (2,2,1), (2,3,1), (1,3,1), (1,2,2), (2,2,2), (2,3,2), (1,3,2) 3,9,11,5,4,10,12,6
(3,2,1), (4,2,1), (4,3,1), (3,3,1), (3,2,2), (4,2,2), (4,3,2), (3,3,2) 15,21,23,17,16,22,24,18
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% UniinEl(length(Nodes_Unique)x1)shows the locations of each row of 
Nodes_Unique in Element_NodeId 
% ElInUni(length(Element_NodeId)x1) shows the locations of each row of 
Element_NodeId in Nodes_Unique 
Node_Coord=Nodes_Unique-ones(size(Nodes_Unique)); 
% Node_Coord is the coordinates of nodes assuming each element of a edge length 
1 
Node=Node_Coord*[X_dim,0,0;0,Y_dim,0;0,0,Z_dim]; 
% Node is the real coordinates of nodes 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% generate abaqus input file 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fileID = fopen(Model_name,'w'); 
fprintf(fileID,'*Heading\n'); 
fprintf(fileID,'************************************************\n'); 
fprintf(fileID,'***Mesh generated from Voxels\n'); 
fprintf(fileID,'************************************************\n'); 
fprintf(fileID,'*Node\n'); 
% writing nodes 
for i=1:length(Node) 
    fprintf(fileID,'%-12i,%-12.8f,%-12.8f,%-
12.8f\n',i,Node(i,1),Node(i,2),Node(i,3)); 
end 
fprintf(fileID,'*Element, Type=C3D8R\n'); 
% writing elements 
for i=1:length(Row) 
    fprintf(fileID,'%-12i,%-12i,%-12i,%-12i,%-12i,%-12i,%-12i,%-
12i,%12i\n',i,ElInUni(i*8-7),ElInUni(i*8-6),ElInUni(i*8-5),ElInUni(i*8-
4),ElInUni(i*8-3),ElInUni(i*8-2),ElInUni(i*8-1),ElInUni(i*8)); 
end 
fclose(fileID); 
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(vii) Random closely packing 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 3D case: random closely packing of spheres in a cube 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function 
[XX,data,Overlap,Scale,k,Fraction,Dimension]=SphereCubePacking(Radius,loop,thre
shold) 
% input:loop is the number of iteration times(recommended value 10000). Radius 
is the radius of spheres. 
%       Threshold is the total overlap of the spheres(recommended value a third 
of mean radius), used to determine 
%       when break the loop.      
% Output: XX is the final coordinate of spheres and the radius (the fourth 
%         colum). data will be exported into Qhull.Overlap is the totall 
overlap of these spheres. 
%         Scale is the shrinking factor of spheres.Fraction is the packing 
%         density. k is the iteration times. 
% Caution: Dimension=sqrt(Volume/0.9);  
% Overlap(k)<threshold; Scale=Scale*0.999; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Procedures 
% 1 Place spheres uniformly with overlap 
% 2 Calculate the center-to-center distance, determine if spheres are 
%   overlapped 
% 3 Calculate the distance between spheres and the bounds of the cube. 
% 4 judge the value Overlap. 
% 5 if overlap is almost stable, then shrink the spheres. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Num=length(Radius);                            % calculate the number of 
spheres 
Volume=pi*sum(Radius.*Radius.*Radius)*4/3;     % calculate the volume of all 
the spheres 
Dimension=(Volume)^(1/3);                      % calculate the dimension of a 
cube in which the spheres are placed 
Span=ceil((Num)^(1/3));                          % calculate the number of rows 
or colums. 
grid=Dimension/(Span-1);                       % calculate the grid size (the 
span of rows) 
[x,y,z]=meshgrid(-Dimension/2:grid:Dimension/2,-Dimension/2:grid:Dimension/2,-
Dimension/2:grid:Dimension/2); 
XX=zeros(Num,4); 
for i=1:Num 
    XX(i,:)=[x(i),y(i),z(i),Radius(i)]; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% fished placing spheres. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Overlap=zeros(loop,1); 
Scale=1; 
trigger1=0; 
for k=1:loop 
    Random=randperm(Num); % create 1:Num in an random order. 
    Disp_A=zeros(Num,3);  % the Displacement a disk should be moved. 
    for n=1:Num 
      i=Random(n); 
      contact=[]; 
      contact=sqrt((XX(i,1)-XX(Random(n+1:end),1)).^2+(XX(i,2)-
XX(Random(n+1:end),2)).^2+(XX(i,3)-XX(Random(n+1:end),3)).^2)-
(XX(i,4)+XX(Random(n+1:end),4)); 
      % calculate the distance of one disk to others. 
      for j=1:length(contact) 
          if contact(j)<0 
             CC_distance=sqrt((XX(i,1)-XX(Random(n+j),1))^2+(XX(i,2)-
XX(Random(n+j),2))^2+(XX(i,3)-XX(Random(n+j),3))^2); 
             if CC_distance                                                % 
judge if two spheres are concentric 
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                cos_alpha_X=(XX(i,1)-XX(Random(n+j),1))/CC_distance; 
                cos_alpha_Y=(XX(i,2)-XX(Random(n+j),2))/CC_distance;  
                cos_alpha_Z=(XX(i,3)-XX(Random(n+j),3))/CC_distance;       % 
caculate the consine of angle between the center-to-center line and axis. 
                Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)=Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)-(-
contact(j))*[cos_alpha_X,cos_alpha_Y,cos_alpha_Z]; % move surrounding spheres, 
the concerned sphere is fixed 
                Overlap(k)=Overlap(k)+abs(contact(j));                     % 
sum all the overlap 
             else 
                Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)=Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)-(-
contact(j))*[1,0,0]; % move surrounding spheres, the concerned sphere is fixed 
                Overlap(k)=Overlap(k)+abs(contact(j)); 
             end 
         end 
      end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 2 Calculate the center-to-center distance, determine if spheres are 
    %   overlapped 
    %   Caution: 2 spheres may be concentric. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    Distance_Bound1=XX(:,1:3)+Dimension/2; 
    Distance_Bound1=Distance_Bound1-[XX(:,4),XX(:,4),XX(:,4)]; 
    % calculate the distance of spheres to minus X, minus Y and minus Z 
    Distance_Bound2=Dimension/2-XX(:,1:3); 
    Distance_Bound2=Distance_Bound2-[XX(:,4),XX(:,4),XX(:,4)]; 
    % calculate the distance of spheres to max X ,max Y and max Z 
    Index_X1=find(Distance_Bound1(:,1)<0); 
    Index_Y1=find(Distance_Bound1(:,2)<0); 
    Index_Z1=find(Distance_Bound1(:,3)<0); 
    Index_X2=find(Distance_Bound2(:,1)<0); 
    Index_Y2=find(Distance_Bound2(:,2)<0); 
    Index_Z2=find(Distance_Bound2(:,3)<0); 
    % find out the spheres overlapped with bounds 
    Disp_A(Index_X1,1)=Disp_A(Index_X1,1)+abs(Distance_Bound1(Index_X1,1)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Y1,2)=Disp_A(Index_Y1,2)+abs(Distance_Bound1(Index_Y1,2)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Z1,3)=Disp_A(Index_Z1,3)+abs(Distance_Bound1(Index_Z1,3)); 
    Disp_A(Index_X2,1)=Disp_A(Index_X2,1)-abs(Distance_Bound2(Index_X2,1)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Y2,2)=Disp_A(Index_Y2,2)-abs(Distance_Bound2(Index_Y2,2)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Z2,3)=Disp_A(Index_Z2,3)-abs(Distance_Bound2(Index_Z2,3)); 
    
Overlap(k)=Overlap(k)+abs(sum(Distance_Bound1(Index_X1,1)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bo
und1(Index_Y1,2)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound1(Index_Z1,3)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound
2(Index_X2,1)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound2(Index_Y2,2)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound2(I
ndex_Z2,3))); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 3 Calculate the distance between spheres and the bounds of the cube. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if Overlap(k)<threshold 
        break 
    end 
    XX(:,1:3)=XX(:,1:3)+Disp_A; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 4 judge the value of Overlap. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if k>100                                                 % when k is 
smaller than 100, trigger can not be calculated 
       trigger=[sum(Overlap(k-49:k)),sum(Overlap(k-99:k-50))]; 
       trigger1=trigger1+1;                                  % calculate how 
many iteration after the last shrinking is done. 
       if trigger(1)>trigger(2) && trigger1>100 
          Scale=Scale*0.995; 
          XX(:,4)=XX(:,4)*0.995; 
          trigger1=0;                                         
       end 
    end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 5 if overlap is almost stable and 100 iteration after last shrinking, 
then shrink the spheres. 
    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
end  
Fraction=4*pi*sum(XX(:,4).*XX(:,4).*XX(:,4))/3/Dimension/Dimension/Dimension; % 
to increase fraction, we should increase scale fator 0.995 and loop number. the 
number of spheres also important 
(Fraction=0.562,Num=300)(Fraction=0.582,Num=1000 
XX=XX/Scale; 
Dimension=Dimension/Scale; 
%figure 
%for i=1:Num 
%    [xx, yy, zz] = 
ellipsoid(XX(i,1),XX(i,2),XX(i,3),XX(i,4),XX(i,4),XX(i,4),30); 
%    surfl(xx, yy, zz); 
%    colormap copper; 
%    hold on 
%end 
data=[ XX(:,1), XX(:,2),XX(:,3), XX(:,1).^2+XX(:,2).^2+XX(:,3).^2-XX(:,4).^2]; 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 2D case: random closely packing of disk in a square 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [XX, 
data,Overlap,Scale,k,Fraction,Dimension]=DiskSquarePacking(Radius,loop,threshol
d) 
% input:loop is the number of iteration (recommended value 10000). Radius is 
the radius of disks. 
%       Threshold is the total overlap of the disks(recommended value a third 
of mean radius), used to determine 
%       when break the loop.      
% Output: XX is the final coordinate of disks and the radius (the third 
%         colum). data will be exported into Qhull. Overlap is the totall 
overlap of these disks. 
%         Scale is the shrinking factor of disks.Fraction is the packing 
%         density. k is the iteration times. 
% Caution: Dimension=sqrt(Area/0.9); when cos_alpha=1; did not consider the 
% situation in which two disks are concentric. 
% Overlap(k)<threshold; Scale=Scale*0.975; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Procedures 
% 1 Place disks uniformly with overlap 
% 2 Calculate the center-to-center distance, determine if disks are 
%   overlapped 
% 3 Calculate the distance between disks and the bounds of the square. 
% 4 judge the value Overlap. 
% 5 if overlap is almost stable, then shrink the disks. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Num=length(Radius);              % calculate the number of disks 
Area=sum(pi*Radius.*Radius);     % calculate the area of all the disks 
Dimension=sqrt(Area/0.9);        % calculate the dimension of the square in 
which the disks are placed 
Span=ceil(sqrt(Num));            % calculate how many rows or colums the disk 
will be placed with. 
grid=Dimension/(Span-1);         % calculate the grid size (the span of rows) 
[x,y]=meshgrid(-Dimension/2:grid:Dimension/2,-Dimension/2:grid:Dimension/2); 
% place disks uniformly with overlap 
XX=zeros(Num,3); 
for i=1:Num 
    XX(i,:)=[x(i)+Radius(i)*(rand-0.5),y(i)+Radius(i)*(rand-0.5),Radius(i)]; 
end 
figure 
for i=1:Num 
    circle( XX(i,1), XX(i,2), XX(i,3)); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% finished placing disks. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Overlap=zeros(loop,1); % the total overlap of eahc loop. 
Scale=1; 
trigger1=0; 
for k=1:loop 
    Random=randperm(Num); % create an array of integer in the rang from 1 to 
Num in an random order. 
    Disp_A=zeros(Num,2);  % Displacement that a disk should be moved apart from 
others. 
    for n=1:Num 
        i=Random(n); 
        contact=sqrt((XX(i,1)-XX(Random(n+1:end),1)).^2+(XX(i,2)-
XX(Random(n+1:end),2)).^2)-(XX(i,3)+XX(Random(n+1:end),3)); 
        % calculate the distance of one disk to others. 
        for j=1:length(contact) 
            if contact(j)<0 
               cos_alpha=(XX(i,1)-XX(Random(n+j),1))/sqrt((XX(i,1)-
XX(Random(n+j),1))^2+(XX(i,2)-XX(Random(n+j),2))^2); 
               sin_alpha=(XX(i,2)-XX(Random(n+j),2))/sqrt((XX(i,1)-
XX(Random(n+j),1))^2+(XX(i,2)-XX(Random(n+j),2))^2); 
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               Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)=Disp_A(Random(n+j),:)-(-
contact(j))*[cos_alpha,sin_alpha]; % move surrounding disks and disk XX(i) is 
fixed 
               Overlap(k)=Overlap(k)+abs(contact(j)); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 2 Calculate the center-to-center distance, determine if disks are 
    %   overlapped 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    Distance_Bound1=XX(:,1:2)+Dimension/2; 
    Distance_Bound1=Distance_Bound1-[XX(:,3),XX(:,3)];     
    % calculate the distance of disks to minus X and minus Y 
    Distance_Bound2=Dimension/2-XX(:,1:2); 
    Distance_Bound2=Distance_Bound2-[XX(:,3),XX(:,3)]; 
    % calculate the distance of disks to max X and max Y 
    Index_X1=find(Distance_Bound1(:,1)<0); 
    Index_Y1=find(Distance_Bound1(:,2)<0); 
    Index_X2=find(Distance_Bound2(:,1)<0); 
    Index_Y2=find(Distance_Bound2(:,2)<0); 
    % find out the disks overlapped with bounds 
    Disp_A(Index_X1,1)=Disp_A(Index_X1,1)+abs(Distance_Bound1(Index_X1,1)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Y1,2)=Disp_A(Index_Y1,2)+abs(Distance_Bound1(Index_Y1,2)); 
    Disp_A(Index_X2,1)=Disp_A(Index_X2,1)-abs(Distance_Bound2(Index_X2,1)); 
    Disp_A(Index_Y2,2)=Disp_A(Index_Y2,2)-abs(Distance_Bound2(Index_Y2,2)); 
    
Overlap(k)=Overlap(k)+abs(sum(Distance_Bound1(Index_X1,1)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bo
und1(Index_Y1,2)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound2(Index_X2,1)))+abs(sum(Distance_Bound
2(Index_Y2,2))); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 3 Calculate the distance between disks and the bounds of the square. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if Overlap(k)<threshold 
        break 
    end 
    XX(:,1:2)=XX(:,1:2)+Disp_A; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 4 judge the value Overlap. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if k>100 
       trigger=[sum(Overlap(k-49:k)),sum(Overlap(k-99:k-50))]; 
       trigger1=trigger1+1; 
       if trigger(1)>trigger(2) && trigger1>100 
          Scale=Scale*0.995; 
          XX(:,3)=XX(:,3)*0.995; 
          trigger1=0; 
       end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % 5 if overlap is almost stable, then shrink the disks. 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
end  
Fraction=pi*sum(XX(:,3).*XX(:,3))/Dimension/Dimension;                     % to 
increase fraction, we should increase scale fator 0.995 and loop number. 
XX=XX/Scale; 
Dimension=Dimension/Scale; 
figure 
for i=1:Num 
    circle( XX(i,1), XX(i,2), XX(i,3)); 
end 
data=[ XX(:,1), XX(:,2), XX(:,1).^2+XX(:,2).^2-XX(:,3).^2]; 
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(viii) 3D Laguerre tessellation creation 
The construction of  Laguerre tessellation follows the following major procedures: 

1. Creating random radius of spheres. Be cautious that it is radius not diameter and the units 
should be mm. The commands are as follows. 

Radius1=lognrnd(5.5101,0.2648,1500,1)/2000; 

2. Packing these spheres. Threshold can be 1/3 of the minimum diameter or minimum radius. The 
commands are as follows. 

[XX1,data1,Overlap1,Scale1,k1,Fraction1,Dimension1]=SphereCubePacking(Radius1,50000,0.
04); 

Or  

[XX,data,Overlap,Scale,k,Fraction,Dimension]=DiskSquarePacking(Radius,10000,1) 

3. Writing down the coordinates of centres and radius of these spheres, or copying data. The 
commands are as follows. 

fid=fopen('D:\Simulations\Leguerre_Elastic\Cellsize\Matlab\Spherepacking\data1', 'w'); 

fprintf(fid,'4\n'); 

fprintf(fid,'%8i\n',length(data1)); 

for ro= 1:length(data1) 

     fprintf(fid,'%15f %15f %15f %15f\n',data1(ro,:)); 

end  

fclose(fid); 

4. Constructing convex hull using Qhull software. Firstly, copy the data file which has no 
extension under to the folder Bin of Qull software. Secondly, open Qull.exe and Then type in 
commands 

qconvex s i n <data1 TO result1 

Finally, check if there are hyperplanes which means that 4 points are co-sphere, or check if the 
number of facets is the same as that of normal vectors. 

5 Importing result1.txt (Qhull result file) into matlab and generating Laguerre Tesselllations 
using the following commands. 

convexnum1=result1(1); 

Index1=zeros(4,result1(1)); 

Normal1=zeros(5,result1(1)); 

Index1(1:end)=result1(2:convexnum1*4+1); 

Normal1(1:end)=result1(convexnum1*4+4:end); 
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[cellVolume1,Point_Cell1,LaguerrePoint1,LaguerreLine1,meanfaces1,Line_Cell1,LaguerreFace1
,LaguerreCell1,location1]=Laguerre3D(data1,Index1',Normal1',Dimension1); 

Or 

convexnum=result (1); 

Index=zeros(3,result(1)); 

Normal=zeros(4,result(1)); 

Index(1:end)=result(2:convexnum*3+1); 

Normal(1:end)=result(convexnum*3+4:end); 

[LV_cell,LaguerrePoint]=Laguerre2D(data,Index’,Normal’,Dimension) 

6 Removing small edges and faces. If some faces or edges are missing, you can reduce the 
threshold. 

[Point13,Line13,Face13,Linelength13,FaceArea13,threshold_area13,threshold_length13,Delet
edFace13,Missedline13]=Smallfacedeletion(LaguerreLine13,LaguerrePoint13,LaguerreFace13)
; 

Lagurredatawrite('D:\Simulations\Leguerre_Elastic\Cellsize\Matlab\Smallfacedeletion\MF5_La
guerre13.py',Point13,Line13,Face13); 

7 Creating geometry in Freecad (code see Laguerre1.py in folder Freecad). 

8 Importing iges file into hypermesh, cutting out a cube and meshing models. 

The main function is as follows. 

function 
[cellVolume,Point_Cell,LaguerrePoint,LaguerreLine,meanfaces,Line_Cell,LaguerreF
ace,LaguerreCell,location]=Laguerre3D(Coordinate,Index,Normal,Dimension) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% input:Coordinate, Index, Normal are exported from Qhull.  
% Coordinate are coordinate of points in 3d space, having the form 
[x,y,z,x^2+y^2+z^2-r^2].  
% Index is a nx4 metrix determing which 4 points make up a facet(tetrahedron). 
the entry  represent the index of points. 
% Normal is a nx5 matrix. the first 4 colums stand for the normal of facets.the 
last colum means the offset of the facet. 
% Dimension is the dimension of our domain. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% output: LaguerrePoint is the coordinate of Laguerre points. 
% Point_Cell is a cell with length n, the number of Laguerre cells. 
% each cell of Point_Cell contains the index of Laguerre points which make up 
% a laguerre cell. the first index is the same as the last one, which means 
% the cell are closed. n is equal to the number of lower facets of the 
% convex hull 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% procedure 
% 1 select the valid tetrahedrons according to the Normal of tetrahedrons. 
% 2 calculate Laguerre Point  
% 3 search for the Laguerre Point that surround a seed point. 
% 4 Judge if the cell is inside our domain and then Compute the convex hull 
% 5 covert the index of Laguerre Point that constitute a convex hull into 
% global index. 
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Index=Index+1;                        % the starting index is different between 
Qhull and matlab,nx4 
validindex=find(Normal(:,4)<0);       % calculat the index of valid facets 
(lower facets) according their normals. 
Tri_index=Index(validindex,:);        % Tri_index is similar to Index but 
contains the index of all the valid facets 
n=length(Coordinate);                 % calculate the number of Laguerre cell. 
each seed points represent one cell. 
LaguerrePoint=Calc_LagPoint(Coordinate,Tri_index); 
Cell=Gether_Tet(n,Tri_index); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% as the index in Cell is in wrong order, here we use convhull to connect 
% Laguerre points in clockwise direction 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
counter=0; 
LaguerreLine=[]; 
cellVolume=[]; 
Point_Cell={}; % Point_Cell is similar to Cell, but index in a cell is in the 
correct order so that the adjecent two points can make up a laguerre line. 
for i=1:n 
    if max(max(abs(LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:3))))<Dimension/2 
       % this condition is very important, to cut off the cell outside our 
       % domain which may have problems with function Myconvhulln. 
       counter=counter+1; 
       [GivenCell,Volume,Facenum]=Myconvhulln(LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:3));  
       cellVolume=[cellVolume Volume]; 
       % LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:2) is the coordinate of Laguerre points which 
       % constitute a Laguerre cell.  
       for j=1:length(GivenCell) 
           Point_Cell{counter}{j}=GivenCell{j}; 
           for k=1:2*length(GivenCell{j}) 
               Point_Cell{counter}{j}(k)=Cell{i}(GivenCell{j}(k)); 
           end 
           LaguerreLine=[LaguerreLine;Point_Cell{counter}{j}]; 
           % record all the lines 
       end 
    % sort the index in Cell to make them in the correct order 
    end 
end 
LaguerreLine=unique(LaguerreLine,'rows');  
[Line_Cell,Line_Cellpointer,LaguerreFace]=Findlines(Point_Cell,LaguerreLine); 
meanfaces=length(LaguerreFace)/length(Line_Cell); 
[LaguerreFace,location]=uniquecell(LaguerreFace); 
LaguerreCell=Findface(Line_Cellpointer,location); 
function LaguerrePoint=Calc_LagPoint(Coordinate,Tri_index) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% calculate Laguerre points according to seed points 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=length(Tri_index); 
LaguerrePoint=zeros(m,4); 
for i=1:m 
    A=[2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,1),1:3) -1;2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,2),1:3) -
1;2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,3),1:3) -1;2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,4),1:3) -1]; 
    
B=[Coordinate(Tri_index(i,1),4);Coordinate(Tri_index(i,2),4);Coordinate(Tri_ind
ex(i,3),4);Coordinate(Tri_index(i,4),4)]; 
    LaguerrePoint(i,:)=(A\B)'; 
    % calculate the coordinate of Laguerre points. the algorithm refer to 
    % literature A=[2x1 2y1 -1;2x2 2y2 -1;2x3 2y3 -1] 
    % B=[x1^2+y1^2-r1^2;x2^2+y2^2-r2^2;x3^2+y3^2-r3^2] 
end 
function Cell=Gether_Tet(n,Tri_index) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% search for Laguerre points which enclose a seed points. since every 
% Laguerre point belongs to a tetrahedra, the Laguerre points are 
% acheived by searching for the tetrahedras which share the same seed point. 
% Each cell of Cell contains tetrahedra (Laguerre point) indexs which make up a 
Laguerre cell.  
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% length(Tri_index) is the number of facets (tetrahedrons) 
% Tri_index(j,1) is the index of a seed point 
Cell=cell(n,1); % n represents the number of seed points 
for j=1:length(Tri_index) 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,1)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,1)},j]; 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,2)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,2)},j]; 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,3)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,3)},j]; 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,4)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,4)},j]; 
    % Tri_index(j,1)=[2,5,6] represent the index of seed points, also indicate 
the 
    % index of Laguerre cell. one vertex of trangular facet j is the seed 
    % point Tri_index(j,1) 
end 
function  
[Line_Cell,Line_Cellpointer,LaguerreFace]=Findlines(Point_Cell,LaguerreLine) 
Line_Cell=Point_Cell; % intialize cell 
LaguerreFace={}; 
Line_Cellpointer=zeros(length(Line_Cell),1); % have the form [11, 24, 37, 41 
...], the difference means the number of faces of this cell. 
for i=1:length(Point_Cell) 
    for j=1:length(Point_Cell{i}) 
         [tf loc]=ismember(Point_Cell{i}{j},LaguerreLine,'rows');  % find out 
the location of every row Point_Cell in LaguerreLine(the pool of Laguerre 
lines) 
         Line_Cell{i}{j}=sort(loc);                                % Point_Cell 
consist of laguerre points. Point_Cell{i}{j} is nx2 matrix. Line_Cell{i}{j} is 
nx1, each row of which is the index of lagurrer lines. 
         LaguerreFace{length(LaguerreFace)+1}=Line_Cell{i}{j};     % reord all 
the laguerre faces 
    end 
    Line_Cellpointer(i)=length(LaguerreFace);                      % have the 
form [11, 24, 37, 41 ...] 
end 
function LaguerreCell=Findface(Line_Cellpointer,location) 
LaguerreCell=cell(length(Line_Cellpointer),1); 
for i=1:length(location) 
    for j=1:length(location{i}) 
        for k=1:length(Line_Cellpointer) 
            if location{i}(j)<= Line_Cellpointer(k) 
               LaguerreCell{k}=[LaguerreCell{k},i]; 
               break 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%  
%  
% 
Small faces can be removed by the following function. 

function 
[Point,Line,Face,Linelength,FaceArea,threshold_area,threshold_length,DeletedFac
e,Missedline]=Smallfacedeletion(LaguerreLine,LaguerrePoint,LaguerreFace) 
% procedure: 
% 1 calculat line length and face area and set threshold 
% 2 shrink small face 
%   1) determine if the face should be deleted 
%   2) determine if the vertices of the face have been modified 
%   3) shrink all vertice into the centre 
%   4) record all vertice of the modified face 
%   5) delete the face and lines 
% 3 shrink small edges 
% 4 remove the index of deleted line from Face matrix 
Line=LaguerreLine; 
Point=LaguerrePoint(:,1:3); 
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Point_status=zeros(length(Point),1); 
Face=LaguerreFace; 
Linelength=sqrt((Point(Line(:,1),1)-Point(Line(:,2),1)).^2+(Point(Line(:,1),2)-
Point(Line(:,2),2)).^2+(Point(Line(:,1),3)-Point(Line(:,2),3)).^2); 
% calculate the length of each line 
FaceArea=FaceArea_Calc(Point,Line,Face); 
% calculate the area of each face 
threshold_area=max(FaceArea)/500; 
% set threshold for face area 
threshold_length=max(Linelength)/25; 
% set threhold for line length 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% delete samll faces. the face shrink to be a point at its center 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DeletedFace=[]; 
DeletedLine=[]; 
for i=1:length(FaceArea) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % condition1 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if FaceArea(i)<threshold_area               % if the area of a face is less 
that threshold 
       Face_line=Line(Face{i},:); 
       Face_line_len=sort(Linelength(Face{i})); 
       if (length(Face{i})>3 && Face_line_len(end-
1)<threshold_length)||(length(Face{i})==3 && Face_line_len(2)<threshold_length)  
       % if the longest edge of the face is less than the threshold of 
       % lines, or the face is a triangle with two edges less than the 
       % threshold of lines 
          DeletedFace=[DeletedFace,i]; % record the index of face needed to be 
deleted. 
          DeletedLine=[DeletedLine;Face{i}(1:end)]; % record the index of lines 
needed to be deleted. 
          if Face_line(1:end)                          % if the line have not 
been deleted 
             if ~Point_status(Face_line(1:end))        % if the points have not 
been modified. 
                centre=sum(Point(Face_line(1:end),:))/2/length(Face{i}); 
                Point(Face_line(1:end),:)=repmat(centre,length(Face_line)*2,1); 
% shrink the face into a point at the center 
             else                                      % if any vertices of the 
face have been modified, then the face shrink to be the point that have been 
modified, not the center 
                ind=find(Point_status(Face_line(1:end))); 
                
Point(Face_line(1:end),:)=repmat(Point(Face_line(ind(1)),:),length(Face_line)*2
,1);  
             end 
             Point_status(Face_line(1:end))=Point_status(Face_line(1:end))+1; % 
record the times of modification of vertices. 
             Line(Face{i},1)=zeros(length(Face{i}),1);                 % delete 
lines. 
             Face{i}=[0,0,0]; 
          else                                         % if the line have been 
deleted 
              ind=Face_line(sum((Face_line==0),2)>0,:); 
              out=Face_line(sum((Face_line==0),2)==0,:); 
              
Point(out(1:end),:)=repmat(Point(ind(1,2),:),length(out(1:end)),1); 
              Point_status(out(1:end))=Point_status(out(1:end))+1; % record the 
times of modification of vertices. 
              Line(Face{i},1)=zeros(length(Face{i}),1);                 % 
delete lines. 
              Face{i}=[0,0,0]; 
          end 
       end 
    end 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    % condition2 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if FaceArea(i)>threshold_area && FaceArea(i)<(threshold_area*1.5) && 
length(Face{i})>3  % the second condition, the code is the same as above. 
       Face_line=Line(Face{i},:); 
       Face_line_len=sort(Linelength(Face{i})); 
       if Face_line_len(end-1)<threshold_length 
          DeletedFace=[DeletedFace,i]; % record the index of face needed to be 
deleted. 
          DeletedLine=[DeletedLine;Face{i}(1:end)]; % record the index of lines 
needed to be deleted. 
          if Face_line(1:end)                          % if the line have not 
been deleted 
             if ~Point_status(Face_line(1:end))        % if the points have not 
been modified. 
                centre=sum(Point(Face_line(1:end),:))/2/length(Face{i}); 
                Point(Face_line(1:end),:)=repmat(centre,length(Face_line)*2,1); 
% shrink the face into a point at the center 
             else                                      % if any vertices of the 
face have been modified, then the face shrink to be the point that have been 
modified, not the center 
                ind=find(Point_status(Face_line(1:end))); 
                
Point(Face_line(1:end),:)=repmat(Point(Face_line(ind(1)),:),length(Face_line)*2
,1);  
             end 
             Point_status(Face_line(1:end))=Point_status(Face_line(1:end))+1; % 
record the times of modification of vertices. 
             Line(Face{i},1)=zeros(length(Face{i}),1);                 % delete 
lines. 
             Face{i}=[0,0,0]; 
          else                                         % if the line have been 
deleted 
              ind=Face_line(sum((Face_line==0),2)>0,:); 
              out=Face_line(sum((Face_line==0),2)==0,:); 
              
Point(out(1:end),:)=repmat(Point(ind(1,2),:),length(out(1:end)),1); 
              Point_status(out(1:end))=Point_status(out(1:end))+1; % record the 
times of modification of vertices. 
              Line(Face{i},1)=zeros(length(Face{i}),1);                 % 
delete lines. 
              Face{i}=[0,0,0]; 
          end 
       end  
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% delete samll lines. the line shrink to be a point at its center 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DeletedLine=unique(DeletedLine); 
SuppressedLine=[]; 
% find out the lines that is less than threshold 
for i=1:length(Linelength) 
    if Linelength(i)<threshold_length && ~ismember(i,DeletedLine) % if the 
length of the line is less than threshold and it has not been deleted. 
       SuppressedLine=[SuppressedLine;i]; 
       if ~Point_status(Line(i,:))                                % if the 
vertice of the line have not been modified. 
          midpoint=(Point(Line(i,1),:)+Point(Line(i,2),:))/2; 
       else  
          ind=find(Point_status(Line(i,:))); 
          midpoint=Point(Line(i,ind(1)),:); 
       end 
       Point_status(Line(i,:))=Point_status(Line(i,:))+1; 
       Point(Line(i,:),:)=[midpoint;midpoint]; 
       Line(i,:)=[0,0]; 
    end 
end 
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% delete the lines that have been deleted in Face matrix. 
Missedline=[DeletedLine;SuppressedLine]; 
for i=1:length(Face) 
    for j=1:length(Face{i}) 
        if ismember(Face{i}(j),Missedline) 
            Face{i}(j)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
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(ix) Laguerre tessellation creation in Freecad 
#import WebGui 

#from StartPage import StartPage 

#WebGui.openBrowserHTML(StartPage.handle(),App.getResourceDir() + 'Mod/Start/StartPage/','Start page') 

#import FreeCAD 

#FreeCAD.open("D:/Simulations/Leguerre_Elastic/MF5/Freecad/cubetest.FCStd") 

App.newDocument() 

App.setActiveDocument("Unnamed") 

App.ActiveDocument=App.getDocument("Unnamed") 

from FreeCAD import Base 

import Part #,PartGui 

execfile("D:\Simulations\Leguerre_Elastic\Cellsize\Freecad\MF5_Laguerre1.py") 

Selectedobj=[] 

for i in range(len(Line)): 

    if Line[i][0]: 

       #if Point_coordinate[Line[i][0]-1]!=Point_coordinate[Line[i][1]-1]: 

          _=Part.makeLine(Point_coordinate[Line[i][0]-1],Point_coordinate[Line[i][1]-1]) 

          if _.isNull(): raise Exception('Failed to create edge') 

          App.ActiveDocument.addObject('Part::Feature','Edge'+str(i+1)).Shape=_ 

          del _ 

          Selectedobj.append('Edge'+str(i+1)) 

for i in range(len(Face)): 

    Wires=[] 

    for j in range(len(Face[i])): 

        if Face[i][j]: 

           Wires.append(eval('App.ActiveDocument.Edge'+str(Face[i][j])+'.Shape.Edge1')) 

    if len(Wires)>2: 

       _=Part.makeFilledFace(Part.__sortEdges__(Wires)) 

       if _.isNull(): raise Exception('Failed to create face') 

       App.ActiveDocument.addObject('Part::Feature','Face'+str(i+1)).Shape=_ 

       del _ 

       Selectedobj.append('Face'+str(i+1)) 

App.getDocument("Unnamed").FileName = "D:/Simulations/Leguerre_Elastic/Cellsize/Freecad/Laguerre1.FCStd" 

App.getDocument("Unnamed").Label = "MF5_Laguerre1" 

App.getDocument("Unnamed").save() 

__objs__=[] 
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for i in Selectedobj: 

    __objs__.append(FreeCAD.getDocument("Unnamed").getObject(i)) 

import Part 

Part.export(__objs__,"D:/Simulations/Leguerre_Elastic/Cellsize/Freecad/Laguerre1.iges") 

del __objs__   
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(x) 2D Laguerre tessellation creation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% import Qhull result data into matlab first, then 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
convexnum=result(1); 
Index=zeros(3,result(1)); 
Normal=zeros(4,result(1)); 
Index(1:end)=result(2:convexnum*3+1); 
Normal(1:end)=result(convexnum*3+4:end); 
[Cell_Lineindex,LV_cell,UniqueLaguerreLine,LaguerrePoint]=Laguerre2D(data,Index
',Normal',Dimension); 
% output: LaguerrePoint is the coordinate of Laguerre points. 
% LV_cell is a cell. each cell of LV_cell contains the index of vertices which 
make up 
% a laguerre cell, and elments are in a order of closewise or counterclockwise, 
% UniqueLaguerreLine is nx2 matrix with each element being 
% the index of LaguerrePoint.Cell_Lineindex is similar to LV_cell but with 
index of lines that make up a cell. 
Firstcoord=LaguerrePoint(UniqueLaguerreLine(:,1),1:2); 
Secondcoord=LaguerrePoint(UniqueLaguerreLine(:,2),1:2); 
Linedistance=sqrt((Firstcoord(:,1)-Secondcoord(:,1)).^2+(Firstcoord(:,2)-
Secondcoord(:,2)).^2); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% assuming thickness-to-length ratio is 0.03, minimum length should be twice 
larger than cell wall thickness 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Minlength=sum(Linedistance)/length(Linedistance)*0.03*2;  
Record=[]; 
for i=1:length(Linedistance) 
    if Linedistance(i)<Minlength 
       Record=[Record;i]; 
       
LaguerrePoint(UniqueLaguerreLine(i,2),:)=LaguerrePoint(UniqueLaguerreLine(i,1),
:); 
       % make these two vertice have the same coordinates. 
       UniqueLaguerreLine(i,:)=[0,0]; 
    end 
end 
for i=1:length(Cell_Lineindex) 
    [~,indx]=ismember(Cell_Lineindex{i},Record); 
    if any(indx) 
       Cell_Lineindex{i}(find(indx ~= 0))=[]; % delete the line in the cell 
       LV_cell{i}(find(indx ~= 0)+1)=[];      % delete the one vertice in the 
cell 
    end 
end 
%UniqueLaguerreLine(Record,:)=[];       
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% save results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fid = 
fopen('D:\Simulations\Abaqus\Honeycombs\Drawings\Uniformsize\M5SD0_Sample3\shel
lmodeldata.py', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'Point_coordinate=('); 
for i=1:length(LaguerrePoint) 
     fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),\n',LaguerrePoint(i,1:2)); 
end  
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Line_index=('); 
for i=1:length(UniqueLaguerreLine) 
     fprintf(fid,'(%8i,%8i),\n',UniqueLaguerreLine(i,:)); 
end  
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Cell_index=('); 
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for i=1:length(LV_cell) 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(LV_cell{i}) 
        fprintf(fid,'%8i,',LV_cell{i}(j)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),\n') 
end  
fprintf(fid,')'); 
fclose(fid); 
% 
% 
% 
function 
[Cell_Lineindex,LV_cell,UniqueLaguerreLine,LaguerrePoint]=Laguerre2D(Coordinate
,Index,Normal,Dimension) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% input:Coordinate, Index, Normal are exported from Qhull. 
% Coordinate are coordinate of points in 3d space, having the form 
[x,y,x^2+y^2-r^2].  
% Index is a nx3 metrix determing which 3 points make up a facet. the entry of 
Index represent the index of points. 
% Normal is a nx4 matrix. the first 3 colums stand for the normal of facets 
which make up a convex hull.the last colum 
% mean the offset of the facet. 
% Dimension is the sqaure which bound the resulting Laguerrel cells. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% output: LaguerrePoint is the coordinate of Laguerre points. 
% LV_cell is a cell. each cell of LV_cell contains the index of vertices which 
make up 
% a laguerre cell, and elments are in a order of closewise or counterclockwise, 
% UniqueLaguerreLine is nx2 matrix with each element being 
% the index of LaguerrePoint.Cell_Lineindex is similar to LV_cell but with 
index of lines that make up a cell. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Index=Index+1;                        % the starting index is different between 
Qhull and matlab 
validindex=find(Normal(:,3)<0);       % calculat the index of valid facets 
(lower facets) according their normals. 
Tri_index=Index(validindex,:);        % Tri_index is similar to Index but 
contains the index of all the valid facets 
m=length(Tri_index); 
LaguerrePoint=zeros(m,3); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% calculate Laguerre points according to seed points 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:m 
    A=[2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,1),1:2) -1;2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,2),1:2) -
1;2*Coordinate(Tri_index(i,3),1:2) -1;]; 
    
B=[Coordinate(Tri_index(i,1),3);Coordinate(Tri_index(i,2),3);Coordinate(Tri_ind
ex(i,3),3)]; 
    LaguerrePoint(i,:)=(A\B)'; 
    % calculate the coordinate of Laguerre points. the algorithm refer to 
literature A=[2x1 2y1 -1;2x2 2y2 -1;2x3 2y3 -1] 
    % B=[x1^2+y1^2-r1^2;x2^2+y2^2-r2^2;x3^2+y3^2-r3^2] 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% search for Laguerre points which enclose a seed points. since every 
% Laguerre point is enclosed by a triangular facet, then Laguerre points are 
% found by searching for the triangles which share the same seed point. 
% Each cell of Cell contains Laguerre point indexs which make up a Laguerre 
cell.  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
n=length(Coordinate);  % calculate the number of Laguerre cell. each seed 
points represent one cell. 
Cell=cell(n,1); 
for j=1:length(Tri_index) 
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    Cell{Tri_index(j,1)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,1)},j]; % append an element j which 
mean the index of triangular facet to Cell{Tri_index(j,1)}. 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,2)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,2)},j]; 
    Cell{Tri_index(j,3)}=[Cell{Tri_index(j,3)},j]; 
    % Tri_index(j,1)=[2,5,6] represent the index of seed points, also indicate 
the 
    % index of Laguerre cell. For exmaple Cell{2}=[1,4,7], which means seed 
    % point 2 is shared by triangular facets 1,4 and 7 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% as the index in Cell is in wrong order, here we use convhull to connect 
% Laguerre points in clockwise direction 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LaguerreLine=[]; 
LV_cell={}; % LV_cell is similar to Cell, but index in a cell is in the correct 
order so that the adjecent two points can make up a laguerre line. 
for i=1:n 
    if length(Cell{i})>2 && 
max(max(abs(LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:2))))<Dimension/2 
       HullSort=convhull(LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:2));  
       % LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:2) is the coordinate of Laguerre points which 
       % constitute a Laguerre cell. Hullsort has the form [1,3,4,2,5,1] 
       if length(HullSort)-1 ~= length(LaguerrePoint(Cell{i},1:2)) 
          warning('a point is missing in this cell') 
       end 
       % if one Laguerre point is missing from a cell, a warning pop up 
       LV_cell=[LV_cell,Cell{i}(HullSort)]; 
       %In each cell of LV_cell,the first index is the same as the last one, 
which means the cell are closed. 
       % sort the index in Cell to make them in the correct order 
       for j=1:length(LV_cell{end})-1 
           LaguerreLine=[LaguerreLine;LV_cell{end}(j),LV_cell{end}(j+1)]; 
       end 
    end 
end 
UniqueLaguerreLine=unique(sort(LaguerreLine,2),'rows'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% switch from index of vertice to that of lines 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Cell_Lineindex=cell(1,length(LV_cell)); 
for i=1:length(LV_cell) 
    Cell_Line=[LV_cell{i}(1:end-1);LV_cell{i}(2:end)]'; 
    Cell_Line=sort(Cell_Line,2); 
    [~,index]=ismember(Cell_Line,UniqueLaguerreLine,'rows'); 
    if ~index 
      warning('Something is wrong in the function Laguerre2D') 
    end 
    Cell_Lineindex{i}=index; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:length(LV_cell) 
    Cellcoordinate=LaguerrePoint(LV_cell{i},1:2); 
    plot(Cellcoordinate(:,1),Cellcoordinate(:,2),'LineWidth',2,'Color','red') 
    hold on 
end 
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(xi) Regular honeycomb specimen sketches 
EdgeLen=4;   % edge length 
Num_C=16;  % the number of columns (must be odd) 
Num_R=16;   % the number of rows 
Coord_C=[]; % the coordinates of the center of each cell 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculate the coordinates of the centre of each cell 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:Num_C 
    if mod(i,2)==0 
       for j=1:Num_R-1  
           
Coord_C=[Coord_C;i/2*3*EdgeLen+1.5*EdgeLen,j*sqrt(3)*EdgeLen+sqrt(3)/2*EdgeLen]
; 
       end 
    else 
       for j=1:Num_R  
           Coord_C=[Coord_C;(i+1)/2*3*EdgeLen,j*sqrt(3)*EdgeLen]; 
       end 
    end 
end 
Num_cell=length(Coord_C); % the number of cells 
Coord_Vertice=zeros(6,2,Num_cell); % the coordinates of cell vertice. 
Coord_Vertice_Pool=zeros(6*Num_cell,2); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculate the coordinates of cell vertices  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:Num_cell 
    
Coord_Vertice(:,:,i)=repmat(Coord_C(i,:),6,1)+[EdgeLen,0;EdgeLen*0.5,sqrt(3)/2*
EdgeLen;-EdgeLen*0.5,sqrt(3)/2*EdgeLen;-EdgeLen,0;-EdgeLen*0.5,-
sqrt(3)/2*EdgeLen;EdgeLen*0.5,-sqrt(3)/2*EdgeLen]; 
    Coord_Vertice_Pool((i-1)*6+1:i*6,:)=Coord_Vertice(:,:,i); 
end 
[B_V,Uniq_Coord_Vertice,Single_V]=Uniquerow(Coord_Vertice_Pool,0.00001); 
% Uniq_Coord_Vertice is the coordinates of unique vertices. B_V(:,3) record 
% the index of the point B_V(:,1:2) in Uniq_Coord_Vertice. 
Cell_Verticeindex=zeros(6,1,Num_cell); %Cell_Verticeindex(:,:,i) contains 6 
indice of vertices which make up a cell.these vertices are in an order of 
counter-clockwise. 
Linepool=zeros(6*Num_cell,2); 
for i=1:Num_cell 
    Cell_Verticeindex(:,1,i)=B_V((i-1)*6+1:i*6,3);    
    Linepool((i-1)*6+1:i*6,1)=Cell_Verticeindex(:,1,i);   
    Linepool((i-
1)*6+1:i*6,2)=[Cell_Verticeindex(2:6,1,i);Cell_Verticeindex(1,1,i)]; 
end 
Linepool=sort(Linepool,2); 
[B_Line,Line_Verticeindex,Single_Line]=Uniquerow(Linepool,0.00001); 
% Line_Verticeindex is the unique lines and contains 2 indice in each row. 
B_V(:,3) record 
% the index of line B_V(:,1:2) in Line_Verticeindex. 
Cell_Lineindex=zeros(6,1,Num_cell); 
% Cell_Verticeindex(:,:,i) contains 6 indice of Line which make up a cell.these 
Lines are in an order of counter-clockwise. 
for i=1:Num_cell 
    Cell_Lineindex(:,1,i)=B_Line((i-1)*6+1:i*6,3);    
end 
Inner_P=cell(1,Num_cell); 
mean=0; 
SD=0; 
mu=log(mean*mean/sqrt(SD+mean*mean)); 
sigma=sqrt(log(SD/mean/mean+1)); 
%Thickness=lognrnd(mu,sigma,length(Line_Verticeindex),1);  
Thickness=ones(length(Line_Verticeindex),1)*0.065; 
% create thickness of cell edges 
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for i=1:Num_cell 
    
Inner_P{i}=Thickenpolygon(Coord_Vertice(:,:,i),Thickness(Cell_Lineindex(:,:,i))
);    
end  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%output results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fid = 
fopen('D:\Simulations\Abaqus\Honeycombs\Drawings\Shear\Sample1\Hexagonal_shear_
rawdata.py', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'Inner_Points=('); 
for i= 1:Num_cell 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(Inner_P{i}) 
        fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Inner_P{i}(j,:)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),'); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Cell_Lineindex=('); 
for i= 1:length(Cell_Lineindex) 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(Cell_Lineindex(:,:,i)) 
        fprintf(fid,'%15f,',Cell_Lineindex(j,:,i)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),'); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Vertice_coordinate=('); 
for i=1:length(Uniq_Coord_Vertice) 
    fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Uniq_Coord_Vertice(i,:)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Line_Verticeindex=('); 
for i=1:length(Line_Verticeindex) 
    fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Line_Verticeindex(i,:)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Thickness=('); 
for i=1:length(Thickness) 
    fprintf(fid,'%15f,',Thickness(i)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Edgelength_Row_Colum=('); 
fprintf(fid,'%15f,%15f,%15f',EdgeLen,Num_C,Num_R); 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'M_SD=('); 
fprintf(fid,'%15f,%15f',mean,SD); 
fprintf(fid,')'); 
fclose(fid); 
% 
% 
% 
function Inner_P=Thickenpolygon(P,Thickness) 
%P=[2,1; 4,1;5,4;3,6;1,4;]; coordinates of vertices which in a clockwise 
direction or counter-clockwise direction 
%Thickness is nx1 vector representing edge thickness 
%plot([P(:,1);P(1,1)],[P(:,2);P(1,2)]) 
%hold on 
% identify the direction of the polygon (clockwise or counter-clockwise) 
Vector1=[P(2,:)-P(1,:),0]; 
Vector2=[P(3,:)-P(2,:),0]; 
Orientation=cross(Vector1,Vector2); 
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% calculate the slopes of edges 
K=[P(2:end,:);P(1,:)]-P; 
% calculate the normals of edges 
Normal=[-K(:,2),K(:,1)]; 
% normalzied the normals 
Norm=sqrt(Normal(:,1).^2+Normal(:,2).^2); 
N=Normal./[Norm,Norm]; 
% calculate the inward normals.Right-hand rule is applied here. 
for i=1:length(K) 
    condition=cross([K(i,:),0],[N(i,:),0]); 
    if condition(3)*Orientation(3)<=0 
       N(i,:)=-N(i,:); 
    end 
end 
% find out inner points (PP)(not inner vertice) through which the inner edges 
(or extension) will pass 
Tv=N.*[Thickness,Thickness]; 
PP=P+Tv; 
% assume the inner edges have expression Ax+By-C=0, then to calculate constant 
C 
c=N.*PP; 
C=c(:,1)+c(:,2); 
% calcuate the inner vertex Inner_P by solving equaitons A1x+B1y-C1=0 and 
A2x+B2y-C2=0 
Inner_P=P; 
NN=[N(end,:);N];CC=[C(end);C]; 
for i=1:length(P) 
    Mat=NN(i:i+1,:); 
    Const=CC(i:i+1,:); 
    Inner_P(i,:)=(inv(Mat)*Const)'; 
end 
plot([Inner_P(:,1);Inner_P(1,1)],[Inner_P(:,2);Inner_P(1,2)],'r') 
hold on 
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(xii) Irregular Honeycomb specimens sketches 
function 
HoneycombThickening(Cell_Lineindex,Cell_Verticeindex,Line_Verticeindex,Vertice_
coordinate,Thickness) 
% input: Vertice_coordinate is the coordinates of vertices. 
% Cell_Lineindex is a cell. each cell of LV_cell contains the index of lines 
which make up 
% a laguerre cell, and elments are in a order of closewise or counterclockwise, 
% Line_Verticeindex is nx2 matrix with each element being 
% the index of Vertice_coordinate. name is a stringe, for 
instance,'M5_SD09_case1.py' 
Inner_P=cell(1,length(Cell_Lineindex)); 
for i=1:length(Cell_Lineindex) 
    if length(Cell_Verticeindex{i})<4 
        warning('this is not a polygon') 
        Inner_P{i}=[0,0;10,0;10,10;0,10]; 
    else 
       Inner_P{i}=Thickenpolygon(Vertice_coordinate(Cell_Verticeindex{i}(1:end-
1),1:2),Thickness(Cell_Lineindex{i}));  
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% writting results file 
% The results serve two purpose. one is to draw solid geometry. Ther other 
% is to create shell models.Inner_P is used to draw solid 
% geometry.Vertice_Coordinate and Line_Verticeindex are used to create 
% shell model and Thickness is used to define the thickness of shells. 
% Cell_Lineindex is also output in case it is needed. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fid = 
fopen('D:\Simulations\Abaqus\Honeycombs\Drawings\Uniformsize\M5SD0_T013\M5SD0_S
ample3\Geometrymodeldata.py', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'Inner_Points=('); 
for i= 1:length(Cell_Lineindex) 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(Cell_Lineindex{i}) 
        fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Inner_P{i}(j,:)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),'); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Cell_Lineindex=('); 
for i= 1:length(Cell_Lineindex) 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(Cell_Lineindex{i}) 
        fprintf(fid,'%15f,',Cell_Lineindex{i}(j)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),'); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Vertice_coordinate=('); 
for i=1:length(Vertice_coordinate) 
    fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Vertice_coordinate(i,:)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Line_Verticeindex=('); 
for i=1:length(Line_Verticeindex) 
    fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f),',Line_Verticeindex(i,:)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fprintf(fid,'Thickness=('); 
for i=1:length(Thickness) 
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    fprintf(fid,'%15f,',Thickness(i)); 
end 
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'Size_M_SD=('); 
fprintf(fid,'%15f,%15f',5,0); 
fprintf(fid,')'); 
fclose(fid); 
% 
% 
% 
function Inner_P=Thickenpolygon(P,Thickness) 
%P=[2,1; 4,1;5,4;3,6;1,4;]; coordinates of vertices which in a clockwise 
direction or counter-clockwise direction 
%Thickness is nx1 vector representing edge thickness 
%plot([P(:,1);P(1,1)],[P(:,2);P(1,2)]) 
%hold on 
% identify the direction of the polygon (clockwise or counter-clockwise) 
Vector1=[P(2,:)-P(1,:),0]; 
Vector2=[P(3,:)-P(2,:),0]; 
Orientation=cross(Vector1,Vector2); 
% calculate the slopes of edges 
K=[P(2:end,:);P(1,:)]-P; 
% calculate the normals of edges 
Normal=[-K(:,2),K(:,1)]; 
% normalzied the normals 
Norm=sqrt(Normal(:,1).^2+Normal(:,2).^2); 
N=Normal./[Norm,Norm]; 
% calculate the inward normals.Right-hand rule is applied here. 
for i=1:length(K) 
    condition=cross([K(i,:),0],[N(i,:),0]); 
    if condition(3)*Orientation(3)<=0 
       N(i,:)=-N(i,:); 
    end 
end 
% find out inner points (PP)(not inner vertice) through which the inner edges 
(or extension) will pass 
Tv=N.*[Thickness,Thickness]; 
PP=P+Tv; 
% assume the inner edges have expression Ax+By-C=0, then to calculate constant 
C 
c=N.*PP; 
C=c(:,1)+c(:,2); 
% calcuate the inner vertex Inner_P by solving equaitons A1x+B1y-C1=0 and 
A2x+B2y-C2=0 
Inner_P=P; 
NN=[N(end,:);N];CC=[C(end);C]; 
for i=1:length(P) 
    Mat=NN(i:i+1,:); 
    Const=CC(i:i+1,:); 
    Inner_P(i,:)=(inv(Mat)*Const)'; 
end 
plot([Inner_P(:,1);Inner_P(1,1)],[Inner_P(:,2);Inner_P(1,2)],'r') 
hold on 
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(xiii) Construction of the Weaire-Phelan structure 
clear; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% create the original cubic 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=3;n=3;l=3;  %the numbers of lattice units in x,y and z directions 
unit_L=1;     %the length of a lattice unit 
% creat the coordinates of 8 basic nodes contituting the lattice unit 
unit=[0,0,0;0.25,0.5,0;0,0.25,0.5;0.5,0,0.25;0.5,0.5,0.5;0.75,0.5,0;0,0.75,0.5;
0.5,0,0.75]; 
% create the nodes in the first row of lattice unit 
Row1=zeros(m*8,3); % the coordinates of nodes in the first row 
for i=1:m 
    Row1((i-1)*8+1:i*8,:)=unit; 
    Row1((i-1)*8+1:i*8,1)=unit(:,1)+unit_L*(i-1); 
end 
% create the nodes in the first layer of latice unit 
Layer1=zeros(n,m*8,3);% n represents the index of row, like first,sencond,third 
row. 
for i=1:n 
    Layer1(i,:,:)=Row1; 
    Layer1(i,:,2)=Row1(:,2)+unit_L*(i-1); 
end 
% creat the nodes in the oringal cubic 
Stack1=zeros(l,n,m*8,3); % l represents the index of layer, like 
first,sencond,third layer. 
for i=1:l 
    Stack1(i,:,:,:)=Layer1; 
    Stack1(i,:,:,3)=Layer1(:,:,3)+unit_L*(i-1); 
end 
% upzip Stack1 into a matrix of 3 colum. 
X=Stack1(:,:,:,1); 
Y=Stack1(:,:,:,2); 
Z=Stack1(:,:,:,3); 
XX=X(:); 
YY=Y(:); 
ZZ=Z(:); 
% plot3(XX,YY,ZZ,'o') 
XXX=[XX,YY,ZZ]; % nx3 matrix, the coodinates of nodes in original cubic 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% This loop is optional, in case irregular Weaire-Phelan structure is needed, 
% What the loop attemp to do is to perturbate the nodes randomly. Pe=0, 
% means regular Weaire-Phelan strucuture 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
pe=0; 
for p=1:length(XXX) 
   % if all(XXX(p,:)) 
        random=rand(1,3)*2-[1,1,1]; 
        XXX(p,:)=XXX(p,:)+pe*0.25*random; 
   % else 
   %     for q=1:3 
   %       if  XXX(p,q) 
   %           XXX(p,q)=XXX(p,q)+pe*0.25*(2*rand(1,1)-1);  
   %         end 
   %  end 
   % end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% create the other 26 cubics by duplication so as to obtain a 3x3x3 of big 
% cubic. In this way, the created irregular Weaire-Phelan is geometrically 
% periodic 
% input: the coordinates of the original cubic(XXX) 
% output: the coordinates of 27 cubics(Stack) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
XXX1=XXX; 
XXX1(:,1)=XXX1(:,1)+unit_L*m; 
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XXX2=XXX; 
XXX2(:,1)=XXX2(:,1)-unit_L*m; 
XXX3=XXX; 
XXX3(:,2)=XXX3(:,2)+unit_L*n; 
XXX4=XXX; 
XXX4(:,2)=XXX4(:,2)-unit_L*n; 
XXX5=XXX; 
XXX5(:,1)=XXX5(:,1)+unit_L*m; 
XXX5(:,2)=XXX5(:,2)+unit_L*n; 
XXX6=XXX; 
XXX6(:,1)=XXX6(:,1)-unit_L*m; 
XXX6(:,2)=XXX6(:,2)-unit_L*n; 
XXX7=XXX; 
XXX7(:,1)=XXX7(:,1)+unit_L*m; 
XXX7(:,2)=XXX7(:,2)-unit_L*n; 
XXX8=XXX; 
XXX8(:,1)=XXX8(:,1)-unit_L*m; 
XXX8(:,2)=XXX8(:,2)+unit_L*n; 
Layer_1=[XXX;XXX1;XXX2;XXX3;XXX4;XXX5;XXX6;XXX7;XXX8]; 
Layer_2=Layer_1; 
Layer_2(:,3)=Layer_2(:,3)+unit_L*l; 
Layer_3=Layer_1; 
Layer_3(:,3)=Layer_3(:,3)-unit_L*l; 
Stack=[Layer_1;Layer_2;Layer_3]; 
Scale=0.674; % here we scale up coordinates to real size 
Stack=Stack*Scale; 
bound=[3.5,3.5,3.5,0.5,0.5,0.5]*Scale; % the bound used to cut the desired 
region 
% plot3(Stack(:,1),Stack(:,2),Stack(:,3),'o') 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% The rest is a process of creating voronoi tesselations. 
% input: the the coordinates of nodes in 27 cubics(Stack) and the bound of 
target region(b) 
% output: the number of cells in target region(count_c) and a cell(Cel) 
% which tells the detailed information of every cell in 3 sub-level.the first 
% level reprents the indice of cell, the second level the indice of face,the 
% third level the indice of line. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
[VV,Line,Cell_Line,Cell_Line_MidP]=Voronoi_Generation(Stack,bound); 
% Cell_Line_MidP means the coordinats of midpoint of edges that constitute 
% a cell 
VV(1,:)=[0,0,0]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Output data to a python file 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fid = fopen('H:\Weaire_scale067_n=1.py', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid,'P=('); 
for ro= 1:length(VV) 
     fprintf(fid,'(%15f,%15f,%15f),\n',VV(ro,:)); 
end  
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'L=('); 
for ro= 1:length(Line) 
     fprintf(fid,'(%8i,%8i),\n',Line(ro,:)); 
end  
fprintf(fid,')\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'F=('); 
for i= 1:length(Cell_Line) 
    fprintf(fid,'('); 
    for j=1:length(Cell_Line{i}) 
       %fprintf(fid,'%8i,',Cell_Line{i}(j)); 
        fprintf(fid,'((%15f,%15f,%15f),),',Cell_Line_MidP{i}(j,:)); 
    end 
    fprintf(fid,'),\n'); 
end  
fprintf(fid,')'); 
fclose(fid); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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% the only thing that has not been completed is that we don't know which 
% faces make up a foam cell, which however is not needed in abaqus. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% 
% 
function [VV,Line,Cell_Line,Cell_Line_MidP]=Voronoi_Generation(Stack,bound) 
[VV,CC]=voronoin(Stack);   
% CC is a cell with each array being a matrix that contains the global  
% indice of vertice that constitute a foam cell. 
% VV are the coordinates of vertice,nx3 matrix. 
count_c=1;  % count the cell number that will be imported into Abaqus 
Cel={}; 
for k=1:length(CC)  
    if all(CC{k}~=1)      % 1 corresponds to the point at infinite. 
       VertCell=VV(CC{k},:); % acquire all the coordiantes of the vertice of a 
foam cell. 
       Ma=max(VertCell); 
       Mi=min(VertCell); 
       bound_c=[Ma,-Mi];       % acquire the bound of this cell 
       if bound_c<=bound       % determine if the cell is in the region of 
interest 
         KVert=convhulln(VertCell);  
         % generate convex hull with triangles. no lines intersected except at 
the end. 
         % KVert is a nx3 matrix with n indicating the number of triangles.  
         % the entry of KVert is the local indice (in a cell) of the vertice of 
a triangle. 
         % its value indicate the number of row in VV. so the maximum value is 
the nodes number of this cell. 
         Face=Deletion_Inline(KVert, VertCell);  
         % Deletion_Inline is a self-defined function. Face is a cell. 
         % the length of Face represent the number of face of this cell. 
         % each entry of Face represents a face and is a nx2 matrix.  
         % n represent the numnber of edges of this face.  
         % each row consists of two indice of two nodes that constitutes a 
line. 
         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
         %chang the entry(local indice) of Face to gloabl indice. 
         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         for i=1:length(Face)        % calculate the face number of this cell 
           for j=1:length(Face{i})   % calculate the edge number of this face 
               Loc=Face{i}(j,:);     % acquire the local indice of nodes in a 
cell 
               Face{i}(j,:)=[CC{k}(Loc(1)),CC{k}(Loc(2))];  
               % acquire the corresponding global indice of nodes in a cell 
           end 
         end 
         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         Cel{count_c}=Face; % assemble Face. Store all the information of a 
cell into an entry. 
         count_c=count_c+1; 
       end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% delete the replicates of faces,lines 
% input: Cel 
% output:Line,Cell_Line 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Lin=[]; % similar to Line which is nx2 matrix 
Cel_Point={}; % similar to Cel, but just contains information about the nodes 
that constitue the face, no information about lines. 
Face_Line={}; % similar to Cel, is just unzipped from Cel. 
count_f=1; 
for i= 1:length(Cel)               % enter a given cell 
    for j=1:length(Cel{i})         % enter a given face 
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        Lin=[Lin;Cel{i}{j}];       % aquire the line in a given face,Lin is nx2 
matrix. its entry is global indice of nodes. 
        Cel_Point{count_f}=unique(Cel{i}{j});  
        % aquire the indice of vertice which constitute the face.  
        % because a set of indice of vertice could be used to judge if two face 
are the same one. 
        % this is just preparation for the next loop. 
        Face_Line{count_f}=Cel{i}{j};          
        % unzip Cel. each entry of Face_Line represent a face. this is just 
preparation of the second upcoming loop. 
        count_f=count_f+1;                     
        % the face number in Cell. note that it is not the real face number of 
target model due to the existence of replicated face.  
    end 
end  
Lin=sort(Lin,2); 
Line=unique(Lin,'rows');                       
% delete the replicated lines. Line is a nx2 matrix.  
% n reprenset the line number of target model. its entry is the global indice 
of vertice contituting a line. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Cell_Point={}; 
for i=1:length(Cel_Point) 
    Cell_Point{i}=num2str(Cel_Point{i}');                                   
    % function unique can only be used when the entries of a cell are strings, 
    % So all the entries are converted to strings. 
end 
[~,m,~]=unique(Cell_Point);                                                 
%delete the replicated faces. m is a nx1 matrix.  
% n represents the number of unqiue faces in the target model,and  
% its entries represent the elements that will be retained. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Cell_Line={}; 
Cell_Line_MidP={}; 
for i=1:length(m) 
    for j=1:length(Cel_Point{m(i)}) 
        index=find(ismember(Line,Face_Line{m(i)}(j,:),'rows'),1);           
        % search for the location of the lines of the unique face in the pool 
of lines(Line) 
        if ~ index 
            warning('there is a line that can not be find in line pool')    
            % in case we can not find the line in the pool of lines. 
        end 
        Cell_Line{i}(j)=index;                                              
        % this block of code, on one hand, is used to extract the unique face 
of the target model. 
        % on the other hand, to change indice of vertice with indice of 
lines.its entries represent the row number of Line. 
        End_P=Line(index,:); 
        Cell_Line_MidP{i}(j,:)=(VV(End_P(1),:)+VV(End_P(2),:))/2; 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% export results to a text file 
% input:VV,Line,Cell_Line 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% 
% 
function Face=Deletion_Inline(KVert, VertCell) 
% input:VertCell(the coordinates of nodes that constitute a cell),KVert(nx3 
% matrix, showing which three nodes make up a triangle. 
% Output: Face is a nx1 cell. n represent the face number of a foam cell. 
% each array is a mx2 matrix. m represent the edge number of a face. 
KVert=sort(KVert,2);          % sort the indice of point in every row 
Point1=VertCell(KVert(:,1),:);% obtain the coordinate of the first point of all 
triangles.nx3 matrix 
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Point2=VertCell(KVert(:,2),:);% obtain the coordinate of the second point of 
all triangles.nx3 matrix 
Point3=VertCell(KVert(:,3),:);% obtain the coordinate of the third point of all 
triangles.nx3 matrix 
Vector1=Point1-Point2;        % obtain the first vector of all triangles.nx3 
matrix 
Vector2=Point2-Point3;        % obtain the second vector of all triangles.nx3 
matrix 
Normal=cross(Vector1,Vector2);% obtain the normal of all the triangles.nx3 
matrix 
mo=Normal.*Normal; 
mo_=sqrt(mo(:,1)+mo(:,2)+mo(:,3));% obtain the length of all normal. 
Normal(:,1)=Normal(:,1)./mo_; 
Normal(:,2)=Normal(:,2)./mo_; 
Normal(:,3)=Normal(:,3)./mo_;      
% normalize the vector of normals. used to judge if triangles are parallel. 
Vector=Point1; 
Vector(:,1)=Vector(:,1)-Point1(1,1); 
Vector(:,2)=Vector(:,2)-Point1(1,2); 
Vector(:,3)=Vector(:,3)-Point1(1,3); 
Distance1=abs(dot(Vector',Normal')); 
Vector=Point1; 
Vector(:,1)=Vector(:,1)-Point2(1,1); 
Vector(:,2)=Vector(:,2)-Point2(1,2); 
Vector(:,3)=Vector(:,3)-Point2(1,3); 
Distance2=abs(dot(Vector',Normal')); 
Vector=Point1; 
Vector(:,1)=Vector(:,1)-Point3(1,1); 
Vector(:,2)=Vector(:,2)-Point3(1,2); 
Vector(:,3)=Vector(:,3)-Point3(1,3); 
Distance3=abs(dot(Vector',Normal'));  
% the vertical distances between the nodes in the first triangle and the other 
triangles.  
% combining with the normal of triangles, it can be used to confirm if 
triangles are coplanar.  
% the reason that three distance,rather than one distance,is used is because 
one or two nodes  
% might be lie equally between two parallel planes. 
index=1; % the face number of a cell 
occurence=[]; 
face={}; % face is a nx1 cell. n represent the face number of a foam cell.  
% each array contains the indice of triangles that make up a face in a foam 
cell. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% find out the triangles that belong to the same plane(face) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i=1:length(KVert)-1 
    if ~ismember(i,occurence)   % judge if this triangle have already be 
selected. 
       face{index}(1)=[i]; 
       for j=i+1:length(KVert) 
         error=(Distance1(i)-Distance1(j))^2+(Distance2(i)-
Distance2(j))^2+(Distance3(i)-Distance3(j))^2; 
         % judge if two vector is equal. 
         error1=(Normal(i,1)-Normal(j,1))^2+(Normal(i,2)-
Normal(j,2))^2+(Normal(i,3)-Normal(j,3))^2;   
         % judge if two verctor is equal but with opposite sign.do no forget 
this condition. 
         
error2=(Normal(i,1)+Normal(j,1))^2+(Normal(i,2)+Normal(j,2))^2+(Normal(i,3)+Nor
mal(j,3))^2;  
         % the reason we don't use Lamda=Normal(1,:)/Normal(2,:) is because of 
the 
         % existence of zero which can not be taken as deenominator. 
         if (error1<0.0000001 || error2<0.0000001)&& error<0.00000000001 
           face{index}=[face{index},j]; 
           occurence=[occurence,j]; 
         end 
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       end 
       index=index+1; 
    end 
end 
if ~ismember(length(KVert),occurence) 
    warning('There is a triangluar face, be careful')   
    % in case the last triangle is unique plane, having no coplanar triangles 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% on one hand, delete the line in a face,leaving lines that form a closed-loop 
or a 
% polygon; on the other hand, the way in which nodes are connected. the 
% method is to determine if a line appear twice in the pool of line. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Face={}; 
for i=1:length(face) 
    A=KVert(face{i},:); %aquire the indice of the nodes of these coplanar 
triangle 
    B=[A(:,1:2);A(:,2:3);A(:,1),A(:,3)]; % express them by lines, not triangles 
    C=[]; 
    re=[]; 
    for j=1:length(B)-1 
        count=0; 
        if ~ismember(j,re)     %determine if this line have already be selected 
          for k=j+1:length(B) 
            if B(j,:)== B(k,:) %determine if the line occurs twice in the pool 
of line 
               count=1;  
               re=[re,k]; 
            end 
          end  
          if count == 0   %if the line appears only once, then it will be 
selected 
            C=[C;B(j,:)]; 
          end 
        end 
    end 
    if ~ismember(length(B),re)  % in case the last one is not included. 
        C=[C;B(j+1,:)]; 
    end 
    Face{i}=C; 
end 
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(xiv) Construction of the Kelvin cell 
# -*- coding: mbcs -*- 
# 
# Abaqus/CAE Release 6.11-2 replay file 
# Internal Version: 2011_07_12-15.51.58 111859 
# Run by cyou659 on Sun Feb 17 16:57:56 2013 
# 
# from driverUtils import executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup 
# executeOnCaeGraphicsStartup() 
#: Executing "onCaeGraphicsStartup()" in the site directory ... 
from abaqus import * 
from abaqusConstants import * 
session.Viewport(name='Viewport: 1', origin=(0.0, 0.0), width=348.725494384766,  
    height=268.463897705078) 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].makeCurrent() 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].maximize() 
from caeModules import * 
from driverUtils import executeOnCaeStartup 
executeOnCaeStartup() 
################################## 
# Parameters 
################################## 
l=3   # edge length of the octahedron 
D=l/sqrt(2) 
################################################## 
# enter sketch interfaces    
################################################## 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].partDisplay.geometryOptions.setValues( 
    referenceRepresentation=ON) 
p = mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(name='Part-1', dimensionality=THREE_D,  
    type=DEFORMABLE_BODY) 
p.ReferencePoint(point=(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)) 
p = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'] 
session.viewports['Viewport: 1'].setValues(displayedObject=p) 
################################################### 
# Drawing lines 
################################################### 
# Z+ plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,0,D/3*2), (0,D/3,D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3,D/3*2), (-D/3,0,D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,0,D/3*2), (0,-D/3,D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3,D/3*2), (D/3,0,D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Z- plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,0,-D/3*2), (0,D/3,-D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3,-D/3*2), (-D/3,0,-D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,0,-D/3*2), (0,-D/3,-D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3,-D/3*2), (D/3,0,-D/3*2)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# X+ plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,0,D/3), (D/3*2,D/3,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,D/3,0), (D/3*2,0,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,0,-D/3), (D/3*2,-D/3,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,-D/3,0), (D/3*2,0,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# X- plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,0,D/3), (-D/3*2,D/3,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,D/3,0), (-D/3*2,0,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,0,-D/3), (-D/3*2,-D/3,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,-D/3,0), (-D/3*2,0,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Y+ plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,D/3*2,0), (0,D/3*2,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3*2,D/3), (-D/3,D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,D/3*2,0), (0,D/3*2,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3*2,-D/3), (D/3,D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Y- plane 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,-D/3*2,0), (0,-D/3*2,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
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p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3*2,D/3), (-D/3,-D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,-D/3*2,0), (0,-D/3*2,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3*2,-D/3), (D/3,-D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Z+ line 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,0,D/3*2), (D/3*2,0,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,0,D/3*2), (-D/3*2,0,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3,D/3*2), (0,D/3*2,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3,D/3*2), (0,-D/3*2,D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Z- line 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3,0,-D/3*2), (D/3*2,0,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3,0,-D/3*2), (-D/3*2,0,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,D/3,-D/3*2), (0,D/3*2,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((0,-D/3,-D/3*2), (0,-D/3*2,-D/3)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
# Z=0 line 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,D/3,0), (D/3,D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,D/3,0), (-D/3,D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((D/3*2,-D/3,0), (D/3,-D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
p.WirePolyLine(points=((-D/3*2,-D/3,0), (-D/3,-D/3*2,0)), mergeWire=OFF, meshable=ON) 
############################################################### 
# create faces by covering edges 
############################################################### 
p = mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'] 
################### Z plane 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,D/6,D/3*2),),((-D/6,D/6,D/3*2),),((-D/6,-D/6,D/3*2),),((D/6,-
D/6,D/3*2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,D/6,-D/3*2),),((-D/6,D/6,-D/3*2),),((-D/6,-D/6,-
D/3*2),),((D/6,-D/6,-D/3*2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### X plane interchange X for Z 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/3*2,D/6,D/6),),((D/3*2,D/6,-D/6),),((D/3*2,-D/6,-D/6),),((D/3*2,-
D/6,D/6),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((-D/3*2,D/6,D/6),),((-D/3*2,D/6,-D/6),),((-D/3*2,-D/6,-D/6),),((-
D/3*2,-D/6,D/6),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### Y plane interchange Y for Z 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/6,D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/6,D/3*2,-
D/6),),((D/6,D/3*2,-D/6),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,-D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/6,-D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/6,-D/3*2,-
D/6),),((D/6,-D/3*2,-D/6),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### first quadrant plane  
e = p.edges 
edges = 
e.findAt(((D/6,D/6,D/3*2),),((D/2,D/2,0),),((D/3*2,D/6,D/6),),((D/6,D/3*2,D/6),),((D/2
,0,D/2),),((0,D/2,D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,D/6,-D/3*2),),((D/2,D/2,0),),((D/3*2,D/6,-D/6),),((D/6,D/3*2,-
D/6),),((D/2,0,-D/2),),((0,D/2,-D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### second quadrant plane 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((D/6,-D/6,D/3*2),),((D/2,-D/2,0),),((D/3*2,-D/6,D/6),),((D/6,-
D/3*2,D/6),),((D/2,0,D/2),),((0,-D/2,D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
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edges = e.findAt(((D/6,-D/6,-D/3*2),),((D/2,-D/2,0),),((D/3*2,-D/6,-D/6),),((D/6,-
D/3*2,-D/6),),((D/2,0,-D/2),),((0,-D/2,-D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### Third quadrant plane 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((-D/6,D/6,D/3*2),),((-D/2,D/2,0),),((-D/3*2,D/6,D/6),),((-
D/6,D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/2,0,D/2),),((0,D/2,D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((-D/6,D/6,-D/3*2),),((-D/2,D/2,0),),((-D/3*2,D/6,-D/6),),((-
D/6,D/3*2,-D/6),),((-D/2,0,-D/2),),((0,D/2,-D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
####################### Fourth quadrant plane 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((-D/6,-D/6,D/3*2),),((-D/2,-D/2,0),),((-D/3*2,-D/6,D/6),),((-D/6,-
D/3*2,D/6),),((-D/2,0,D/2),),((0,-D/2,D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
e = p.edges 
edges = e.findAt(((-D/6,-D/6,-D/3*2),),((-D/2,-D/2,0),),((-D/3*2,-D/6,-D/6),),((-D/6,-
D/3*2,-D/6),),((-D/2,0,-D/2),),((0,-D/2,-D/2),)) 
p.CoverEdges(edgeList=edges, tryAnalytical=True) 
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(xv) Periodic boundary conditions application 
For micromechanical modelling, periodic boundary conditions are oftentimes utilised. 

Periodic boundary conditions keep the opposing surfaces of models parallel during 

deformation. Apart from the periodicity of model geometry, periodic boundary 

conditions require the mesh periodicity of models. The mesh on a pair of opposing side 

of models needs be matched exactly. In other words, for a given node on a side, there 

must be a matched node located at the corresponding location on the opposite side, as 

shown in Figure 17. If a model is subjected to a prescribed macroscopic strain εi, then 

periodic boundary conditions will be applied by restricting the displacement of the 

matched node pairs as follows. 

( ) {1,2,3}k k k k
i i i i iu u x x iε
+ − + −

− = − ∈  (10) 

0 {4,5,6}k k
i i iω ω
+ −

− = ∈  (11) 

 
Figure 17:  Schematic of node pairs for periodic boundary conditions. 

Where ui
k+ and ui

k-  are the displacements of matched node pair k+ and k- in direction i  

respectively, xi
k+ and xi

k-are the coordinates of matched node pair  k+ and  k-. 

To apply periodic boundary conditions, the first step is to collect surface nodes. The 

nodes on surfaces can be collected by the coordinates of nodes using findat() command 

in Abaqus. Next, the collected nodes are divided into three categories: nodes on faces, 

nodes on edges and nodes on vertices. The reason for this is because each node can only 

be used as master nodes in Equations (first term) one time. If the collected nodes are not 

divided, nodes on edges and nodes on vertices will be used more than one time. After 

classification, a Set is established for each individual node, because Equations only 

recognize Sets, and three reference points (RP1, RP2, RP3) were created. Finally, the 

following equations are established in Abaqus. 

h+k-

k+

h-

v+

v+
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Figure 18:  Schematic of faces, edges, vertices and reference points for periodic boundary 
conditions. 

Category Locations Equations 
Nodes on 

faces 
Faces ABCD and EFGH 

1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
EFGH ABCD RPu u u i− = =  

Faces DAEH and CBFG 
2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

CBFG DAEH RPu u u i− = =  
Faces BAEF and CDHG 

3 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
CDHG BAEF RPu u u i− = =  

Nodes on 
edges 

Edges AD and BC 
2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

AD BC RPu u u i− = =  
Edges BC and FG 

1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
BC FG RPu u u i− = − =  

Edges AD and HE 
1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

HE AD RPu u u i− = =  
Edges CD and AB 

3 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
CD AB RPu u u i− = =  

Edges GH and CD 
1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

GH CD RPu u u i− = =  
Edges EF and AB 

1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
EF AB RPu u u i− = =  

Edges DH and AE 
3 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

DH AE RPu u u i− = =  
Edges CG and DH 

2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
CG DH RPu u u i− = =  

Edges BF and AE 
2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

BF AE RPu u u i− = =  
Nodes on 
vertices 

Vertices A and D  
3 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

A D RPu u u i− = − =  
Vertices A and B 

2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
B A RPu u u i− = =  

Vertices A and E 
1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

E A RPu u u i− = =  
Vertices C and G 

1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
C G RPu u u i− = − =  

Vertices H and G 
2 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

H G RPu u u i− = − =  
Vertices F and G 

3 ( 1, 2,3)i i i
F G RPu u u i− = − =  

Vertices H and D 
1 ( 1, 2,3)i i i

D H RPu u u i− = − =  

E

1

3

2

A

B

D

C

F

G

H

RP3

RP2

RP1
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After the creation of equations, displacements are applied to reference points. ui
RP1 , ui

RP2 

and ui
RP3  can be considered as macroscopic strain tensor of the micro-model. 

The Scripts for periodic boundary condiction implementations in Abaqus are as follows. 

 
###################### 
# Model parameters 
###################### 
D1=0.674 
D2=0.674 
D3=0.674 
######################################################### 
# divide nodes into 3 categories: face, edge, vertex,  
######################################################### 
N=mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].nodes 
X1=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of X=0 
X2=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of X=D1 
Y1=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of Y=0 
Y2=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of Y=D2 
Z1=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of Z=0 
Z2=[]              # node set including all the nodes on the face of Z=D3 
tolerance=1e-6 
for i in N: 
   if abs(i.coordinates[0]+0)<tolerance: 
      X1=X1+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
   elif abs(i.coordinates[1]+0)<tolerance: 
      Y1=Y1+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
   elif abs(i.coordinates[2]+0)<tolerance: 
      Z1=Z1+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
   elif abs(i.coordinates[0]-D1)<tolerance: 
      X2=X2+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
   elif abs(i.coordinates[1]-D2)<tolerance: 
      Y2=Y2+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
   elif abs(i.coordinates[2]-D3)<tolerance: 
      Z2=Z2+[(i.coordinates,i.label)] 
########################################################### 
# remove nodes located on edges from node set X1-Z2  
########################################################### 
Edg=[]                          # node set including all the nodes located on edges 
intersect=[] 
# search for nodes located on edges by coordinates 
for i in X1: 
   if abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
# delete nodes located on edge out of node set X1 
for j in intersect: 
      X1.remove(j) 
intersect=[] 
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for i in Y1: 
   if abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
for j in intersect: 
      Y1.remove(j) 
intersect=[] 
for i in Z1: 
   if abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance: 
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
for j in intersect: 
      Z1.remove(j) 
intersect=[] 
for i in X2: 
   if abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
for j in intersect: 
      X2.remove(j) 
intersect=[] 
for i in Y2: 
   if abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance: 
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
for j in intersect:  
      Y2.remove(j) 
intersect=[] 
for i in Z2: 
   if abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance or 
abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance or abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance:  
      Edg=Edg+[i] 
      intersect=intersect+[i] 
for j in intersect: 
      Z2.remove(j) 
############################################################## 
# Divide nodes located on edges into 12 sets based on location 
############################################################## 
Edg1=[] # X=0 Y=0 
Edg2=[] # X=0 Y=D2 
Edg3=[] # X=0 Z=0 
Edg4=[] # X=0 Z=D3 
Edg5=[] # X=D1 Y=0 
Edg6=[] # X=D1 Y=D2 
Edg7=[] # X=D1 Z=0 
Edg8=[] # X=D1 Z=D3 
Edg9=[] # Y=0 Z=0 
Edg10=[] # Y=0 Z=D3 
Edg11=[] # Y=D1 Z=0 
Edg12=[] # Y=D2 Z=D3 
for i in Edg: 
   if abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg1=Edg1+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance:  
      Edg2=Edg2+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg3=Edg3+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg4=Edg4+[i]  
   elif abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance and abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg5=Edg5+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance and abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance:  
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      Edg6=Edg6+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg7=Edg7+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][0]-D1)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg8=Edg8+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg9=Edg9+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][1]+0)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg10=Edg10+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]+0)<tolerance:  
      Edg11=Edg11+[i] 
   elif abs(i[0][1]-D2)<tolerance and abs(i[0][2]-D3)<tolerance:  
      Edg12=Edg12+[i]  
######################################################################### 
# sort nodes according to coordinates so that they can match one by one 
######################################################################### 
Edg1.sort() 
Edg2.sort() 
Edg3.sort() 
Edg4.sort() 
Edg5.sort() 
Edg6.sort() 
Edg7.sort() 
Edg8.sort() 
Edg9.sort() 
Edg10.sort() 
Edg11.sort() 
Edg12.sort() 
X1.sort() 
X2.sort() 
Y1.sort() 
Y2.sort() 
Z1.sort() 
Z2.sort() 
################################################### 
# In case nodes are not sorted properly, we sorted  
# them again here by distance 
################################################### 
Temp=[] 
for i in X1: 
    Diff=[] 
    for j in X2: 
         Diff=Diff+[(i[0][0]-j[0][0]+1*D1)*(i[0][0]-j[0][0]+1*D1)+(i[0][1]-
j[0][1])*(i[0][1]-j[0][1])+(i[0][2]-j[0][2])*(i[0][2]-j[0][2])] 
    Index=Diff.index(min(Diff)) 
    Temp=Temp+[X2[Index]] 
    X2.remove(X2[Index]) 
X2=Temp 
###################################################### 
Temp=[] 
for i in Y1: 
    Diff=[] 
    for j in Y2: 
         Diff=Diff+[(i[0][0]-j[0][0])*(i[0][0]-j[0][0])+(i[0][1]-
j[0][1]+1*D2)*(i[0][1]-j[0][1]+1*D2)+(i[0][2]-j[0][2])*(i[0][2]-j[0][2])] 
    Index=Diff.index(min(Diff)) 
    Temp=Temp+[Y2[Index]] 
    Y2.remove(Y2[Index]) 
Y2=Temp 
###################################################### 
Temp=[] 
for i in Z1: 
    Diff=[] 
    for j in Z2: 
         Diff=Diff+[(i[0][0]-j[0][0])*(i[0][0]-j[0][0])+(i[0][1]-j[0][1])*(i[0][1]-
j[0][1])+(i[0][2]-j[0][2]+1*D3)*(i[0][2]-j[0][2]+1*D3)] 
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    Index=Diff.index(min(Diff)) 
    Temp=Temp+[Z2[Index]] 
    Z2.remove(Z2[Index]) 
Z2=Temp    
###################################################################################### 
# Create a set for each individual node 
###################################################################################### 
nodeno1=1 
for i in X1: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_X1_'+str(nodeno1), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno1=nodeno1+1 
nodeno1=1 
for i in X2: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_X2_'+str(nodeno1), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno1=nodeno1+1 
nodeno2=1 
for i in Y1: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_Y1_'+str(nodeno2), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno2=nodeno2+1 
nodeno2=1 
for i in Y2: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_Y2_'+str(nodeno2), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno2=nodeno2+1 
nodeno3=1 
for i in Z1: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_Z1_'+str(nodeno3), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno3=nodeno3+1 
nodeno3=1 
for i in Z2: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Surf_Z2_'+str(nodeno3), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    nodeno3=nodeno3+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg1: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg1_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg2: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg2_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg3: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg3_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg4: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg4_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg5: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg5_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg6: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg6_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
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    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg7: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg7_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg8: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg8_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg9: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg9_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg10: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg10_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg11: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg11_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
for i in Edg12: 
    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].Set(name='Edg12_'+str(num), 
nodes=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-1'].nodes[(i[1]-1):(i[1])]) 
    num=num+1 
num=1 
######################################################################## 
# create reference points 
######################################################################## 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=(D1+0.5, 0, 0)) 
r1 = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints 
kf = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints.items() 
k=kf[0][0]  
refPoints1=(r1[k], ) 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.Set(referencePoints=refPoints1, name='Rp-X') 
################################################# 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=(0, D2+0.5, 0)) 
r1 = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints 
kf = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints.items() 
ks=len(kf) 
k=kf[0][0]  
refPoints1=(r1[k], ) 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.Set(referencePoints=refPoints1, name='Rp-Y') 
###################################################### 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=(0, 0, D3+0.5)) 
r1 = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints 
kf = mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints.items() 
k=kf[0][0] 
refPoints1=(r1[k], ) 
mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.Set(referencePoints=refPoints1, name='Rp-Z') 
################################################################### 
# create equations for nodes located on surfaces 
################################################################### 
for num in range(1,nodeno1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_X1_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_X2_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 2))) 
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   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 3))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-4-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 4), (-1.0, leftnodename, 4),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 4))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-5-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 5), (-1.0, leftnodename, 5),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 5))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintX-6-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 6), (-1.0, leftnodename, 6),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 6))) 
################################################## 
for num in range(1,nodeno2): 
   frontnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_Y2_%d'%(num) 
   backnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_Y1_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 1), (-1.0, backnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 2), (-1.0, backnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 3), (-1.0, backnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 3))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-4-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 4), (-1.0, backnodename, 4),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 4))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-5-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 5), (-1.0, backnodename, 5),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 5))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintY-6-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,frontnodename, 6), (-1.0, backnodename, 6),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 6))) 
################################################## 
for num in range(1,nodeno3): 
   topnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_Z2_%d'%(num) 
   bottomnodename = 'Part-1-1.Surf_Z1_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 1), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 2), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 3), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 3))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-4-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 4), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 4),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 4))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-5-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 5), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 5),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 5))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="ConstraintZ-6-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,topnodename, 6), (-1.0, bottomnodename, 6),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 6))) 
########################################################################## 
# create equations for nodes located on edges 
# the 4,5,6th degree of freedom are not considered here.  
# If needed, they can be write the same as the 1,2,3th degree of freedom 
######################################################################### 
for num in range(1,len(Edg1)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg1_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg2_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg1to2-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg1to2-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg1to2-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg2)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg2_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg6_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg2to6-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg2to6-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg2to6-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg5)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg5_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg1_%d'%(num) 
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   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg5to1-1-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 1), (1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg5to1-2-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 2), (1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg5to1-3-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 3), (1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 3))) 
#################################################### 
for num in range(1,len(Edg3)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg3_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg4_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg3to4-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg3to4-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg3to4-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg4)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg4_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg8_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg4to8-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0,leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg4to8-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0,leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg4to8-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0,leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg7)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg7_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg3_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg7to3-1-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 1), (1.0,leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg7to3-2-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 2), (1.0,leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg7to3-3-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 3), (1.0,leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-X', 3))) 
#################################################### 
for num in range(1,len(Edg9)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg9_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg10_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg9to10-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg9to10-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg9to10-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Z', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg10)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg10_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg12_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg10to12-1-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 1), (-1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg10to12-2-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 2), (-1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg10to12-3-%d"%(num), 
terms=((1.0,rightnodename, 3), (-1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 3))) 
for num in range(1,len(Edg11)+1): 
   leftnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg11_%d'%(num) 
   rightnodename = 'Part-1-1.Edg9_%d'%(num) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg11to9-1-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 1), (1.0, leftnodename, 1),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 1))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg11to9-2-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 2), (1.0, leftnodename, 2),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 2))) 
   mdb.models['Model-1'].Equation(name="Constraint-Edg11to9-3-%d"%(num), terms=((-
1.0,rightnodename, 3), (1.0, leftnodename, 3),(-1.0, 'Rp-Y', 3))) 
################################################################################## 
# applying loads 
################################################################################## 
region=mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.sets['Rp-X'] 
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mdb.models['Model-1'].DisplacementBC(name='BC-1',createStepName='Step-
1',region=region,u1=0.1,u2=0.0,u3=0.0,fixed=OFF,fieldName='',localCsys=None) 
region=mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.sets['Rp-Y'] 
mdb.models['Model-1'].DisplacementBC(name='BC-2',createStepName='Step-
1',region=region,u1=0.0,u3=0.0,fixed=OFF,fieldName='',localCsys=None) 
region=mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.sets['Rp-Z'] 
mdb.models['Model-1'].DisplacementBC(name='BC-3',createStepName='Step-
1',region=region,u1=0.0,u2=0.0,fixed=OFF,fieldName='',localCsys=None) 
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